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Chapter 1

In dece!oping  countries  where large numbers of people
are living i n  villages and where rural areas are not easily acces-
sib&, it is difficult  to transmit  new ideas on a wide scale.

Sshaustive studies have shown that difficulties in develop-
ing nations are not always the same. The low-income  countries
contain an atitounding variety  of life styles,  spiritual  attitudes
and ievels of development.  However, some generaiizatione can
be made about the peoples of developing countries.

Itlost,  of the people live in a rural  setting and work the
land for their livelihood.  Many  of them do not heave access to
adequate transportation  facilities.  Few have educational oppor-
tunities  beyond a few years in elementary  school. They are
insulated in their communities,  frequently  unaware  of the world
beyond.  They  rarely see a doctor. They are often untouched
by govertnental  services., They are poor. And most of them
am ilkrate.

There is, of course, another side to this picture. The isola-
tion and provincialisms  of the developing world are the source
of its fascinating variety. The “world community”  that wili
hop&Q provide a, richer material  life for everyone  may also
turn oirt to be grtndingly monotonous for the very people it is
trying  to heIp.

At any rate, the need to bring new ideas - speei~fically
cr~ntraeeption  and family planning  - to the developing world



has been established.  Efforts  are now underway  in many
countries to expose these new ideas.

These efforts inevitably have involved questions  of com-
muniea&:s. How can these vast and varied aud!ences be in-
formed about family planning?  IIL Y can they be mot,ivated to
practice it in their  own lives? And how should concepts am!
activities  - that to many are strange and innovative - be
introduced?

One of the most profrund  and dramatic  methods of dis-
.semineting such information is the inexpensive,  battery-powered,
transistor  radio.

The spread of these pocket  communicators  into the most,
remote areas of the world appears to be inevitable.  Through
transistor  radios,  hundreds of miliions of once-isolated vi!lagers
and farmers are catching  glimpses of the wide world that only
moments  ago was beyond their horizons.  They are hearing
ideas and concepts  they have never heard before.

Qne of the m:in  reasons  for radio’s phenomenal spread in
low-income countries  is because it ignores  levels of literacy.
For the peop!e of these countries,  living like all of mankind in
cerbai cu!tares, nothing  could be more natural  than attention
to a medium that simply talks.  Radio requires !Xtle effort  on
the listener’s part and no special  training.  As a result,  radio
b r o a d c a s t i n g  is emerging  in t.he developing world as a more
pov~erful  and effective communications  medium than anything
else except perhaps  direct personal confrontation. It may prove
to be more effective than all the other technological  media
combined - newspapers,  magazines,  mailings,  brochures, tele-
visicn and cinema.

This assessment may appear  exaggerated.  It is supported,
however, by data on the increasing number of radio receivers
in the two decades from 1950 to I970. (See Tables l-10 in the
Appendix).  The figures  probably represent an understatement,
since it is generally  agreed that a radio census does not ecunt
all radios~ In many places taxes are collected  and duties are
levied on radio receivers.  Consequently,  they are often con-
cealed as contraband.  At any rate, the figures show the tre-
mendous number of radio sets that exist in almost every country
of the developing  wor ld .  Many  of these countries have as many
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radio receivers ger capita as do the nations  of the industrialized
world.

Among media, radio is becoming an eft mechanism
for transmittin g famiiy planning messages  .o aLldiences in
developing  countries.  Inexpensive,  battery-powered  radios  are
owneli!  I):-  people from a!1 slocial  and economic claxxs.  Conse-
quentiy, radio ‘broadcasting has been extended  into areas where
a lack of electricity has prevented the spread of old-style, plug.
in radios.

Radio reaches  those who cannot read or write.  In fact,
illiteracy  may indeed enhance its effectiveness, since people
v-ho cannor read or write are denied somq? media alternatives.
Some of t~he many-  advantages of radio include the following:

i. Reaches  people quickly;  provides almost instant  out-
I-each.

2. Reaches  the people who have been hardest to reach
becaluse  of difficult terrain,  lack of roads and reliable
means of transportation.

3. Delivers  message directly to the iistener across barriers
and requires litt!e effort  on the part of a listener.

4. Reaches people at low unit cost.
.3.r Provides entertainment.
5. Frox-iJes information which carries conviction.
7. Provid.zs  a portable  medium.

8. Creates a feeling of participation,  of personal involve-
ment in the listener.

9. He1p.s  create a climate of opinion in which talk about
cd:in:race:,tion  is not considered  embarrassing;  helps in
!epiiimation.

10, Helps in reinforcement of new knowledge  a n d  a t t i t u d e s
and gives reassurance about changed behavior.

And yet for all its power, radio should not be viewed as a
total approach by itself. It is o n e  medium among many. And
2 compre>ensi\-e  program of communications  in family plan-
ning should seek to transmit  messages in as many viays as
pmibPe.

Although radio is o n e  of the most effective communication
f(j(:*i;;  -- eipeciaily for n,errching  large :zudiences  who have limited
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literacy  - for disseminating  information  about family plan-
ning, it has inherent drawbacks.

1. It is difficult to transmit  a complicated  idea by radio
successfully.  The human ear assimilates  at a slower
rate than the eye.

2. The  iistener  has no control over the transmission  rate;
he can’t ask for something to be repeated.

3. The broadcaster has to a,ssume the composition of his
audience. He lacks complete knowledge of the audience
and bases his message on assumpi:ons.

4. Radio in itself  is ineffe<,tire  in bringing  aLout a change
of attitude  or beliefs.

5. In some cuitures, messages  coming from a distance lack
credibility.
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Chapter II

adio .As Pat-t of Multi-Media Mix
The use of radio must be considered  within  a broader com-

munications  framework,  one that is supported by comprehensive
planning,  organization and administration.  For maximum im-
pact a radio message  must be presented  as part of a coordinated
communications  program involving other media and coordinated
a s  well with actions  and processes going on in the overall  family
planning program.  Information should go hand in hand with
the availability  of supplies and services.

The organization  and execution of a comprehensive  com-
municatio:~ program in family planning  should be carried out
in accordance with tested communications  principles.  These
principles as wei1  as some of the theoretical  considerations under-
lying communications  programs can be summarized in the fol-
fowing statements:

1. X family planning program should contain  a central
communications  unit authorized to initiate  communica-
tions policies and to design and carry out a comprehen-
sive, Iong-range  communications  program.

2. A national  program must be supported  by regional units
corresponding  closely to local ethnic, cultural,  social and
economic  needs and attitudes.
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3. A mass communications  program should direct its mes-
sages to all its auditinces,  and it also should offer
distinctive  programming  to distinct audiences.  In the
developing world,  three audiences  should be distin-
guished - the literate,  the semi-literate,  and the illiter-
are.

4. CYommumcations programs shculd  have at least t,hese
objectives:  to inform and motivate;  to legitimize inno-
vations ; to promote  discussion  ; to neutralize fa!se rumor
and, in qneral,  to correct misinformation.

5, Communications  programs should be sustained,  varied
and coordinated.

6. The communications  organization  shou!d contain a re-
search section capable of anaiyzing  and evaluating  audi-
ence response  and of conducting studies  directed toward
heightening program impact.

5. A communications  effort should be based on tested prin-
ciples of persuasion and the psychology of mot,ivation.

These goa&, principles  and organizational  proposals  apply
to a comprehensive communications  program. But they also
apply specifically to radio. When using this intimate  medium,
programming  which incorporates variety, audience feedback
and attention to the local scene is of crucial importance. The
goals of an overall  communications  program are similar  to those
of radio programming. None of the goals are outside  the cap-
abilities  of radio.

o’s And
Radio has already  caught the attention  of some family

pIanning  adrlinistrators. In the Philippines,  Kenya, Ghana,
India and Iran, radio is being used to create an awareness  of
family planning concepts and to validate their  importance.
Sowhere,  h o w e v e r ,  is radio’s full potential being utilized to
educate  and motivate  people, to !egitimize  contraception and to
eliminate  social and emotional barriers  to family planning.

In  prepar ing  radio programming  for family planning, the
communieat,or  must always remember that his fundamental
purpose is to persuade.  To effectively persuade  people,  he must
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be aware that he is selling a set of ideas that may be new to
his audience and advancing a system of values that may oppose
anei-nt  Vadifions.-.. &

Ke must think in terms of sustained programming.  The
radio zunpaign must contain element-  that are similar  enough
to reinf~~ice  their separate impact. He must be aware of satura-
tion iex~eis - intensifying  his effort,s in productive  directions -
wit,houi going beyond them. Re must function  in accordance
with the prmci:>les and techniques  of persuasion.

An informational  message  must capture att,ention, especial-
i!- when :he message  is new and cannot  ride on previously
ai ;.;s-sd interes’. It must be presented  in stimulating  and
ir:teres’in,d ;vays-.  Frequently,  ~L!Y::,  \~j’l require that the message
ije paeh;gecI and jrcadcast il!sic”s:  2:: envelope  oi ent! rt~~iilnnent.
Nowever,  ert;:rtainment  m:,;-1  :;oL be ove!,Iaoked  a; the vehicle
of persuasion merely because the cause is vitai.

Listeners must not be preached  to or treated as if they
CCere  in a ciassroom. Approaches  of this kind should not be
excused on the grounds that the mecsage is “good” for people.

Consideration should be given : the use of humor, both
as entertainment  and as a genia! .,. tting in which to transmit
messages.  &cause messages  about family planning concern a
range of man’s most intimate activities,  hxnor must be used
in a tasteful  manner. Consideration  should be given to what a
given audience considers  to be funny, an understanding  that can
be provided  by the regional,  locally~-oriented  communications
units already proposed.

Other tested techniques  include the use of incentives -
prizes, lotteries or contests - to help attract attention  to the
message  and to the campaign.

Nany ,mebsages,  perhaps even most of them, should con-
clude by urging members of the listening  audience to take ac-
tion. In the market parlance  of the salesman,  t,hey should “ask
for the ortier.”  The communicator must present this course of
action in a favorable  light - as btnefXa1 to those who will carry
it out: as apnroved by society and the local community and as
easy to do. The communicator  must know that the action  can
be done and that supplies and services are ready and waiting
before he urges people to make use of them.
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Some messages or some parts of the campaign  may be di-
rected to a nation’s  entire population or to members  of a group
that speak a particular  language.  The advantages  that come
with messages  addressed  to large numbers must not distract  a
ccmmunicator from the importan.ce of regional  and local pro-
gramming.

As inclined  as he may be to fire his -shot,guns,  he must also
make use of the rifle.

He must not lose sight of some se.~,.-.‘ent:-  of the population,
often small and sometimes rem.ote,  a: c., ,I be reached best
by programming designed specificsll-~  I,P em. He must also
consider  other audiences - linguistic in. -I&, religious  com-
mi.oities,  professional groups,  ,trades a*,:>  -afts, members of
distinc? csultures - that should be reach.d.

In determining the content of speciai  ~1~’ jamming, a com-
munica tor  must ask himself a nu,mber of Lhe ‘, ‘?n-ing questions:

1. W%o is the audience?
2. Wha,t message is to be sent to this sr ’ 2ir.I  group?
3. Does this audience want to know t.:i~ lessage?  Will

its members be receptive  or resistan ,’ It?
1. What styles of information are they accustomed to?

How complex can the message  be?
5. Eow can this message be framed to atti,:r.  ‘. their  atten-

tion and interest?
6. VOnich  of the family  planning  benefits  i:,‘;i  e : more ap-

pealing to them?
7. Hn what ways can these benefits be brl~,;~,::i,:  Lo their

attention and made clear to them?
These questions are rrot completely indepen .,L of one

another.  The answer to one question  may lead ~.a’urally  to
a n o t h e r  ansgver. These questions  should serve to stir ulate re-
search on listening  habits and on the various audie:;c;,;.s  that a
radio campaign in family p!anning is attempt,ing to r..&r.  Au~di-
ence research  is an essential  preliminary  to any comrOIlnications
ef for t ,  and especially  to radio.

Finding out the characteristics  of the radio a;(JLnce or
audiences  \viiE involve extensive research. It will  require assem-
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biing ail available data on audience  reactions  and listening
habits.

Ethnic and cultural  characteristics  of a population  and its
social and economic situation will !ikeiy have been analyzed
during the establishment  of base-line  statistics for the overall
family planning effort.  Previous  studies should be examined
when a broadcast  communications  program is under consideration
to see if information  is available  in the following  areas:

1. tharac,teristics  of the basic cultures.
2. Languages used and where  used.
3. Reiigione in the broadcast area, their distribution  and

attitudes.
4. Levels of education  among listeners and the structure

of the educational  system.
5. Demographic  characteristics  of listeners, t h e i r  dietri-

bution and densities.
6. Social and economic characteristics  of listeners,  including

occopations, trades and average  income leveis.
in many cases broadcasters  themselves will have specific

information  on the potential and actual size of audiences  and
their  characteristics  and habits.

Some avai!able data - depending  on the country  and the
sophistication  of its broadcasting  organizations  - will help the
programmer to evaluate program objectives against  potential
audiences.  Sta,tistics in the following areas will probably have
been collected:

1. Estimated number of radios  and their distribution  by
geographical  areas.

2. Estimated distribution  of radio receivers  by income levels
and other social and economic  criteria.

3. Areas covered by broadcast stations.
4. Audience  listening  habits - derived from surveys or

informed opinion in the absence  of precise data. Such
information should indicate  the following:

Total audience  availability  by times of day;
Audience availability  by sex, age and occupational
groups ; and
Audience preference for types of programs,  broken
down into groups according  to sex, age and occupation.
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Basic data of this kind is availab!e  in countries where com-
mercial radio broadcasting  has evolved as a prime advertising
mearum. Where there is a fair  volume of commercial  broad-i.

casting - and some commercial use of radio occurs almost every-
where - sources such as advertisers  and advertising  agencies
~.?lj have information on audience  availability  and listening
habits.

Where *much  of the volume of advert,ising  concerns  imported
goods.  it may be useful  to contact adcertisers or agencies in the
countries exporting  goods.

When a!1 available  statistics  are assembled  and analyzed,
it wi-i:i be possib!e  to weigh the objectives of a radio campaign  -
directed toward both general  audiences  and special audiences -
against a number of factors. These include program styles .
times and frequency of broadcasts  . . . stations  to be used . . .
languages  required . coordination  with other media efforts
and with other family planning action programs.

Media Evaluation
Evaluation  of media cbn be made using the following ques-

tions as guidelines  :

Faeiiities and Coverage
1. Bow many transmitters  are in operation?
2. What is each transmitter’s  power and how far do its

signals reach ?
3. Now many receivers  are there?
3. How many are privately  owned?
5. How many are public receivers?
C. What proportion  of public receivers  is working?
7. What 1: nguages and dialects are used in broadcast  areas?
8. What is their distribution?
9. Do tariff barriers hinder  the import of radios and trans-

mitting  equipment  ?
HO.  If they do, are efforts under way to lower the tariffs?
11. How big is the estimated  audience or audiences?
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y+ipqing
1. What. are the most popular  programs?
2. W’hat size are the audiences at different  times.
3. What is the best time to transmit  message-  to men?

To r~.cmen ‘!
-A,,  lVk.ai  season is best ?
5. 1Vhen  a message urges a visit to the clinic, has i!, been

coordinated  with the availability  of clinic services?  With
the timing of a major campaign?

rogram Evaluation
Tne following  questions  will help the communications  unit

in deciding  on program approaches  they will use:

RwgraElming

I. How much centrally-produced  materials  are used by
regional transmitters?

2. In what way is it necessary  to modify centrally-produced
materials to suit regional needs?

3. How should programming  vary for the men who listen
outside and the women who listen inside homes?

4. ~What  kinds of prototype materials  developed in indus-
Caiized  nations would be helpful in less developed
nations ?

5. Would broad,asts  of international  sporting  events,  foi
example,  be attractive  to audiences  in India, the Philip-
pines or Uganda?

6. How can information on contraceptive methods and the
advantages of family planning  be inserted  into news
broadcasts, question  and answer programs,  re!igious
programs, educational  programs,  or programs  of folk
songs,  music and drama?

7. Are satisfied  users, both men and women, asked to pro-
vide testimonials?  How often?

8. Bow are special events programmed?
9. Da women’s listening clubs exist?  Where are t’iey and

how many?
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10. How is a new contraceptive  method introduced  if pro-
gramming is coordinated  around such events as a Family
Planning  Week or an intensive d;-ive  month ?

i l .  is tbelv any conversat,ion  radio?
12. Is radio used in schools?
13. IL; sex education  or population  information ever heard

on radio?
14. Does radio offer adL!t education?
15. BYhat subjects are covered?
16. is family planning inserted into agriculture  extension

education programs?  If so, how is it done?

i. If most radio listeners are men, should emphasis be
placed on male methods,  such as sterilization or the
condom ?

2. Should the male be ash:? to encourage  his wife to re-
spond ?

3. Who are the gate keepers,  the important  leaders of
opinion ?

4. How do opinion leaders transmit information and to
whom?

5. Should radio programs explain  contraceptive methods
or tell where services may be obtained?

6. Or should programs emphasize  the benefits of family
planning?

7. How often must program content be changed?
8. Are skits and gossip sessions more influential than talks

by gover:?ment officials or other important  individuals?
9. Is one type of programming  better at one time, the other

at another?
10. How is content on contraception de-personalized  so that

listeners  are not embarrassed?

eseafe
2. Is media content evaluated?
2. What is the people’s attitude  toward radio?
3. Do they generally trust  govt:n,ment  recommendations?



Chapter  I

In addition to its use as a medium of entertainment,  radio
.has become an important  means of reaching large audiences,
at refativeiy kxv costs, with information  concerning  the public
welfare.  En fa.ct,  radio provides entertainment  that builds an
audience to whom su’bstantive information  can then be trans-
mitted. ~~~se~~~~t~~,  radio has gained almost universal  aceept-
ance by ha casters as a medium which can and should serve
the ~~~~~~  interest.

Acceptance  of this responsibility  on the part of both govern-
ment and private broadcasters  opens the door for using the
medium to convey information on family planning.

The ~~rn~~~~c~t~~~s unit staff should decide whether  to
use radio in the family planning  communications  program.  This
decision may be easier to make by keeping some of the following
points in mind.

By using a variety  of program and announcement  techni-
ques, radio producers  and script writers  can meet the needs of
most people to know more about family planning.  Radio spots
can also be used to encourage  people to participate in family
planning.  Radio messages can create curiosity and inquisitive-
ness in listeners. Constant repetition of family planning  m e s -
sages, with subtle variations,  can greatly  reinforce interest  and
increase  the effectiveness of persuasion.



The use of radio in family planning communication  programs
shotaId be examined at five different  times during the adoption
process ~,- :~a- the process whereby innovative beha\;ior is adopted.
RaJiri ihnr:!tl 562 considered  at the st,ages of itEVill‘k?lIOSS,  interest,
f~v;i’n:i;im. trini and, finally. adoption.

Eri 1, he campaign’s opening rounds, radio concentrates  on
answering que.ctions  and removing  doubts. Radio has a great
eapa,cit~-  isor crsunt,ering  hostile opinions. Bt is effective  at con-
tr::;piajg  r~mI”rtlrs~ that would otherwise keep people from acting
upnn a message that they are soon to receive.

Che a Mener’s  interest is aroused.  he will seek to com-
~XGY notes with his close friends,  neighbors and relatives.  He
ii-iii  wwder  K\-,::?*h‘ t the Ieaders of his community  think. These
are respmt~r.~_.~. to an essential psychological need for social ap-
prf~vai  of i.inovat,ive behavior.

“b,‘(~~~~timjzing” broadcasts serve a useful purpose  in family
p~~anning  by heipmg to change group a t t i t u d e s  and by helping
groups to arrive at collective  decisions.

An audience will listen with respect to influential  leaders
and technicai persons,  particularly  doctors,  nurses and health
workers - as well as messages  from satisfied  users.  However,
care should be taken not to confuse respect with interest.

Nben presenting  the advantages  and disadvantages  of con-
troversiai questions. voices of authority and those of respected
persons  can bc very effective.

Hf a respected  authority  comes out positively in favor of
a partimlar  family planning  method, the credibility  of that
met,hod can be enhanced  through radio publicity. Research  has
shown i,hat people tend to b e l i e v e  what  they hear on radio.I

When ;Iie listener  reaches the fifth  stage, and is ready to
adopt t,he practice  of family planning,  radio should sustain  his
interest  by publicizing success stories. Experience  verifies  that
success tales will have more impact if they include the names
of  Eoeal  sat isfied users.  Specific  examples  also help to convince
those ;vho have not been able to reach a decision.

s in a Radio Campaign
Once a d e c i s i o n  has been made to use radio, several ques-
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Cons need to be answered.  What stations will be used? What
witi be %he prnposed  schedule of programs  and announcements?
@‘hat  kind v~iEt  they be? How can the communicatixls  unit,
estabiish liaison am3 working relationships  with the broadcastin
orga:kzat.inns  and their  staffs?

The family  planning communicat,ions staff  will  need to cc>“-
sides-  the following  steps in starting a radio campaign:

I. .A:~rilyi-zia~g  basic research data on radio stations and the
iistening  habi t s  of their audiences  in order to select the
stations that w-iii be used to reach the target audience.

2. Es-tablil;hing liaison w i t h  radio stations tcr determine  the
extent of their  cooperation  in furnishing  time for pxj-
grams and spot an~ou~c~rne~ts and in extending  pi+
fevsional production  assistance.

3. Zstablishing  contact  with other organizations t.0 estab-
lish the extent of cooperative  help available - such as
guest appearances of family planning  experts and others
and ixertion  of family planning material  into programs
on related subjects.

4. Determining  the types of programs  to be produced.
5. Formulating a tentative broadcast  schedule - times

and frequency  of programs and announcement  of broad-
cast%. L

6. E s t i m a t i n g  costs of production  and time for radio sta-
%ions when it is necessary  to buy time.

7. Establishing  the communications  budget.
8. Planning,  writing  and developing the programs  that are

to be broadcast.
evising, planning  and arranging  for guest appearances

on other programs  and the writing  of material  for in-
se&ion in related  programs.

The writing process  will  be continuous.  First,  there will be
writing  scripts for spot announcements. Then casting - se!ec-
tion of actors, announcers and participants.  Preparing final pro-
g r a m  scripts. Preparing  final broadcast  schedule. Rehearsing.
Actual broadcasting or pre-recording on tape for later  playback.

For a n y  program or announcement  series, material  in final
form must be prepared sufficient for several weeks broadcasting
in order to avoid last ,minute crises,  It is a rule of thumb in

,,
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the brcadcas-ting  business  to have on hand a E-week backlog
tuf prograt;;~. However, this may ncrt, be desil~able in all cases.

iii mris:  cases, non-commercial government radio stations
haa-e  been set, up specifically to provide information, education,
ert::ertainr  ”rent,  and, in general, to serve the public interest.  If
t~he go~;er~~~rnent  is involved  in family planning and the broad-
casting authorities  are supporting  family planning.  good time
periods for programs and announcements should be readily ob-
iajriiibge. Xos;-commercial  station  personnel  may tlso provide
advice and assistance  in production.

if the  bre~radeasting system is commercial, whether  it is
~pera:rd  b:~.  the government, a quasi-~~ub~ic  entity or by private
)r$:prr;.<t,i~ the management - in recogcition of its public service
r6~+purj~l!.i~~Etie~ - 5 hould still provide a measure  of cooperation.

C~mmunirations  unit staff  members should not rely on free
~irne ai~ne. ft may be necessary  to buy time for a desired  sched-
ttie of programs  and announcements.  Commercial radio stations
will raai,uraily have less time available in what is considered
“prime- rime,

B%ese there are both government  and commercial  broad-
casting systems  in operation,  the purchase of some radio time
may stili be desirable in order to reach a particular  target
audience or to get the highest general listenership  available.
An esa,mple of this would be purchasing  spot announcements in
a popuiar women’s interest  program. Basic research  data on
Fistewing habits wiil provide a guide as to whether  such pur-

ases me re~(~mmended.
&-C~ft&OF~~~  2% eip can be sought from radio

t;i.atlons and other assistance will be available from persons  out-
side the family planning program. However, the professional
st,afi within the program will hare to determine the target
audience,  the message content  and type.

iences
Those who wiil hear family planning messages will include

many more listeners  than the users or potential  users of the
progsam9s iierviees. ~rn(~~~  t,he categories of persons to whom
~(~9~rn~~~j~atj(~9~s  migbh be addressed are:
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Beeision Lea ers Of All Types
xatimai
L<iC,Cl!
Pditieal
Rtt!igiOUS
k!r&strial
-pra&tionaI
Other secdar  leaders

The General

Speciat  Groups
Imilan-
Industrial  or labor organizations
Recently married  couples
SchaoI children
Women’s organizations
Recent parents
Gvii servants

Staff Personnel Of Special Interest Agencies
The family planning program
Other family planning  agencies
Personnel of other community  development  agencies

f Professions Central to the Program
DOC&Ol-S
h’y’urses
Midwives
ParamelicaE personnel
Sub-professionals  who are especially concerned

EdUC~atOrS

Trainers and educators of professional and sub-professional
people in health,  medicine,  welfare,  education  and com-
munity development

Primary and secondary school teachers  and administrators
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essage Co
Famiiy planning  messages  will be as varied as the program

object,ires and the audiencezs to be reached.
The general public will require specific information  about

the what, why, when, where and how of famiiy planning.
Material  about family life and sex education  broadcast to schools
will naturally have a different  slant than  that intended for the
general public.

Those who are professionally  oriented will want more tech-
nical jnformation on such subjects as the implications  of popula-
:ion growth for economic  development  . . . trends in other
countries  .‘. benefits of family planning  both for families and
the economy. Messages about demography, health and welfare
impiications of family planning,  contraceptive technology,  and
t.he  role and responsibilities of particular  professions  can also
be directed  to professional  people.

It will be important  to use the vocabulary  of a particular
group when its involvement  is sought. Careful thought  must be
r :q to the language directed  at any audience.  Each audience

+:-essed in its own language  or dialect. In addition,
‘~ :r must choose his words carefully to express

<.. ctincepts.  Unless close attention  is paid to words,
concept~s  involving the IUD, condoms, pills, pregnancy,  concep-
tion and sterilization will not by understood.  Controlled  field
testing  of the words selected wili ensure comprehension  and
acceptability.

Program Types for Family
Planning Messages

iLIost  program types and formats  have become universal
and tend to attract the same audiences  wherever they are broad-
cast.

Family planning messages  can be “built in” to traditional
broadcasting formats that are now in use. Numerous oppor-
tunities  will  arise to give materials a “family planning bias” and
to insert family planning messages.
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Ergardiess  of the format used, the audience characteristics
‘ ‘be assessed.If> ” .$ i This applies when programs are produced

.specificail>-  for the purpose of carrying  family planning informa-
tion wherr  a working agreement  to participate  in an existing
-;eries  is arranged . . or when family planning  announcements
?:re placed in w adjacent  to an existing  series. The communi-
cator mu.;c know the audience that listens  to particular  radio
statiom. to particular  programs and to programs in adjacent
ti-me  s]&,.

Types  of programs  that are broadcast almost everywhere
inciwie  the foollowin,g:

Xgricuirura!
Child care
Health and hygiene
Beauty and household aids
Spcrts events
&e&j events
Komen’s and children’s features
Comedy hours
Dramas
Husk
New
Documentaries
Nagazine programs
rnterviews
Pane1  discussions
Quiz shows
Audience participzation  shows
““Opinion Please”  types of shows
Trading post and swap shop
Tour school teacher speaks (your priest speaks, etc).
Storgbcok  hour
Holiday  programs
Unusual f a c t s  or “Believe-it-or-not”  programs
Careers programs
Job Nart
“Do&or  know-it-all”  (health and family planning questions

answered)
?&~bi?e  movie schedule announcements
Fair and bazaar programs
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Titles ad termi~mlogy  m a y  v a r y  around the world and
prop-am maieriai of one type may be included  or combined in
an isnexpu Ul-*F* i category. However,  most of these program t,ypes
a~ra~;ntly  e.u,s;’ in neariy  a!1 countries.

En ~,~icjitirp~  to the various t,ypes  of programs which can
p;irp”:  f;d:l-iily p!anntng content or family planning  themes, the
spot ;ann,r”‘:~ti~sement offers a flexible and efficient means of
rra&irip  target audiences.

BJ- dehiritin,  a spot announcement  can be “spotted”  any-
where  in a radio station’s schedule.  Its eharacter;Aics  are:

Short &f-contained  messages  that are independent  of the
cl:!ntent  of the program in which they are placed or to
which they are adjacent.
Generally  broadcast during “station breaks” - the inter-
vals between programs - or in programs that have been
derelcined  especially as vehicles to carry spot announee-
ments.
[:t:>ncj*;e “jelling messages” t:hzt generahy run IO, i5, 20,
30 or 60 seconds in length.
““Spotted- in 2 n d  around programs  with known appeal
and a wide audience, often during prime broadcasting
time.
Reiatively inexpensive  to produce.

~* Broadcast frequently  and repetitively  to reach 2 wide
audience on a saturation  basis;  or with varied content
and selective scheduling,  they can be broadcast to reach
specific target audiences.

\I’hen spots are purchased  on a commercial  basis, the rates
are7  of course, lower t h a n  for program segments.

T‘ne broadcasting of spot announcements is used widely by
radio stations  to discharge their  public service responsibilities.
Such messages cover national,  regional  and community affairs;
information for the public welfare ; and announcements of events,
goals a n d  campaigns  of government, quasi-public organizations
and private foundations.  Spots thus constitute  a ready place for
family planning messages.

Some specific  suggestions for ‘he writing, production  and
use of spot announcements in the family p!anning communica-
tions program are set forth in a following section.
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Chapter IV

The family p!anning LVLLLI.IUII.\.----~~=‘-ations  staff  will have to con-
eeiwe,  deveio:. arad prepare the materials  for radio programs  and
spot annoazcements in coordination  with other media and activ-
ities in the family planning action program.  Because radio uses
the h u m a n  twice, it is endowed with a special  kind of intimacy
and has a good deal of power to influence  and sway its audiences.
This personaiized nature  makes it imperative  that the communi-
cations s t a f f  understands  the audience  and the other elements
of the famliv planning  program.

Spot Announcements
Spot announcements  are a logical starti:  _ point in the radio

campaign  because of their  flexibility  and relatively low produc-
tion cost. Another advantage is the few materials  needed to
produce a spot.

Among the effective uses of spot announcements are:
1. To sell things  and ideas. People dealing  with public

service broadcasting  have learned  a great deal from com-
mercia; broadcasting  which uses spot announcements
quite successfully  for advertising.
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2. To inform listeners  of upcoming events or programs.
3. To tell them where  they can find information they may

need.
4. To promote programs that will  be beard at, another time

0:~ rhe radio station.
5. TO try IO convince people of the truth of a viewpoint  or

policy.
6. Tr:) rec.& people who are not usually interested  in the

.;ubject  and adults and young people with limited eduea-
riGI?.

7. To urge action. However, it m u s t  be remembered that
~pvt announcements  over a short time span are unable
w touch deeply a listener’s imagination, his emotions,  or
his intelligence.

In preparing  and writing spot announcements,  the following
should be considered:

Talk about something that is easy to talk about.
Talk about something specific.
Talk about something the lister.er will  find interesting
and useful.
Offer to help the listener in some way; offer to provide
something  free which the listener wi!l find valuable  ; offer
information  t o  the listener upon x\Xch he c a n  a c t  t o
further  his own self-interest.
P r e s e n t  onIy one subject,  one single idea in each spot.
Present  information clearly and simply.
Use an attention-getter. It is important  to catch the
listener’s undivided attention  in the first few sentences.
Attempt to motivate  the listener by providing  reasons or
ideas that cause him to want to take a certain  action.
-%sk  for specific action - “zsk for the order.”
Prepare  spots with the listener’s  point of view in mind.
Keep the iistener’s  attention  span in mind while preparing
spots.
Be concise,  precise  and move quickly from one point to
another.

Poirhs t,o Remember
Spots are effective because they do not require a long
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atteiltioc  span. The message  is over before the listener
has, a chance to become bored.
;~jJI:rr  ‘j I” l’i,I,,i.uncements  can be repeaied ma,:>-  times and so
rnxy i.w remembered  more easii?.
A 5 h (.,I lI i itetll has a lot oi povder  if ii speaks of rmly one
sril~jeet.
Radii;  ~i!atc,i:~ns  can Often find a space fc’r a spot announce-
jl’;erlf  T:.‘;F~en t&e;~.  cannot find time nor a whole program
or ionger announcements.
Spur ar!rouncements  ,.iruaily cost less to make than other
ti::i’ms  t1.i radio communications.
Sp.~tr arin,uncemzn!s  can be read by annowcers  who have
!iir -,:iii!iii~i  Or feeling about their  content  or subject
T-.&t;er.

t”.:/plj%...lJi. Qieltking, .sp<);FI > ,, L/,;; announcements  \vill  last 10, 15, 20,
::i) I,i. fiij ,.eci~,!~j&  ill accordance  with time availabilities  set up
in cc:mmc;reia!  practice.  Another  category  of spot announcements
~i:ich can !x utilized  effectively is the 60 to 1X0-second spot.
I!: thl.- t>-pe i:i qwi a respected  authority  can present  specific
infc~~.~~a-:~in. These miniature  programs or vignettes  can present
m;teriai  of L-iiai  e~xern  to a particular,  specific listening audi-
ence. For example.  a nationally known physician  might. make
;: series of s-I;art :a$$ -,in contraceptive technology,  reproductive
phf~i&gy. general female hygiene  or sex education.

Time a~ai1abiiit.v and positioning  in the broadcaster’s  sched-
u!e shtwld be checked before  these longer spot announcements
are ;iiirduced.

Sampies of radio spots appear  in Appendix III.

adio Drama
Radio dramas have been aired in a wide variety  of forms

from simp!e. ‘“once-upon-a-time”  tales appealing mainly to chil-
dren to cempEes, contemporary plays appealing mainly to sophis-
ticated urban audiences.  In most radio dramas, a story is told,
conflicts  are generated and resolved.

Xarraiice  drama must involve a story that is told skillfully
if t,he  listener is to identify and empaehize with it. If a drama
presents family planning  concepts to a target audience, and if
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the drama is good enough to excite intense audience involvement,
ther. the listeners  are getting  information  in the most potent
possible way. 1f the listener  can experience  the feelings  of the
people in the drama,  he can come to understand his own feelings
and ch&tge his behavior in ways suggested by the radio program.

Some questions  that should be asked about all radio pro-
grams - br!t specifically  about drama - are these:

1. U%y should the listener know what we think he should
know ?

2. \f’h~~ should the listener act in the way we are suggesting?
3. Wil  the listener reaily benefit from behaving as is sug-

gested ?
4. fs the presentation  of the drama honest?
The I\-riter  of the radio play must adapt the principles  of

riramati~ writing to the special characteristics  of the rndio
medium. Radio rightly  has been called the “theater  of the
imaginaticn.”  This is because the mind of the listener  provides
the radio drama with its physical settir.g. The radio playwright
has no restrictions on place, number of characters,  kinds of
actions or movement of time. A radio scriptwriter  can take the
audience anywhere  and make his characters  do anything.  He
can create mental images  df infinite  variety,  as long as these
images are within the imaginative capabilities of his listeners.

Some of :he basic principles of writing  radio dramas  that
the writer should keep in mind are described below.

Unity:
Unities of time and place need not be respected  in radio.

Radio may present a character in his living room and a split
second later place him in his office in another part of town. The
writer  must remember not to restrict his own imagination  by
what  he can “see.” Radio has no physical space limitations.  And
yet no matter how loose the unities of time and place,  the radio
piay must observe unity of action. It must have a consistency
and wholeness  of purpose  and development  within the script.
Each sequence must be integrated  thoroughly  with every other
sequence,  all contributing  to the total effect the writer  wishes
to create.
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P!&
The plot structure  is based on complications  arising out of

relatfon~ship:. 0f the individual or group to other forces. This is
coI’f?ic;1 ‘ , when t‘rvu or more forces come into opposition. The
nat~ure  of the coraflict must be defined quickly, for the dramatic
srrncturr  foliow~  from and is built upon this element.

X ~ccond  principle of plotting calls for the introduction of a
series of complications or crises. Each one should create further
$ifiicdry in relation  to the major conflict,  each building  in
relation to the major conflict, and each building to a crescendo
SO ;hai  each episode moves closer  toward a final crisis.  TheLo.
climax occurs at the instant  the conflicting forces meet head
on and a char,gs occurs to or in at least one of them. One force
W\-!l~S and tire 0,+her loses. The drama may end at this moment.
Sonretime~~ however,  a final clarification is presented if some

. elements  of character  and plotting remain mysterious after the
c?:max.  ‘I’FLis  remaining plot element is called the “resolution.”

Ine plot structure  of a radio play can be much like that
of i+ stage play. Expdsition,  conflict, complications, a climax
and. if necessary, a resoiution  must be set forth clearly. The
radio ply xhouEd  create the suspense that holds the interest  of
the audience.  However, time limitations  usually make it nec-
essary  for t h e  writher to concentrate on only one plot line and
to avoid ail sub-piots.

CharaCter:

In modern drama, character is the prime mover of the action
and determines  piot and dialogue.  And yet character must be
revealed  through action. What the characters  do and what they
say determines  who they are. Character  is delineated  most ef-
fectively by what the individual  does at moments of crisis.  This
does not imply physical  action alone, but includes the concept
of inner or phzpchological action.

C h a r a c t e r s  must be consistent throughout  the play, and
they must be plausible in terms of life and reality. However,
this does not mean that characters  must be replicas  of real
persons.  A slight exaggeration  is cluggested  for dramatic  effect
and to intensify character  definition.
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Charackrs  on radio must be as valid as those in a stage
I’iay. Kules fiir iheir creation and development  apples just as
fz:Jj;$.  tit rar,ti,,I;,>  a< to the theater, TIw time limitations of radio
]jT:&;<~(~.  it,, i~~.:~,:;<~i;.;i>;;~ . tr~,~\vevrr. tt~ rival Lvith  charact.er  in depth even
0: the rnos ill:~l~,ii~!;c”L.  I~lilt’S.

11 mighi~  bp espected that since you cannot see what a char-
acter does on radio, you can delermine his character only from
what  he savs. EVhat  he does might not be considered as impor-
tant in describing the character.  Experts say this is not so.
Character  is revealed on radio. also through  what the actor does.
The difference  between radio and the stage and television  is that
although in radio what  a character does is not shown visually,
his actions are presented through sound effects anti dialogue.
‘l’herefcre,  the wri.ter should iimit the number of characters  in
71-e nia:.- and in each scene for the sake of clarity. Too many..I
voices may confuse  a listening audience.

Di:d0glX!:

i5hether  dialogue should be realistic  or poetic is debatable.
Either  way, however,  dialogue must be “dramatic.” A play does
not duplicate the exact action of real life hut heightens  and con-
denses snch action.  Likewise, dialogue also has to be heightened
and condensed  rather  than  duplicated. Dialogue must consistent-
iy conform to the personality  of each character.  It, must also
move the action aIong as well as describe characters  and changes
in the plot.

Nosi importantly,  dialogue in radio should not be artificial.
Everything  on radio is conveyed  through  speech,  sound effects,
music or silence.  These four elements  are “all there is” to radio
and radio drama.

Exposition:

The background  of the characters,  their  situation  and the
clarification of present circumstances will come out as the action
carries  the play forward. Such revelation must not be intrusive  ;
its should form a natural  part of the action. Such information
should not be engineered through obviously artificial  devices
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.iLici? as a telephone conversation,  instructions  to a servant  or
the gc&p uf a next-door  neighbor.

Because ?he audience  can’t see the characters  or settings,
a good writer will  clarify these elements  of the radio play very
oar!y before an>~ important  action t,akes place. To do this, radio
!,f&J iizes :1 ,i;trrt+tor to set the scene. A narrator  can be in-
ciewrident  of the play or can be an integral  part of it.

Radio presents the writer both with limitations and poten-
+“.,‘A;i!r:~iri62;’ iii ‘I __ha matter of setting. The writer cannot  present a
yis[p&j  s&rig g which provides at a glance an environment  and
a:Imqjhere  for his characters.  This must be done by means of
Lund.  <‘on\-erselv, the radio writer is limited only by the imag-
htivc lloreritia!  of his audience.  He can place his listeners  in
any setting he vvishes. However,  the mental picture he creates
for hi.s audierrce  must be the right  one for the play.  Locale and
environment  must be believable  for the characters  and situation
;+nd  must serve the psychological and esthetic purposes of the
authoi-.

Xovement from setting to setting  may be accomplishen
through  silence. fading, narration,  a music bridge or sound ef-
fects. Again, too much movement  may’prove  confusing.  Caution
is recommended.

The radio audience  cannot select the elements of the play
by which it is to be stimulated. These are orchestrated by the
author.  The radio writer  can deal with circumstances that strike
close to the emotional needs and desires of his audience. He can
use emotional  stimuli to activate the intellectual  concerns of his
audience as well as to manipulate their feelings.

In writing for radio, several  special technical  considerations
should be kept in mind. Sound effects or music combined with
speech clarify movement,  setting and action. The writer  must
be certain that he uses sound effectively  and sufficiently  for the
purposes  of his play.  Entrances  and exits should be made clear
through  sound.

3Iusie  and sound effects should be integrated with the
action  of the play,  and each of these effects should be indicated
clearly on the script at the precise moment the effect is needed.
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The pEay must fits into a time period and individual  scenes
must be tailored accordingly.  As a rule, single speeches should
not be iong.

Radiu plays to promot,e family planning are being used in
many countries such as Pakistan,  India,  G u a t e m a l a ,  Tunisia,
Kcarea,  Taiwan Singapore and El Salvador.

The Soap Opera
A soap -r,era is a serialized drama usually consisting of

many episodes and ordinarily  broadcast  once each day over a
Iong period of time. The name comes from the many dramatic
seria”ns  that have been used successfully  by manufacturers  of
soaps and l a u n d r y  detergents  as vehicles for advertising.  Some
of t~hese have run for years. keeping a loyal  audience of house-
wives and providing  a highly effective vehicle  for commercial
announeemer.ts.

Dramatic  seriais  have also been designed and used, gener-
aliy on a once-pe.;,-week  basis, to capture  a general audience.

Soap 0perr.s  are generally  aimed at the woman at home in
competition  with her heavy household schedule. The drama pro-
vides situations  with which she can identify  and in which she
can find a vicarious excitement.  The settings are familiar  to
her: the household,  the doctor’s  office, the school, the small
village, the large city. The characters  are people like those she
knows, or like those she thinks her friends  know.

The writer can achieve a sense of familiarity  by developing
his  charac te rs  with simple and direct motivations. The house-
wife,  for e x a m p l e ,  will have to protect  her handsome  husband
from the woman next door. . . the owner  of the farm must guard
his crop from the poorer farmer next to him . . . the kind old
w o m a n  who somehow  gets the money for her operation.

Characters  should be distinct persons, allowing for no con-
fusion.  One way to avoid confusion is to limit the number of
characters.  A typicai soap opera will be constructed around a
cast containing  a heroine,  the “other man” or “other woman,”
the young man or young woman (or teenagers or children),  a
vihain or villainess, interested  and well-meaning  relatives  or
friends,  Including  the kind old judge and the maiden aunt.
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Exc+2$  for the villains, the major characters  must always
t-,se sympathetic.  The “good” people must always vanquish the
‘*l,>&yT peqj’!e. Even age is a factor. The hero is usually  middle-
;tged, :hd hrr~iilie a bit younger.

In t,be cte~eir~:j;-ii?~lent  of plot structure,  it is important  t,hat
char:~ter~ be p r o v i d e d  with opportunities  to get into a variety
co:  FTCLi,.  e.>.I* i,~j ‘The;; will face problems that the listener conceivably
c’I”pIl(i  fa::e  230 i. -’. a..< . aades must be melodramatic. basically real and
valid, but exaggerated  slightly beyond the probable  real-life
siirrsti~on.5  of moz-t sf the  l i s teners ,  This gives the housewife-
listener the opportunity  to sympathize with people who are worse
off r:sm she. The soap opera viewer usually considers  herself
to have a slmiiariy large number of troubles. The listener  should
be able to feel that she is not the only person with problems.
That somewhere  she has “friends” and “compatriots”  who come
and visit t~irh  her for a little time. They are people who make
her troubles seem lighter because they are worse off than she is.

The characters in a soap opera must be played emotionally,
and this emotion must be conveyed  to the listener.  They must
f a t e  aimo~t insurmountable  obstacles. Especially when protag-
onisrs are young people, they must face seemingly  hopeless
odds.

At the same time, the characters must have some experi-
ences that are different in some degree from those of the audi-
ence. They must meet situations  and find themselves in environ-
mems the: to tke listener are exciting or exotic. The characters’
experiences shouid serve,  in some way, as a means of escape for
the !istener who,  through empathy, transports  herself  to the
scene of the action. The characters  should do some things that
t h e  housewife  would like to do, but can’t.

The plot, unlike that of conventional  drama, should contain
a number o f  sub-plots, all bearing on the major conflict.  They
shouEd  complicate  matters  almost beyond endurance  for the pro-
tagonist. Tne only limitation  to complex plotting is that it should
stop short of confusion  for the listener.

Because the housewife  may not be able to give full attention
to eaeh episode each day - because of distractions  or duties at
home, the plot line cannot  always be brisk and sharp,  and it
should not contain  elements  that always demand the full atten-
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tion of the listener.  The housewife should be L I,Ie to miss several
episodes and still be able to get back to the story. The plot
should move at a “snail’s pace” -- as slo~vly as possible.

Tne scrap opera never leaches a final climax.  Conflict is
clear and ever-present and unfolds imperceptibly.  It develops
through one minor event at a time. An unexpected knock at the
door can be built it:io a minor complication lasting for weeks,
even months. In each episode oniy a minute segment of action
takes p’lae. !‘o:isequently, there is little change, Time in the
drama s:om*;tnues  moves as slowly  as the time of day. Bather
than bein,- i/ heightened and condensed interpret,ation of life, the
hap trpc:‘u is a slow, drawn-out,  detailed  report of life, stressing
the sentimental  and human elements.  Over a period of days or
even weeks,  the action  in the drama may cover only an hour’s
time.

The listener  wants to believe that the characters  are real,
and that the events are happening as she hears them. Events
should hapnen as they do in the lives of the audience:  slowly,
unemphatically, sometimes even undramatically.  But to the
listener  each event should be of critical and extreme importance.
This implies that the dialogue  must be like that of real life:
slow, melodramatic  and non-dramatic, and barely  moving  the
action  along.

The writer  should start each episode with a crisis or what
seems to be a complication. This particular  complication  should
be solved or should take another turn in the episode that it in-
augurates,  and the drama should level off. Before the program
is ended, however,  a new element of the complication should be
introduced. Such complications may be insignificant  happenings.
A new crisis should be reached just as each episode ends. Each
soap opera episode should wind up as a “cliff-hanger,”  forcing
the audience to tune in to the next episode.

The writer  should mak;: good use of simultaneous action.
Instead of cc.ncentrating  on continuous  action which would move
the story along too fast to permit the slow development  of sub-
plots, the writer should switch frequently  to different  scenes
involving different  characters.  These sub-plots all have bearing
on the main conflict. And all of these actions  occur at the same
time.
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In the eentinuous,  complex  unfolding of a soap opera,  each
episo,de needs a “!ead-in.” This is a summary of where the char-
acters were in the previous  episode.

Each episode a!so needs a “lead-out,”  attached to the “cliff-
hanger“  finish,  in which the narrator  heightens  the suspense by
asking  what wili happen in the nest episode to the characters  in
their  precarious situation.  The most intense  “cliff-hanger”
shot&f  be that ;ti i he end of an episode preceding  some interval
in the broadcx? schedule. An interval  over a weekend would be
such an es2mpie.

Cheekiist Fey Drama Productions
1. Do each of the sound effects serve a purpose?
2. \Viii  the listener  be able to easily identify each sound

effect ?
3. Does the music fit in with the mood of the drama?
4. Is music used only when it helps the mood and purpose

of the drama?
5. Does the opening quickly catch the attention  of the

listener ?
6. Are scene changes easy for the listener  to understand?
7. Does the voice of each actor fit in with the kind of

character he is p!aying?
S. Are the actors using the Ianguage of the target audience?
9. Is there true drama content  to the production?

10. Does it tell a story?
11. Does it contain  conflict,  drama, movement  and action?
12. Does the drama relate to the day-to-day  life of the

target audience so that listeners  can identify with it?
13. Are the characters in the drama sufficiently  real so that

the target audience can empathize with Llem?
14. Is tine life style of the drama related  to the life style of

the target audience?
15. Does the radio drama give “eyes to the listeners”?
16. Are there few enough characters  so that the target

audience  is not confused?
17. Do the characters  have persona!ity  so that each stands

out as an individual?
18. In each episode - if the drama is written  in episodes -
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is there an opening, a series of events, a climax and
an ending with a “cliff-hanger”  which causes the listen-
ers to want to “tune in” to the next episode?

19. If the drama is a vehicle for a family planning  message,
does it actually contain suc!i  a message?

20. Is it the message that the family planning  communica-
t,ors  wish to impart?

21. Has this message been incorporated into the drama in
a subtle way so as not,  to interfere  with the flow of the
action?

22. Can the message be understood  by the audience?

Women’s Programs
Aside from special or one-time broadcasts directed to wom-

en, the most common type of women’s program is modeled  after
a magazine format. Individual  segments  divide the radio pro-
gram similar to the way written  articles  divide a magazine.
Each segment is devoted to housewives and women generally.

Such segments  might include cooking, dressmaking,  fashion
hints,  general housekeeping,  child care, hygiene,  beauty aids or
women in the news.  Such programs may be broadcast  five or
six times per week and would generally occupy about an hour
at a fixed time during the day when women are most available.

However,  instead of using the magazine format,  some sta-
tions may schedule  programs  devoted to a single topic of interest
to women. They may schedule them at various times and lengths.
Other stations  may use a combination  of both approaches.

Writing and production  of women’s  programs are generally
done by women. Whether  the program uses the magazine or
the single subject  format,  on-the-air presentation  is usually  con-
ducted  by a female announcer  who knits together the program
segments and introduces and interviews  guests who are either
personalities or experts.

General experience indicates  that women’s programs  develop
a loyal audience  of housewives over a period of time. In com-
mercial  broadcasting such programs have proven to be highly
effective in promoting products  that appeal to women.
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Research data that has been accumulated indicates  that
women’s programs have substantial  listenership.  Such data on
local women’s programs  will offer some analysis  of the audience
being reached.

The media group in the family planning program probably
should not produce a regular series of women’s interest programs.
Instead, media people will want to use these programs as vehicles
for de!ivering  fami!y planning  messages.

The fo!lowing  are hints for making the most effective use
of women’s  programs:

0 Schedule family pianning spot announcements in and
adjacent to women’s programs.

s+ If a program  in magazine  format is available, arrange
with the broadcasting organization, the producer and the
on-the-air announcer  to produce family planning  segments
to be broadcast  at regular  intervals.
Work with broadcasters  to schedule appearances  of ex-
perts in the family planning  field. These could include
doctors, workers in the family planning  program, nurses,
midwives, experts,  government,al authorities  and satisfied
users cf contraceptive methods.

This “hitchhiking”  activity  will be a continuous  effort  and,
of course, will apply to other kinds of programs  as well.

One impor~tant point to remember is that women’s programs
in magazine format contain  material  on local news,  local person-
alities and social and civic events and activities  with an appeal
that reaches many social levels. Therefore, these programs  can
reach audiences other than  housewives. Many such programs
endorse civic campaigns  of interest  to women and, therefore,
provide an excellent  way of promoting family  planning services.

Interview Programs
A number of different  kinds of interview  programs might

be considered  for public service broadcasting.  Each of them
serves a different purpose.  Radio interviews  can be produced
as a series in one style or in various  styles, depending  on who
is interviewing  and who is being interviewed.  They are some-
times scheduled as one-time  or special programs  dictated  by
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events. At other times, interviews will be inserted into women’s
programs, “people in the news” programs  or straight news pro-
grams.

Celebrity Interview
The celebrity int,erview  - wit,h  a Prime Minister,  a well-

known physician, a popular singer or another outstanding  person-
&$.,. - can a!so be used to carry a family p!anning message.
The important thing, of course, is to utilize  the celebrity’s  public
image to command attention  and eliminate  boredom from the
essentially instructive  message  that the famous person has
agreed to &liver.

Personality Interview ’
This is different  from the celebrity interview in that the

personality may not be a well-known  public figure.  He or she
is usually a person with an interesting  occupation, or somecne
~vho has done something intriguing  or unusual. This kind of
interview can be used effectively  for family  planning  messages.
An entertainer  might  be interviewed  because he has spaced his
chi!dren as a matter  of principle. A snake charmer, a fortune
tel!er or anyone  with an unusual  background  who has something

,,_ to say about birth control  can be interviewed.

Informational  Interview
Every interview  can bring information  to the target audi-

ence. Some interviews, for example,  one with family planning
workers, would simply offer information,  without the assistance
of a personality  or celebrity.

The information interview is usually  broadcast in public
service time. The information may be delivered by a relatively
unknown person.  In order to enhance  and enliven  the informa-
tion to b e  presented,  a complete script is sometimes  prepared.
The person interviewed  may provide straight factual material  . . _
may deliver information oriented  toward  a cause or purpose . . .
or may combine information  with an expression  of his personal
beliefs. If a script is prepared, the writer  must not violate the
personality  of the speaker. If the person interviewed is not
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li!rely  to be a performer, that is a good “reader,”  then it is better
to p r e p a r e  a script outline and rehearse  the program as if it
were tcs be an extemporaneous  presentation.

SeriaB Tnferview

A series of interviews  might be scheduled  with people who
are interested  in the family planning  program or who are offi-
cially connected with it. An interview series is usually a regu-
larly scheduled program so that people will expect it. It need
not involve only important  people. Series of this kind have been
popular,  especia!ly  “man-on-the-street”  interviews. When imag-
ination and a little daring are used, there is no limit to the
flexibility of interview  programming.

lnterrieir-s  that take no more than three minutes can be
user! in the same way as spot announcements.  In a sense, these
snappy and often hard-hitting  miniature  interviews can function
like longer spot announcements  that are usually presented as a
public service.

News Interview
Intended  for use on news programs,  news interviews con-

sist of a series of questions asked by an interviewer  and the
responses.  from wvhich excerpts are selected  for actual broadcast.
Nothing will  be used on a news program that does not have im-
mediate news value.

SpeciaB Everrt Interview
A sporting event,  conference, convocation,  ceremony,  re-

ligious festival or public holiday can become the occasion of a
special event, interview.  Such interviews can be even more ef-
fective when the sounds of the event can be heard in the back-
ground. These are familiar  to sports fans in the person of the
“color” announcer who comes on during halftime  or other inter-
missions  tn interview  people related to the contest - stars,
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owners and coaches. During an opera intermission, opera and
music personalities  are interviewed  at the opera house with the
hubjub  of t,he crowd in the background OT sounds of musicians
tuning their instruments.

pinion Interview
Tne opinion interview is best exemplified  by “man-on-the-

street” programs.  Any interview which concentrates on an in-
dividual’s beliefs,  whether  produced in or out of the studio, may
be called an opinion interview.  Many studio interviews of this
nature  are with prominent people, usually  experts in their  fields.
Such i~&&-.+x.~s might also be classed as information or even
personality interviews.

Even when the “man-on-the-street”  interview is conducted
on an ad lib or non-rehearsed basis, the interviewer  must have
iii1  iTlWOdUCtiOll .  .  . questions  he plans to start with . . . and
f o l l o w - u p  questions be will ask, depending  on the answers  he
gets to his lead questions.  If the interview  is to be taped, the
person  to be interviewed  may be briefed before the recording
starts.  In the live “man-on-the-street”  interview,  prospective
respondents may be gathered together  and briefed before the
program goes on the air.

The interview on radio may be prepared  completely, with
a finished script for interviewer  and interviewee.  Or it may be
oriented around an outline,  which !ays down general  line Gf ques-
tioning and answering but not the exact words. Or it may be
completely unprepared  or ad lib.

RareIy are interviews completely unprepared  or completely
scripted. The unprepared interview  is too risky. On the other
hand, a complete  script usually results  in a stilted, monotonous
presentation  except when both interviewer  and respondent are
skilled p e r f o r m e r s  who can make a written  line sound extem-
poraneous.

Most interviews  are set up in outline.  The interviewer  and
his staff prepare  a sketch of the purpose  of the interview and
its form. They determine what questions will be asked on the
bas i s  of their knowledge or research concerning  the respondent.
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Before going on the air, the interviewer  should know wheth-
er the respondent  will be talkative,  mike-shy or just plain dull.
If the interviewer knows nothing of his interview subject, he
may we!1 be faced with an almost impossible  task of organizing
the flow of talk while trying  to think up appropriate  questions.

In order to ask his questions  in a logical  order, the inter-
viewer must bave an idea of the answers  he might get to major
questions  he has deveioped.  For this purpose,  a preliminary
conference  or me-interview  is usually  held, in which the re-
sponderrt is briefed on the questions  to be asked. In this con-
ference,  the resllondent will indicate  the general  line of his
answers.  This gives t,he  interviewer  a better  sense Gf what  his
answers will  be: thus enabling  him to arrange the general line
of questioning  in its most effective order, and tG introduce his
?llGSt probing questions  at the dramatically  correct moment.

Wri:ten  material  for the extemporaneous type of inter-
view - and, for that matter, discussion program - usually  con-
sists of a routine sheet with a detai!ed  step-by-step  outline  of
the program - its opening and closing continuity, introductory
material  for each segment of the program and a list of questions
and their  answers as determined  in the pro-interview  session.

Qccasionally,  the interview subject  will not be available for
a conference before the interview.  Then the interviewer  and
staff must guess at what  the answers  to their questions will be.

3n other occasions,  the subject is available  for a conference
and also appears at the studio for a rehearsal before the pro-
gram goes on the air, thus solidifying the show while retaining
its extemporaneous  quality.

In al! interviews  - prepared, outlined  or ad lib - the writer
must establish at least the opening and closing continuity  in-
cluding  introductory material  about t,he person  to be interviewed.
The closing  continuity should be prepared  in varying  lengths,  in
case the program  runs shorter  or longer than expected.  The
writer  must make sure that in all interviews  the proper introduc-
tiens are made and the background  of the guest is clearly pres-
ented. Except when the person being interviewed is well known,
it is wise - in outlining the order of questions  - to begin with
questions of a human interest  nature  so that the audience  has
an opportunity to become acquainted  with the guest.



iscussion Programs
The &~a~sion program is oriented toward the exchanging

of opinions  and information  and, to some degree, the arriving
at solutions, actual or implied, of the problems  under discussion.

Sometimes complete scripts are written by a writer  in
collaboraf:ion with the participants.  To achieve spontaneity,
however, it, is usually better  to work with no more than an out-
line t h a t  indicates the general form and organization of the
discussion. T h e  outline  should be given to all participants  so
that they may plan their  own contributions  in accordance  with
the general  format.

The ir-riter  should indicate  in the format  the issues to be
discussed, rhe order in which the discussion  will take place and
the time allotted on each point or for each participant.  If possible,
each participant, in consultation with the writer,  should prepare
a s t a t e m e n t  of his views.  This provides  for a pre-performance
eschaj?ge of ideas and a coordination  of all participants’  contri-
butions toward a smooth,  well-integrated  conversation.

Just as too much preparation  can result  in a dull program,
too little preparation may result in the participants  being unable
1~ cope with the split-second  needs of a spontaneous  program.
Without  planning among participants,  there may also be unnec-
essary duplication of responses.

In the early stages of planning,  a decision must be made
whether  to use a controversial topic and whether  to promote
disagreement among the participants.  Both methods  are good
ways of achieving vitality  and excitement  in a program.

In any case,  topics should be presented  as questions, thus
provoking investigation and thought.  In addition,  topics should
be broadly oriented, preferably  in terms of general  policy.  And
they should not be so confined that they can be answered with
a yes or no response or with obvious  statements  of fact.

The s a m e  principles  apply to extemporaneous discussion
programs as to extemporaneous  interviews.  Opening and closing
remarks and introductions should be written  out. General  sum-
maries should be prepared for the moderator.  In some in.stances,
a brief outline or routine sheet consisting  of a summary  of the
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program and a listing of the topics to be covered may be suffi-
cient.

Several majcir types of discussion programming  have been
widely used on radio. They include the symposium,  the panel
discussion, the group discussion  and the debate.

The symposium gathers  together several persons who have
individual  and distinct attitudes  about a given problem. Each
participant  is a!lowed  a set period of time to present his ideas,
usuai!y in the form of a prepared statement.  After all parti-
cipants have presented their views, members of the audience
are urged to put questions to any cr all members  of the symposi-
um. During the question  period, the participants  may also ques-
tion each other and exchange  ideas.  After a specified time,
audience participation is terminated. Then each participant  is
permitted a second time period to sum up his viewpoint.

The “routine  sheet” or outline should contain the moder-
ator’s opening remarks, introduction of the participants,  and
time limits for the prepared statements,  questions  from the
audience,  participants’ summaries and the closing for the pro-
gram.

Panel Discussion
A panel discussion, sometimes  called a round table or radio

form:,  is one in which three to six people talk and exchange
views around a microphone.

-4 good panel discussion  can: 1) Answer important  ques-
tions in an interesting  way; 2) lead listeners  to think  about
different  viewpoints;  and 3) present  severa! people working
together  to try to find solutions to a problem.

The s-nbject matter of a panel discussion  must be meaningfu!
to the target audience. Therefore,  t~he characteristics  and tastes
of the target audience must be kept in mind. When the target
audience  is concerned  with the problem or subject matter under
diseussion, they may identify  with panel members.  And perhaps
even adopt one of the points  of view presented  in the discussion.
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A general axiom states that a panel discussion is only as
good as its moderator.  The moderator  is the person who:

Ed Directs the discussion.
@ Xakes decisions a b o u t  how much time is allocated  to

each subject.
@ Keeps the discussion  moving and keeps order and balance

so that no one panelist takes too much time.
* tielps to draw  out  panel members when he feels a subject

is not being discussed  properly.
* Brings the panel to a close.
Tne moderator  hopefully  can elicit unexpected  statements

or reactions  so that the discussion sounds natural  and unre-
hearsed.  He must be alert  to capitalize  on unexpected  events.

Panel participants  should be chosen with the needs, view-
points and ideas of the listeners in mind. The following ques-
tions might be asked in selecting proper panel members:

1. Does he know the subject?  (He does not necessarily
have to be an expert.)

2; Does he know enough to ask good questions  and bring
ideas and information  into the program?

3. Does he express himself  well? Can he be understood
by the target audience?

4. Is he concerned about the issues under discussion?
5. Does he identify with the audience,  and would that come

through in the broadcast?
6. Are his views balanced by those of other prospective

panelists?  Will his presence bring another point of view
to the discussion?  Care must be taken to see that the
pane!ists present  all important  sides of complex ques-
tions. The discussions  must not develop into a mere
set of agreements  or become expressive  of the same
point of view.

The following  points should be considered  when preparing
for a pane! discussion program:

1. Nake a list of iaformative  points that panel members
can present to the audience.

2. Arrange these points  so that the discussion follows a
logical and sequential format.

It is important to consult  in advance  with panel members



so that they can help to plan the program in light of its objec-
tives. The participants  should be given an idea of the questions
that will be asked. At this time, they should te!l the moderator
what comments t,hey intend  to make. Out of this exchange,
an outline will  be developed  to serve as a guide for both panel
members and moderator.

In preparing panel members for the broadcast:
a Indicate which subjects each panelist will cover.
o Try to arrange for some practice discussion before bron,d-

cast time. Keep practice  sessions  short to prevent the
discussion  from becoming stylized and losing informality
and spontaneity.

@ Suggest  that panel members  make notes about what  they
might discuss. The moderator  should structure  his notes
so that he will be able to keep conversation moving.

o Suggest  that panel members  use names when addressing
each other so that the listener  will know who is talking.
When the moderator  questions  an individual, he should
address him by name.

The panel’s conversation should be marked by quick trensi-
tions from one person to another so that the discussion  is lively
and no one person monopolizes  it.

The tone of the discussion  must be kept normal and natura!.
Opportunities,  fo-r jokes, for laughter  and for even sharp dis-
agreement  should be welcomed.

The moderator should direct specific  questions  to particular
individuals.  It is helpful if the moderator  phrases a given ques-
tion in such a way that his respondent has a few seconds in
which to frame his answer.

Panel discussions sometimes  are organized  so each panelist
is allowed to make brief statements that lead directly into the
discussion. At other times, a short drama, a taped message or
a statement by the moderator  can be used as mechanisms for
!aunching  the discussion.

Group Discussion
A group discussion  attempts to solve problems by means

of the cooperative thought  of all participants.  Rather  than  at-
tempting  to impose viewpoints  and taking  opposing positions,
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participants  in a group discussion try to examine all materials
relevant to the problem at hand. They then reach a solution
acceptable  to the entire group.

The moderator,  who does not participate,  guides the group
discussion and sees that it remains  objective.  He also sees that
all members  participate,  that none dominates and that the dis-
cussion does not move away from the subject. Each participant
is provided with an outline  containing the facts pertinent,  t,)
the problem under discussion.  This problem should be a broad
one, and certainly  too complex to be answered by a simple “yes”
or “!lo.” Prepared materia!s  should include an outline  of the
opening, the introduction  of the participants,  some basic factual
information and the closing.

Debate
h discussion involving  two opposed sides of a question,  one

group taking the affirmative  side, the other Ihe negative, is
called a debate.  This form of discussion  is, therefore,  quite
distinct  from a panel and symposium,  in which participants  may
take opposite stands but are not required to. In a debate,  the
participants  devote all of their energies to building up their
own arguments  and destroying  those of their  opponents.  A
debate  may be between individuals or teams of two or more.

A debate occurs in several distinct forms. Each side should
be given a specified  time for presentation  of its initial argument
and for rebuttal  of his opponent’s argument.

A prepared outline should cover the opening, introduction
of participants,  time limits for each phase of the debate, explana-
tions and interviews, if desired, and closing.

Listener Participation Programs
There are many ways in which listeners  can be involved

in radio programs.  Involvement is a useful  technique  for keep-
ing the target audience interested  in the subject  matter of pro-
grams. When properly  done, listener  participation  programs
help the target audience to identify closely with the subject
matter and individuals presented on the programs.
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Question-answer  programs  are one example of audience
participation  shows.  The name of each questioner is mentioned
on the air. However, many such programs  draw questions from
audience  letters. When this is the case, literate  audiences  are
required.

Howrver,  illiteracy  is not a hindrance when questions are
recorded  by a tape recorder. Such a program then becomes a
“man-on-the-street”  broadcast.

Audience  participation  may also be obtained  by soliciting
requests  for music.  A program of announcements,  greetings  or
messages - on birthdays,  for example - ean be considered  in
this category.

It is now technically  possible  to use short wave radio for
live broadcasts  from outside  the studio.  This greatly expands
the range of audience participation.

A series of broadcasts can be developed  from off-studio
iccations  such as . Illage squares where ordinary people talk
about life in their village. The target audience will continue  to
&ten to such series so as not to miss the program about their
own vihage. Broadcasts of this kind also create interest  by in-
viting the audience to identify  with other villages or towns and
the people in them. Listener  ratings  for such programs  are
usualiy high.

News Broadcasts
When trying to incorporate family planning  information

into news broadcasts,  the communicator must offer material
which is timely, different,  important  and, of course, newsworthy.
Stories should deal with  human interest - including the bizarre;
problems (such as food, health or sex) that contain  conflict  or
suspense;  or facts such as part of a speech.

In most c,ountries, news programs have the highest  listener-
ship ratings.  Family planning communicators should capitalize
on this high listenership  by generating  family planning  new-s
stories  and timely news spots. They should put their  effort  and
money where the market is. If people listen to news programs,
then planners  must try to incorporate family planning messages
into those programs. At the same time, they must remember
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that exp-:;lsure  of family planning  material  on news p,r-ograms  is_..-

subject  to the editorial judgment  of the news editors and pro-
ducers. Events and personalities in the family planning  effort
must be made newsworthy.  Program communicators must
develop  a keen sense of which events are newsworthy,  which
ones can be made into a news story.

Magazine Style Programs
Programs based on a magazine  style are similar to news

programs because they deal with Gmely  subjects, Magazine
style radio,  however, adds commentary and opinion to the facts
surrounding  a particular  person or event. News broadcasts  tell
things as they happen;  they are as objective as possible.

l\:agazine style programs deal with any subject matter -
not necessarily  at the time of the event -which has news
value. Their impact does not depend upon the timeliness of the
subject  matter.

This type of program should be distinguished  from others
employing a magazine  format such as women’s and variety
programs.  Magazine style programs  generally  consist of news
reviews  and news features. Family planning materials  might
be more appropriately placed in magazine programs rather than
in nelvs programs since the magazine style allows more time
for produetion.

Documentary Programs
Documentary  programs  deal with events in greater depth

than either news broadcasts or magazine  style programs.  Subject
matter can involve anything  - historic  events,  cultural  aetiv-
ities, biography  or science.  They can re-create events and
duplicate  history.

Documentaries  can be used effectively  for transmitting
family planning messages. Communicators  can insert  messages
into documentaries  dealing with various aspects of population  . . .
food production . . . related themes such as unemployment or
maternal  health. Family  planning  communicators should know
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what documentaries  are in preparation  in their  area, so that
the oyport,unity to use an appropriate  vehicle will not be missed.

Tbe media production  group definitely  should plan and
prepare a documentary  on the local family planning  program.
Such a documentary  can include taped sessions  on family plan-
ning progress in other countries with live commentary relating
to the iocal family plazming  effort.

Music Programs
Music programs  are more pcpular  than many other types

of programs.  There are a number of reasons for this:
* Xusic is a part of every culture.
o Nusic attracts  all audiences.
o Music is ueculiarly appropriate  to radio.
o, Music programming takes iittle time and is usually inex-

pensive.
iVhen utilizing music programs to carry family planning

messages, it is important  to pick out music programs which
have high listenership ratings  among adults.  An effort  should
be made to incorporate  family planning messages into such
programs  and thereby take advantage of the popularity  of the
music.

This can usuaiiy be done by broadcasting  spot announce-
m.z;,ls  between musicai  selections. Occasionally, however, media
personne! may wish to identify  a musical selection through  its
titie or sponsorship  by the family planning effort.

Music is frequently used as a signature  theme for particu-
lar programs.  Most soap operas  utilize such musical themes.
The audience quickly  associates the program with the music.
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Chapter V

AL PRODUCTION
SUGGESTIONS

In planning and producing  family planning programs  and
announcements  or in working with existing  programs,  a number
of suggestions  shouid be considered.

1. Keporting  monthly family planning achievements  pro-
vides a useful opportunity  for a brief,  innocuous mention
of major famiIy planning  methods.  This is one way to
give publicity to the IUD or traditional  methods t h a t
have been ignored because of the publicity about the
pills,  as well as to indicate the popularity  of family
planning in the local setting.

2. News about important  events in region, such as training
programs,  conferences,  fairs  and baby shows, can be
broadcast  regularly.

3. Prestige organizations  and agencies  might  be persuaded
to lend their names to testimony  in behalf of family
planning. Short “spot announcemtnts”  are suitable  for
this purpose.

4. Production  of interviews should be undertaken  as a
major effort.  Prominent citizens  should be asked to
talk about the advantages  of family planning, the need
for chiId spacing and the desirabiIity of limiting  family
size. ‘Zhe interview technique can convey  the importance
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

of family planning both to the individual and to the
naGan.
Special news broadcasts consisting of a combination  of
interviews and commentary should be wqxwed and
aired.  Emphasis should be on the human aspects of
family planning.  Field interviews with satisfied  clients
in ail walks of life can be extremely effective while
maintaining whatever  anonymity  the respondent may
desire.
Si.‘onsvied programs  on a commercial  station can employ
a variety of vehicles for famiiy planning  messages,
inc!uding entertainment,  education or a combination
of the two. Family  planning  information  might  be pre-
sented Cthin programs dealing  with topics such as
improcing maternal  and child health care.
Announcements  should be made giving time and place
of famiiy planning clinics to be held in the coming days
in the region.
Songs and poems may be broadcast  provided that con-
siderable care is taken to ensure that the content is in
good taste and in the appropriate  language.
Care must be taken to avoid identifying  family p!an-
ning messages  with “amateur”  productions.
Live interviews  with family planning  physicians,  social
scientists,  child psychologists  and field workers can be
effectively  employed.
Occasional  dramatic  plays and skits can be employed
but quality  productions  are essential.
Answering  letters from listeners  can be a very effective
educational device.  This requires  good judgment  in the
selection  of questions to be answered and in the answers
themselves, and also provides useful “feedback” to the
audience.
Carefully selected  slogans relating  to specific field needs
might be broadcast.
Experimentation with the use of radio forums should
be encouraged. Organized groups in the community can
listen to carefully  planned family  planning broadcasts
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designed  to stimulate  creative discussion and decision
making.

Audience reactions  can be tested in advance  of actual broad-
cast by playing pilot programs for selected  audiences in special
studios or meeting rooms. This program analyzer method is
used to study and analyze radio programs during scheduled runs
as well as on a pre-production  basis.

During a test session, grou I! of listeners  press “like” or
“dislike”  buttons  to indicate  their reactions to various  parts of
the program. Their responses  are then recorded. After the
broadcas t ,  each  listener  fills out a questionnaire  to determine
comprehension,  like, belief, recall,  change in attitude,  attention
span and interest.

Not every program developer does these things, but those
that do find the technique to be of great value in improving
their programs.  Once a formula or pattern for a program is
esiabiished by this method,  continuous  broadcasting may be
done in the format suggested  by the testing.
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Chapter VI

GGEST

The copywriter  must become knowledgeable  about the con-.
traceptives  to be promoted.  He must find precise information,
if available, about the men and women in the target  population.
A communicator  must keep the message content simple, stress-
ing one major advantage  of a contraceptive. For the IUD, this
may be its simplicity, reversibility,  or low cost. For the vasec-
tomy, the advantage may be permanence  or the ease of obtain-
ing t,he  operation.

Too much information  may be confusing.  Each message
should have built-in repetition. Key points should be repeated.
These might include the name of the contraceptive, its primary
appeal or where it can be obtained.

When preparing and scheduling radio material,  remember
that timing is crucial. Most commercial  radio stations have
different  price structures  for different  times of the day. The
rates usually reflect listenership.  Don’t buy price,  buy listener-
ship. The men usually listen to the radio in the evenings,  while
women !isten during the day.  Simple research will provide  in-
formation  as to the types of audiences  at various times. Mes-
sages which have an immediaq- and which are broadcast close
to the time when services are available  will have better  impact.
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A communicator’s message will be more effective if the
audience is stimulated to talk about the message  when it is
completed. Xnd ev:er,  :nore effective if the message  ccncludes
by asking for action Direct the listeners to available contra-
cep?lve L~,riirCes.

Csr such ,~crior: words as. “be there,” “go,” “use,” “see,”
**ct,me eariv ” “ecrv ” “today,”  “while the offer lasts.”

Refer to a ;vel:-known doctor or medical organization which
has given his approval to the contraceptives  being offered.

Simple slogans might be repeated, such as those used in
India. “two or three . that’s enough”  or “next child not now -
alter three never.” However,  a slogan should be researched
before its adoption,  and the basis for selection should be what
will appeal to the desired  audience.

-4 regular musical theme or sound symbol  might also be
cn:pic>ycd. This is sometimes  called an audio instant  identifica-
?ion  device taudio IID). An example of this is t,he “boom-boom-
bcmm-b-o-o-m” of the first four notes of Beethoven’s Fifth
Symphony that came to mean “victory” during the Second World
Wa~r.  This audio IID was recognized almost universally by the
Allies during the war years.

-An audio IID can become for radio listeners what  the red
triangle  has become for visual media in India, Ceylon, Thailand,
Tunisia.  Morocco and other countries  of the world where  this
symbol is used as the trademark of family planning:,

Broadcasting  this sound before and after  the message will
notify the listener  that the message  concerns family planning.
Once a specific sound has been identified with family planning,
it can be tied in with both the contraceptive  service and pro-
motion campaigns.

Constant  repetition of a slogan and sound symbol will create
awareness  cf the family planning  effort  and will provide a con-
stancy  and cohesion to the radio broadcasts  built arotmd it.

Eiements of entertainment  from the general  culture  might
be nseful!y adapted  to radio. For example, a group of people
might have an extensive folklore about mythical or traditional
characters  such as Ali Baba,  Punch  and Judy or Hoja.  Such
folklore characters can be used in creating a whole series of
radio programs  to present  fami!y planning  messages.  Since the
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characters  are familiar  and popular,  the novelty of family plan-
ning ideas will be softened to some extent.

In a country  such as India, where the red triangle  symbol
has been posted everywhere,  it might be possible  to convert the
symbol into a personality  and to use a triangle  character  in radio
skits.  Such a character  might also be used in movie shorts and
in other items.

Family planning communicators  should not overlook the
fact that private companies have large budgets for media re-
search.

Manufacturers~of  soft drinks,  razor blades,  hand soap and
margarine  also have widespread  experience  in the use of radio
in many countries  and will probably  have useful suggestions
about how radio might  best be utilized. Their research data on
audiences reached, as well as audience composition and reactions,
can provide valuable guidelines for the selection of program
types  and times and frequency  for both programs and spot
announcements.

It must be emphasized  that every item in the total cam-
paign - and especially in the radio campaign  - must be plan-
ned, tested and used for a specific audience and objective.
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Some countries  are already using radio and television for
achieving  the objectives of family planning  programs.  Programs
used range from those for general enlightenment  to those con-
taining specific information  about methods  and location of
services.

Korea
In the Republic  of Korea, radio has helped in creating  aware-

ness of the population problem and a desirable social climate
for adoption of family planning.  Radio has been used in three
ways: to broadcast speeches  of influential  persons,  to reinforce
the motivation of contraceptive  users and to make spot announce-
ments in the “housewife hour.” ~/A-----

mmmm,_~-------

Speeches were part,icularly useful in the awareness stage.
Later on, spot announcements  told people where to go for serv-
ices and what  kind of services  they cou!d obtain. Radio spot
annc-uncements were found to be very effective and inexpensive
as a method  of motivating women to visit the clinics.

An action  research  project was undertaken  in 1960 by the
Seoul National Tjniversity  School of Public Health to measure
the effectiveness of different educational  techniques. This study
rev~ealed  that of the 12.838 women who came to clinics in re-
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sponse to the different  media,  38.3 per cent were influenced
by mass media, of which 15.8 per cent mentioned radio. Those
influenced b.v re!atives,  friends and neighbors amounted  lo 51.6
per cent. Ho;vever,  most people do not admit  that, they heard
a message  uver the radio or another  mass medium. They think
all their infvrmation or knowledge comes from friends and
re!atices. Therefore,  the effectiveness of communication  media
caRnot be measured  accurately by asking; it has to be inferred.

India
Ii; India, the reported use and effectiveness of radio \:aries

from place to piaee. One sample of 365 viliages indicated  38 pel
cent of the male respondents had heard some information on
family planning. Out of a total of 7 ,224 persons interviewed
in this survey: .58 per cent listened to the radi0.l

In four CIlages, two near metropolitan  centers and two in
remote al‘ea.5, 80 per cent of the respondents had been exposed
to the radio.’

In a study of the Hooghli  district  of West Bengal, 37.3 per
cent of the coupies claimed to have radios  in their houses, with
5’7.3 per cent of the wives and ‘72.4 per cent of the husbands
jisteijjjjg  to the radio, More than two-thirds  of the women
listeners  remembered  hearing something  about the loop.”

Dr. Xsok Mitra, director of India’s Ministry of Information
and Broadcasting,  claims that “radio is a disembodied voice and
in India is associated  with the authority  of the Government.”
A i<<t-;i~+~:i~t  pwwarn  for India has been outlined by Mitra:

1. The most important  requirement  is selecting  ii112 1.7~~
guage which approximates the dialect, vocabulary and
turn of the target population.  This is imperative  if
women listeners  are to be reached and converted.  The
language should be the language  of common speech.
Any courtly or literary language  will  fail.

2. Ackno-.vledged  national  leaders should stress that family
planning mu: t occupy its rightful  place among national
goals of growth and prosperity.  Such broadcasts  will
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hetp identification between a national  goal and a private
ideal.

2. These speeches by national  leaders  should be infrequent
2nd reserved  for important national  occasions. More
impact will  be gained by finding a wide range of local
it?atiers  whose prestige transcends  power and who will
reiterate  what national  leaders say. These local leaders
can !re scholars,  academicians,  teachers, professionals,
.~cientiats, technicians,  persons  preeminent in production,
particularly  in farming and industry.

4. Recording case studies  on the spot can be most effective.
The.~e  case studies should include failures  as well as
successes.  In every case, the technical  reason for the
failure or success must also be recorded.

.5, Espianations  of contraceptive methods shoulcl also be
aired over the radio,  first by technical  and professional
persons,  then by persons  using these methods. But
these programs should form only part of a larger pro-
gram of health education, extension,  motivation  and
cultural  orientation.

6. Difficulties  and complications that individuals  are ex-
periencing should be broadcast. These should be accom-
panied with expert technical  opinion,  in order to remove
doubts and fears in the listener’s mind.

‘7. Round table discussions  should be used frequently  be-
tween technically-qualified  persons and prospective users
or person?  likely to be motivated.

8. At infrequent  intervals a detailed explanation on con-
traceptives availab!e and their  effectiveness may be
programmed  on All India Radio at hours favored by
women.  Plan to broadcast when younger children are
not expected to be about.

9. Radio plays should be used because they are tremendous-
!y effective in generating  awareness and motivating
people.

IQ. Technical  persons,  particularly  doctors, nurses, midwives
and health workers,  should speak frequently  on subjects
of health  ext,ension  and welfare.

11. I’resent national problems in relation to private goals.
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12. For rural programs,  it is important  to present favora.bly
as many as possible of the new progressive cultural
mores of t,he  big or small city. Such presentations  can
have direct bearing on family plaining  methods.’

Pakistan
The first attempt to study the potential  of radio for the

support of family planning  in Pakistan was reported by Amin
and Naider in October of 1966.’  This study, conducted in rural
areas within 26 miles of Dacca City, was followed by a more
extensive study  in the Kushtia District of East Pakistan  de-
signed to secure information about the different  characteristics
ot rural radio listeners and listening habits.” Results of the
Iiushtia  Study were most promising,  revealing that only three
out of 209 randomly selected respondents reported not listening
to the radio at any time. The study found an average  of 9.2
radios in each of ‘71 villages  where interviews  were held.

When Panistan was created in August 1947, there were only
three regionai broadcasting  stations with a total of 20 kw out-
put. By the end of 1960, there were 10 broadcasting  stations
with I9 transmitters  having a total power of 204 kw. At end
of the Second Five Year Plan, in 1965, the number of transmit-
ters had increased to 29 with a total of 665 kw power. By the
end of the Third Plan (1970), it was anticipated  that all of
East Pakistan  and 85 per cent of the people of West Pakistan
would be eovered.7

The study of family planning  radio announcements  made by
Pakistan’s National Research  Institute  of Family Planning  at-
tempted to learn about the listening  habits of the people of
Hyderabad  District in the Sind Desert area of West Pakistan.
The Institute  also wanted to determine the effect of broadcast-
ing a variety  of short spot announcements about family plan-
ning services.

The announcements  consisted  of a brief musical passage;
a conversation  among various adults using colloquial  language ;
an admonition to seek family planning services and announce-
ments of where services  would be available on the following
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day. These announcements were broadcast five times a day
throughout  November 1967, The preliminary  report, of findings
was derived from 300 random field interviews of rural and urban
males and females and 941 interviews of patients  coming to
family planning clinics for IUDs during November  and December
of 1967.

Foi!owing  are the major initial findings  of the random inter-
views :

1. Sixty-seven  per cent of all respondents reported  that
they hstened  to the radio.

2. About 25 per cent of all respondents did not listen.
Lack of a radio was the major reason that males and
females  did not listen. However, lack of t.ime was also
an important factor for ma!es only.

3. About 33 per cent of rural people listen in their  homes
while over 60 per cent of urban females listen at home.
Urban males lister  both at home and elsewhere.

4. Special rural programs and music were quite popular
in the rural areas. Music was by far the most popular
tyne of prcgram for urban people.  News, speeches  and
reiigioos programs  were preferred only infrequently.

,,< 5. Rural people tended to listen in considerable  numbers
throughout  the day with a small  preference for evening

,,“,’ and night time hours. Urban men much preferred
listening  after 3 p.m. and urban women listened through-
out the day, except between 3 and 6 p.m. when very few
listened.

6. The median number of listening  hours a day for rural
maies, rural females  and urban females was three hours
per day. The median number of listening hours per day
for urban males was two hours.

7. As defined by the study,  58.8 per cent of rural  males
and 14.6 per cent of rural females were literate.  Also
literate were 67.8 per cent of urban males and 43.6 per
cent of urban females.

S. Eetween 30 and 44 per cent of all respondents reported
hearing the family planning messages. The average  was
36.1 per cent of all respondents.

9. About one-third of rural listeners  recalled  hearing
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diaEogues and another one-third remembered  hearing
s!ogans. Almost half of the urban residents who heard
messages remembered the dialogues  and another 15 per
cent remembered  suggestions to visit clinics. It was
evident that the November messages had been heard.

IO. A total of 35.2 per cent of the people who heard the
messages stated that they had talked to others about
what they had heard. Rural females did the most talk-
ing iii this respect.

11. Out of the entire sample, 15 per cent reported being told
about the radio messages  by others,  of whom 3.7 per
cent were not radio listeners. This means that the ef-
fective radio audience was extended from the 36.1 per
cent direct listeners  to 39.8 per cent of the entire sample
who either heard the messages  directly  or indirectly.

12. A total of 14.8 per cent of those that heard the messages
reported  taking some kind of action  as a result  of what,
they heard. The most common action taken by women
was accepting  an IUD; by husbands, encouraging their
wives to accept an IUD. Considerably  more action  was
reported  by rural  respondents than by the urban. The
total number  of those who took action (20 out of 300
respondents)  is equal to 6.7 per cent of the entire sample.

13. Of the 26 people who stated that they had acted as a
result of a radio message,  14 claimed accepting IUDs,
five said they tried conventional contraceptives and one
did not specify the action taken.H

Honduras
A r a d i o  survey was conducted in Las Crucitas,  a barrio in

Honduras,  during June,  July and August 1968. Radio stations
in nearby Tegucigalpa carried messages on family planning.
Following the radio campaign,  about 79 per cent of the women
interviewed  in the area reported they had heard over the radio
about the hea!th center in Las Crucitas as well as the San Felipe
Hospital  Family Planning  Clinic.
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Nany of these women did not have radios, and they listened
to t,he  radio outside their  homes.  About three-quarters  of the
women interviewed mentioned  that they had heard the family
planning  message over the radio on souncl trucks in the area.

‘Taiwan
21 .~t,t~ta;  study was conducted in Taiwan  to find the medium

i;.ivlnLblilii‘i c’_i;j:(: !:e,k>i  rei!:force  face-to-face  c0iilmUIiiC~tiOE. The re-
port mdicated that radio is by far the most likely  medium to
reach women, especiaily  the uneducated.

By the end of 1968, 23 of Taiwan’s radio stations were
carrying .spot amrouncements  and brief family planning skits.
;ibout 80 spots and 60 skits were being broadcast daily.

The foiinwing  year a critical review of both radio content
;:n(! timing  was carried out. As a result of the review, emphasis
was shifted  towards lengthening  the programs.  Also,  prime
time was purchased at eight local radio stations during the daily
“Taiwanese  Opera” presentations,  because the survey showed
that this was the most popular  program among housewives.

Singapore
Radio and television have been used extensively  for family

planning since the beginning of the national  family planning
program. Radio was initially  used for spot announcements and
later  extended to talks, discussion groups and other programs.

Costa Rica
Radio is considered to be the most penetrating  mass medium

with the highest credibility  rates, according to studies in Costa
Rica. There is one radio receiver  for each 6.5 inhabitants.

Costa Rica’s radio programs are designed  to inform and
motivate. Programs highlight  the welfare aspect  of the family
and the community.
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Radio spots are scheduled to saturate particular  audiences.
In addition,  t,here is a weekly talk series by experts and a radio
novel. “La Cuna LIel  DoiaJr,” with 65 chapters  each 15 minutes
in length. These programs  are being broadcast over the metro-
politan and rural $:.,tions.

Tunisia
Radio is being extensively used in Tunisia  for family plan-

ning information.  The type of programs  include newscasts,
women’s program 5; both in Arabic and French, and dramas. In
January  1970 during a special family planning  week, six hours
of radio programs  and three hours of television  were specially
produced. During this period, there were special  campaign
broadcasts,  news and spot announcements,  two theatrical  plays
and folk lore broadcasts.

In a survey conducted on the channels of communication,
36.9 per cent of women questioned  said radio was their best
source of information.  Kext was teievision  with 21.79 per cent.
Thus television and radio constituted  58.‘i9 per cent of the cover-
age. A primary reason  was that~ more than 9’3 per cent of
women in Tunisia stay at home, only ‘i per cent work. Eighty
per cent had heard the family planning programs on radio and
50 per cent had heard them on television.

Guatemala
A national family planning  program was developed in

Guatemala in August 1969. Radio is being used primarily  for
general education and motivation. Twenty-five radio stations
in rural  areas and six in the capitol city are being used to broad-
cast 30-second messages, 12 times a day. Two different  mes-
sages have been used: one for general motivation for family
planning and the other for regionalized  information giving clinic
hours, clinic location and availability  of services. In addition,
eight self-contained radio novels of 30 minutes  each are planned.
All broadcasts are in Spanish.  However, radio spots in several
regional  languages  will be on the air shortly.
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El Salvador
In El Salvador, three organizations  - the Ministry of Pubiic

Health.  the Demographic  Association  and the Social Security
Instit.ute  - are involved in family planning.  The work of these
organizations is coordinated  by a working committee.  The Demo-
graphic -Association  in a special  report prepared in October 1966
defined the principal educational  objectives as:

I. Sensitizing  all social sectors, with emphasis on com-
munity leaders,  to the problems  of development  which
result from over-population.

2. Creating  a favorable climate for family planning  accep-
tance.

3. Orientating  and educating families and individuals  as
to the reasons  which justify adoption of family planning.

The Demographic Association launched  L, multi-media public
information campaign,  PATER, in September 1969. The cam-
paign is imaginative and there is heavy emphasis  on radio. In
1969 from September to November, 37,901 radio spots and five
radio nore?s were broadcast. The PATER campaign  has been
extended  now to a weekly  program,  using 36 radio stations
simuhaneously  to cover the country.
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Appendix I

entary Use of Television
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Supplementary Use of Teiwision

The use of radio in broadcasting family planning programs
has been etni>hasized  in this book because radio receivers exist at
al! socio-economic  levels in most countries of the world.

Television goes one step further than radio by adding sight
to sound. Consequently,  it can deliver a message with much
greater impact and audience penetration ~ However, the number
and distribution of television receivers restricts the use OC this
rriedi~im .

.4n important item to consider here is the “multiplier
effect. ” Wnen television transmission is inboduced in an area,
the viewing audiences are substantially larger than the number of
teievisicn sets. Group, neighborhood and community viewing is
cuite co.“imon.
‘;fecy

Industry figures estimate that the “multiplier
means approximately 100,000 viewers for every 5,000 sets.

During the early days of television in the United States, the
ratio  of viewers to sets was even higher. Television receivers in
bars, cafes and other public gathering places accounted for the
American mi;ltiiAier  effect.

Wnile  the main effort of the media group in the family plan-
ning program should be directed to radio, television should not be
ignored in countries where it exists. The decision on when and
how to use television for family planning communications will vary
from c0mA-y to country. It will depend on the system in use, the
number  of teievision rereivers  and attitudes of the broadcasting
organizations.

It probably will not be profitable for the media group to
,wite and produce televi;  ‘on programs to supplement the main
effort by radi,o.  Nonethele.~s, television exposure can be obtained
economically by the following means:

* Negotiate and arrange for guest appearances of authori-
ties competent to communicate family planning policies,
objectives and specific information.

* Set up interview and discussion programs. They are not
any more complicated or expensive to produce than their
radio counterparts D Media personnel should therefore
try to generate this type of exposure in coordination with
broadcasting authorities. Have the television station
assume the prime production responsibility and expense.
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* Arrange for short spot announcements to be carried as a
public service. If stations agree to carry family plan-
ning messages, a television counterpart -- with sight as
well as sound -- of the instant identification device must
be developed. Locations and pictures of clinics can also
be effectively communicated in short spot announcements.

Media experts must realize that most television sets are
owned by the more affluent. Therefore, the target audience in-
cludes decision makers, professional groups and the top personnel
of special interest agencies that may work in coordination with the
family planning program.

In addition, exposure comes from group and community
viewing and from the powerful word-of-mouth diffusion that is
generated by this medium.
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Using Soap Opera To Convey Family Planning
Example - Every Man’s Family

No soap opera has yet been created that includes all the
elements of famiiy planning ard contraceptive behavior. However,
such information can be readi. inserted into the standard soap
opera.

in the hypothetical soap opera, Ever-v  Man’s Fami!v, ele-
ments of famiiy planning  as well as a general health theme are
wcven into its daily episodes. As the drama of the members of
every man’s family is presented, every occasion is utilized to
develop the message of contraception  and family planning.

When the baby is sick, the parents talk about the number
of babies that die and the fact that today many more babies survive.
And how important it is to have fewer children so that parents can
give them better care.

When the mother is sick, the other members of every man’s
family are concerned about who will take care of the fami,ly.  Her
illness reminds them that she is precious to them. What if she

~should  die? they ask each other. Has she become too tired be-
cause she has had so many children? How much healthier would
she have been if she had had no more than two or three children?

As marital difficulties develop between the mother and
father, characters talk about the number of children they should
have had . . . about the pressures on the father to earn more and
more money because of the large number of children in the family
. . I and about the fact that the mother pays little attention to the
needs of the father because of the children’s constant pressures
on her.

When there is a money crisis, the parents compare their
difficult sitilation  with that of their neighbors who had two child-
ren and no more.

When one of the children has problems in school, the
adults bring up the fact that the school is too crowded. Because
so many children are being born, so many more than ever before,
it seems that every man’s town is unable to provide a decent edu-
cation fcr its children.

Marriage between characters can set the stage for discus-
sion on family size, marital love, child spacing and the advan-
tages of late marriage.
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A death in the family gives rise to a major discussion about
who will inherit the land. It is apparent that there will not be
enough land for all the children  of the deceased. Therefore, how
should the iand be divided? What will happen to the children who
inherit nothing? The action might follow one of these disinherited
chiidren  through his tearful departure for a distant city and a suc-
cession of misfortunes that he meti..,  t::‘:e.

During the course of the soap opera, a divorce begins.
Family and friends discuss how a couple copes with family and
child pressures in order to have a compatible marriage.

One of the children decides to move to the big city. He
returns home after finding out that city life means unemployment,
Too many people are being pushed off the land with nowhere to go
j,t to the cities. There, they make the tragic discovery that they
have no skills appropriate to urban life.

A maiden aunt mourns her lack of offspring. Episodes in
which she appears illustrate problems of sterility and how the
facts of bioiogy affect one’s life.

The mother becomes pregnant again. For at least nine
months, both talk and action are concerned with problems of preg-
nancy and maternal health.

A neighbor’s unmarried daughter is pregnant. The action
takes u? problems of illegitimacy and concepts of responsible
parenthiod  .

A neighbor woman dies as the result of an illegal abortion.
Every man’s wife organizes a campaign to legalize abortion.

Another neighbor woman becomes pregnant while she is
stili nursing her last child. The point is made that the period of
sterility caused by lactation is temporary, rarely lasting longer
than eight months.

Action can be developed which explores the concept of
children as a social security system for parents. This can be re-
lated to other iife circumstances such as land shortages, inheri-
tance and infant mortality.

Some characters might take a pro-natalist  point of view
and say the country needs population or contains a good deal of
unused iand. In a family planning context, these allegations can
be refuted.
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Action and discussion can involve such topics as early
~repnaxy,  ear!);  marriage and women’s rights.

kcaise  any one of these themes can take as long as three
months tz develop on a daily episode basis, topics suggested here
would obviously provide enough material for years of daily broad-
casring . Clever dramatists could utilize these situations and
change sharactzrs and irxidents over a period of many years
withou: rspaating  themselves. A real test of the communicator’s
c-- ._-.!r~rr-rqess  is hov,y he delivers the message of family planning in
sub+ ard ,dramatic  ways without ever seeming to preach or in-
stmct .
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APPendix IIIAPPendix III

xamplesxamples of Family Planningof Family Planning
Radio ScriptsRadio Scripts
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BOTSWANA
Family Planning Radio Scripts
(Provided by the International

_

Planned Parenthood Federation)

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.

2 .

Sound effects: Soft laughter fro-n a group of people.
Male voice: What a beautiful house, lovely surroundings.

How do you manage to get this ?
Fezale voice: Family planning is the answer. Whatever you

do, you have to plan for it, so why don’t you
start planning your family?

Sound effects: Soft music.
Male voice: Mother, can you tell me why your baby looks

so healthy? What are you feeding her with?
Female voice: Good nutritious food, good care.
Male voice: How do you manage all this ?
Fenale voice: We have been to the Family Planning Clinic

where we were advised that we can get our
next baby when we like. Why can’t you go to
this clinic and take your wife there ?

h4ale  voice: I will do so tomorrow. Thank yoil.
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COSTA R!CA
Family Planning Radio Scripts

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS

1. Children should not be the result of chance. A pregnancy must
never be a surprise, but an event desired and awaited for by
the parents. Mothers should know that before increasing the
family, each child needs a minimum of physical and spiritual
care. Couples interested in receiving written information on
family planning, nutrition and mother-child health may re-
quesr it at the Health Center in their community. Following
are the places where family planning consultation will be
offered tomorrow: (AD LIB) Sanjose Province Health Unit,  --
(hour); Alajuela Province Health Unit, -- (hour).

2. Ail teachers, professors, parents and even adolescents should
read the pamphlet “What is Family Planning? ” This publica-
tion contains useful information on living a more responsible
and happy married life. This pamphlet may be requested in
person at health units. Following is a list of places where
family pianning services will be offered on Wednesday: -

3.

4.

To the women in the audience who, for some reason, do not
take advantage of health unit or hospital family planning ser-
vices, we remind them that Elimca Biblica (which is a private
institution) can serve them through its external consultation
unit. No need for an appointment. Elimca Biblica’s consulta-
tion hours are from 7 to 11 a.m. and from 1:30 to 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Saturdays only from 7 to 11 a.m.
Elimca Bihlica, for the rich and poor. Poor patients pay from
two to five colones,  and those that are extremely poor pay
nothing. Clinica Bib!ica is in Sanjose, 100 yards east and
iO0 yards south of the Dolorosa Catholic Church. Foliowing
are the places where family planning services will take place
tomorrow:

Pregnancies which take place one right after the other do not
allow *he mother time to take good care of the last child born.
Nor does she have time to recuperate from giving birth. Her
health is therefore endangered. Since the welfare of all the
family members depends partly on the mother’s health, the
number of children and the economic means, it is advisable
that couples obtain and studjr  information on family planning.
When both husband and wife agree, they should look for the
help offered by the health units in all the provinces. And
following are the health units:
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5. Young pcsple  who know about family planning are often more
responsible when they get mar-i-led.  We Invite  engaged couples
a?d adults in general to ask for [‘he free booklet entitled “What
is Fami!y Pianning ? ” You may request it personally at the
heaith  unit of y)ur community.

6. The Department of Human Sciences and the Institute for Psy-
choicgica! Research of the University of Costa Rica, reports
rhai in 1955  the average number of inhabitants per square
i:.iiomiw in the metropolitan area was 1,211. By 1968 that
ave:age had increased to 2,291. We have almost doubled the
popu!ation  in 13 years. The population has increased to one
miliion, seven hundred thousand. Within 20 years we will
reach almost three and a half million population. There wil!
L-e score  people without work, home, food and schooling than
today. Family planning is one answer to these problems.
An? following are the places where family planning services
will t;e offered tomorrow:

ROTATIXG  SOTS FOR RADIO NEWS BROADCASTS

T. Rii coupies should know what family planning is and how to
d? it. For information write to CRDA, etc.

8. If you want to know what family planning is, write to CRDA,
etc.

9. Yciir sons will be grateful to you for planning your family. For
Mormation  , e tc .

10. Protect your children before getting them, plan your family.
Write to, etc.

Il. It is easy to have children. To become responsible for them
is something else. For information, etc.

12. Each home should have the children it can raise and educate
with human dignity. Find out for yourself. Write, etc.

13. CM&en should be the product of love and the conscious de-
sire of having them. Information at CRDA . . . etc.

14. Family planning means to love your children, those born and
those to come . Write, etc.

15. Children should not be the resuits of ignorance or careless-
ness. Ee informed, write, etc. . . .
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i 6 .  How man“ rf -hildren to have or when to have them is the con-
cer!: of the home alone. For information, etc.

17. If you want to know what family pianning  is, visit the health
,unit in yxr community.

18. Clinic Bi’blica  offers family planning consultation. Call tele-
ghone number . . . etc.

19 . Protect your children before getting them by planning your
ramiiy  . Find out on time. Your health unit will help you plan
your family.

20. Begetting  children is easy. To become responsible for them
is a different story. Information, etc.

21. Cazh home should have the number of children that it can raise
and educate with human dignity. Be informed, etc.

22. p.“;ep‘ty  years ago, the problems that the world confronted were
different from those that pre-occupy the leaders of today. At
that rime, for example, the accelerated population growth,
\vas not a great problem. Today it is. Wor!d  population is
imxeasing  at such speed that it is hard to think of the number
of human beings who will be living in the coming years.

It took the -world 1800 years to reach a total population of
1,000 mii!ion inhabitants. But in only 130 years (1930). this
ponilation  had doubled to 2,000 million people. The speed of
?opuiation growth is increasing daily and now it is expected
that the earth will have 7,000 million individuals by the year
2,000. Such an exaggerated population growth has created
many problems which have a direct effect on man. And for
this reason it is necessary to make provisions to face these
new problems.

If the Universal Leclaration  of Human Rights were to be writ-
ten rcday, it would have a new accent. It would preserve, of
course, its principal enrlnciation,  freedom in all forms which
even today is denied to millions of men in many parts of the
world. But today, only 20 years after its completion, other
essential factors are at play. The right to eat; to dress; to
be educated. The right to have a stable job to insure family
welfare. And finally, the right to have access to the basic
facilities offered by a civilized and technically advanced
worid  .

without a doubt, all these human rights are being threatened
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by the accelerated population growth. The threat is growing
and we have it here in Costa Rica, manifested in the form oi
malnu:rition,  unemployment, lack of water, housing, etc.

23. Family planning is the agreement between husband and wife
with respect to the number of children they want to have and
when. Family planning serves to accomplish nobly and plea-
santly the natural mission of reproduction. In this manner,
the parents enjoy better their childrens’  company. At the
same time that they are able to raise them better and prepare
them well to face life.

Pamil:f planning allows the mother long periods of rest be-
tween births and the opportunity to better care for the last
born. Neither does she grow weak nor prematurely old as
happens to women with many children.

In order to plan the family, it is indispensable for the couple
to ue convinced that to procreate costs no money, but to raise
a child like a human being deserves does cost money. For
this reason, whoever loves a son with responsibility makes
sure that the child does not come to a world of misery.

But the son needs more than food, clothing, housing and
studies. He needs parents who understand each other and
treat each other with affection, and who offer him love and
understanding.

More information will be offered to those who desire it. At
the same time, tell us on what station you heard this informa-
tion . Send your letters to: CRDA, etc.

24. In an article published by “Plan Familia” last September, the
Catholic Priest said that it is shocking to observe
how, not just ordinary people, but also those who are called
to enlighten the conscience of others,. have reduced the last
papal encyclica to this simple expression: “It is a grave sin
to avoid children. ” (Pause. )

With respect to responsible parenthood, Father also
said that if inan proceeds responsibly in all undertakings and
if he is conscious that he must render an account of his actions
to God, then he must use reason when he collaborates with
God in procreating human lives. For those children a man
helps to procreate must be raised and eL.,cated to live accord-
ing to their human dignity and to achieve their suprahuman
destiny. (Pause.)
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25.

Father states further  that responsible parent-
hood signifies that it is a mission and a duty of parents to
wuxmit human life, but not indiscriminately as if they were
producing little animals. (Pause .) He said indiscriminailt
procrea,:ion  is simply a crime against the most sacred biblical
principle: respect for human beings. It is a crime to bring a
child into the world knowing that he may be born deformed,
thar he will suffer hunger, that he will live in conditions below
human standards, that he will be inadequately educated, ac-
cording to Father . (Pause.)

Dear friends: if you want more written information, send your
requests to: CRDA, etc.

The final part of an article by Dr. , director
of the Dominican Republic Fami!y Welfare Association, pub-
lished two weeks ago in “La Nation,”  states that family
planning campaigns attempt to place the knowledge and the
means necessary for all couples to enjoy the right to decide
how many children to have and when. People with the capa-
city to glan their families, do so not just because they are
educated or have the money, but because they feel responsible.
And among the poor, this same sense of responsibility toward
the children can exist. If people have not planned their fami-
lies, it is because they do not know it is possible or because
they lack the economic means.

In Costa Rica, we have good publications distributed free of
charge which teach in a simple manner what family planning
i s . There aie also many medical centers with specialized
personnel where services are offered at no cost to the patient.
The first thing to do if interested in family planning is to ask
for information.
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MUSiC: IIarps
AnnoL,ncer:  Ladies and gentlemen, we would like to weicome  and to

thank you for your interest in our program Dialogue. We
ask that you write to Box 288. Your ideas and opinions
are very welcome in helping the Costa Rican families.
‘Ne hope to hear from you tomorrow.

Announcer: 0t.r  program starts with “Music and Opinions.” Every
day we will have a subject that will be of interest to
you and also s musical piece.

Music: Theme rises and lowers.
Announcer: Our commentary for today is titled “A Letter for Dialogue, ”

with Father Carlo.
Announcer: Guanacaste is a province that has a very active corres-

pondence with our program. The “Letter for Dialogue”
today, comes from a lady who lives in Nicoya. She
asks the following questions:

COSTA RICA
Family Planning Radio Scripts

(Written by Centro de Orientation  Familiar)

LISTENER P.~DTISIFATION  PROGRAMS

PROGR&l:  DIALOGUE

Announcer: We should ntii be ashamed . . . . etc. (recorded)
Announcer: These are the titles for today’s Dialogue:

*.A Letter for Dialogue (Father Carlo)
*The musical File (Comedy from Midnight)
*Social Motivation for Family Planning
*Miss Gla,ys Bo!anos  Rcjas Grecia
*Coitus Interruptus
*A Special Invitation
*Inscription Formula
*For the Adolescents
*Dialogue Listeners

P:ie =i’-.--A-L-

I am 15 years old and my boyfriend is 21. What do you
think? Will he make a good husband for me? Also, I
would like for yod to explain to me some things about
sex as my parents never talk to me about that. They try
to hide it from me.
Dear listener: The period of courtship ought to last an
adequate amount of time for the two of you to get to know
one another pretty well: so that you can talk together
with frankness; so that you can understand one another;
so that you can have the opportunity to show your res-
pect one for the other; and then you can come to the
decision if you want to share your entire lives together
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Announcer:

Announcer:

Music-- 4
Music:

Music:
Announcer:

within the bonds of matrimcny.  Sometimes this might
take six months to a year and other times it may take
two to three years.

I don’t recommend a very short courtship but neither do
I recommend a very long one either; that is to say not
snorter than six months and not longer than three years.
Concerning your particular situation, I notice that you
are only 15 years old and that is pretty young. It’s
possible that this boy is your first boyfriend and that
‘means it’s your first love. Furthermore, I couldn’t
possibly tell you if your boyfriend would make you a
good husband or not. But it seems to me that with your
qxstion  you yourself are not at all sure and csnsider-
irig your age it wouid be a great price to be sure. I
recommend that you wait for some time before you begin
to consider marriage.

Concerning the subject of sex, I couldn’t be able to tell
you any more than it is such an extensive subject that I
couldn’t begin to touch it in such a short time. The pur-
pose of these “Dialogue” programs is to give you a good
sex education.

Aiso, you can write to Family Orientation Center and
you ‘will be able to take a correspondence course of
orientation for people who are engaged. Well, ox
time is gone and I must close for now.
You ilave listened to a special letter for “Dialogue, ”
Box 6808, San Jose.
After our comments, let’s see what Dialogue has for us
in the way of music.
A record and some short opinions about it.
Musical theme and commentary.
You have listened to the first part of “Dialogue” --
music and opinions. Each program will bring to you a
subject of interest and some pieces.
cl*siQg cf theme.
Before coming to the lecture, we would like to remind
you that this program is for everyone. Any consultation
yo~-i  would like to have concerning integral sexual educa-
tion or other lectures pertaining to the family, we would
iike you to write: Dialogue, Box 288, San Jose. We
are here to serve you. And now, here is the Professional
Yoianda  Mendoza. Our guest speaker for today has as
her text: Social Motivation for Family Planning. Her
name again, Professional Yolanda Mendoza.
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Yo!anda Mendoza: V&at does family plannjng mean? Family plan-
ning means simply to make plans, to think of the
future, to orgar.ize  your own life. We as human
beings have that opportunity, that capacity of
deciding for ourselves what we want to do.

In much the same way, a young man when he
reaches a certain age must decide if he’s going
to study for a university career or if he’s going
to be a laborer and to learn a vocation.

A young woman will decide at a certain time in
her life if she wants to marry a certain man that
proposes to her or if she wants to postpone the
marriage.

A farmer will decide if he wants to plant sugar
cane or coffee.

A!i of these sitrtations  require  decisions, meaning
that we ourselves decide what we want to do,
looking for the best in life, for ourselves as well
as for those who surround us -- wife, children
and family.

One of the most important things for a man and
woman is the chi!dren. A good fatbsr and a good
mother  are williny to make great sacrifices for
them.

We always agree in how much the children mean
tous. However, sometimes children come into
the world with the parents not knowing how they
came . . . without the parents having decided to
have them . . . that is, to say, without any plan.

So, family planning is simply this: to plan ahead
for the children that you are going to have.

What importance do children hold in our lives and
why have children at ali? Let’s see some of the
answers that people have given and let’s discuss
them.

a) Children are a securitv ior the uarents
1x1 old +.-ae. If you have many children you will
have someone to look after you in your old age.
All well educated children who love their parents



and who in return  have received love frsm them
wiil be a help to them, but the parents ought
no? to raise their children with this egotistical
zfai of receiving 17 profit, of having support.

b! Childxn arc necdcd in order to ha
m the work of supportini;  the family.. This
is snather  egotistical reason. Many parents
r:‘aPt  their children io y.vork  as soon as possible
ir. order to help therr.  In these cases, they
don’? sewi the children to school so that they
can i‘JOTi< . It’s good that the children can help
in tie home but parents shouldn’t have .;hildren
ior rhat  reason a1or.e.

ci Larqe families are hapov families, the
aider children can helo take care of the vounqer
B. It’s just a happier situation. All of this
is a beautiful theory, but families achieve hap-
?iness basically because of love and harmony
of the parents, and an environment based on
love and respect in the home. This has nothing
to do with the fact that the family is large or
small. There are many large families as well
as small families that are happy. There can
be prcblems  in large and small families. Also,
there are people who rhink that marriages are
2etter when there are lots of children. This is
no; true.

d) There are fathers who want to have child-
ren to prove their virilitv.  They think that the
more children they ha.Je the mot-e they demon-
strate their manliness and they brag about it.
Other men don’t have much faith in their wives
and thinic that by keeping them pregnant their
wives will remain faithful.

oj u~parents feel that all children are
the will of God and that it is necessary to have
“all that He sends.” However, they forget that
God also gave us the capacity and a will to make
decisions.

f) Other oarents,  and we’ll treat this qrOUP
the most positkdelv,  have children simply
because thev want them because thev know
what they want for them and for their future.
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These parents first consider the good of the
chi ldren. They plan their birth: that is to say,
5ey decide on the birth of a child taking into
consideration the following things:

1. H e a l t h :  Wkat is the health of the mother? Is
she in a condition to have a healthy child? It is
very important that the expectant mother have
special care and good nutrition in order to have
a child.

2. Economic conditions: One o\;ght  to think of
wkat you want to give the child. Every child
needs a certain amount of food, a place to live
and the opportunity for education.

The parents say: “Every child brings his own
loaf of bread under his arm, ” but in reality that
loaf of bread has to be bought. If you want to
give a child what he needs you’d better think of
ihe c o s t . If you can’t afford another child, the
father ouyht to think about looking for a better
paying job or for an additional job or to econo-
mize the expenditures. Whatever the situation
is, it is necessary to plan for the future of your
r4i’A-u-&Y.

3. Emotional conditions: A child ought to be born
because he is wanted. But many times the mother
says ~1% great sadness, “I’m pregnant again!
What a problem.” The poor child isn’t at fault for
not being well accepted.

d_. Conditions of the country: There’s another
thing that all Costa Ricans ought to consider: We
ought to be more responsible for the children that
we have already. We need to consider the condi-
tions of the country.

rust as a family with a limited income and many
children suffer from poverty, the country should
not grow in a rapid manner. It’s necessary, of
course, for a country to grow, but at a much
slower pace so as to satisfy the needs and wants
of the population that already exists: Living
quarters, schools, economic development and in
general an avoidance of the miseries of poverty.

s



Now let me ask our guest several questions sent
in by our listeners. Does family planning neces-
sarily mean having few children?
Xo, you shouidrl’t  confuse this term with birth
control. Family planning means having all of the
children that you want to have in accordance with
the possibilities of each home. It means being
responsible and thinking before having the child-
ren and above all doing everything to give them
the best. I mention again the words doing every-
thing. Many parents can have few children be-
cause of their particular situaiion. But the im-
portant thing is knowing how to be responsible
for the children that you already have, to give them
a good education, love and the possibilities for a
happy future.
How do you plan for the family?
Weil, you know what it is to make a plan, don’t
you? Now these plans which are so important in
respect to the children ought to be made by both
parents.

it isn’t for one of them to decide but for both of
them. There ought to exist an open line of conr-
nunication in a carriage.  Husband and wife  ought
to tall: about all of the issues of the family, of each
other, of the children, of the future and they should
come to an agreement.

Announcer:

Professional:

In that children are very important, both parents
ought to come to an agreement concerning the
number of children they ought to have, how much
time should pass between the birth of each child,
what they want for them and other such important
matters.
Let us say that a couple has discussed this
matter and has come to the conclusion that they
should avoid having another child for some period
of time. In these days, what could they do in
order to find an adequate method of avoiding
another pregnancy.
At this time, they should consult a professional.
Each couple is different, and they oug’., not to
make a final decision without consu: :g a doctor.
Sometimes a method would not be advisable for a
particular woman because it bothers her, or her
b o d y  won’t to!erate  a certain contraceptive or
b e c a u s e  it interferes with her sexual relations in
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Announcer:

Professional:

Announcer:

Professionai:

Announcer:

sme way. For that reason, it is always best to
consult a doctor.
What services are there foil family planning in
this country?
a) Public Health Centers: In the majority of our
villages and cities, the Health Centers exist
where the mistress may go to find these services.

b! Social Security: In San Jose, through the
pheripherical Clinics.

Cl Bible Clinic: Serves many ladies from San
lose as well as from other cities. Working hours
from Monday through Friday at 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p . m . There is no need to make an appointment.
Moderate prices are charged according to the
financial possibilities of each family.
Now for my final question, Why is it that poor
families so often have more children?
There are several reasons for this. One most
assurediy is the lack of knowledge; that is to say,
they dox’t know how to plan their family.

Other narried couples perhaps know, but -- here
again because of faulty knowledge -- are afraid
to use the different contraceptive methods. They
have the misconception that they can harm you,
make you sick or cause deformed children to be
born.

Another cause is the scarcity of economical
methods of obtaining contraceptives. This
particular problem has been overcome with the
services of Public Health Centers.
You have just heard in our program for Family
Pianning, Professional Yolanda Mendoza. Her
‘ecture was titled SocialMotivation  for Family
Planning. Tune in tomorrow to hear Yolanda
Mendoza again. Your questions about integral
sexual education concerning the home and chil-
dren could be mailed to Dialogue, Box 288, San
r o s e . We will answer your questions through the
program.
Theme for the News
This is the news for today . . . .
Miss  Gladvs  Bolanes Roias de Gracia: We want
to tell this young lady that we have received her
letter. W e  ca,n’t answer her because her address

Music:
Announcer:
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is incomplete. We are asking her to write us
another letter.

Coitus Interruptus: The program “Frigidity or Im-
potency” will tell you how inconveni~ent  “Coitus
Interruptus”  i s . Be ready to listen.

Special Invitation: We would like to invite the
parents to attend the special classes on Sex
Education that will start on the Zlst of Septem-
ber. You can call 21-47-76 for more information.

Inscription Method: We would like to tell those
interested in our special correspondence courses
that we have all the material available about the
courses in pamphlets. Send for it by writing us:
Box 6808.

For your teenaae children: We have a special
pamphlet  ca l led:  Teenase  Chal lenge.  Send for
it by writing Box 6808 plus cl. 00 for postage.

Dialogue Listeners:
Niclosa Collado Ruiz
Roxana Jimenez Acuna
Pulperia Juan Jimenez, La her-moss de Perez Zeledon
Gonzalo Benedict0
Guisel le  Arce de Soto
Ot i l ia  Mora Fonseca
Aida Solorzano  II.
Liverpool de Rio Blanc0
San Nicolas de Cartago
Santa Rosa de Zarcero
Tibas
Guadalupe
San Pablo de Heredia

Music : Theme for the News
Music : Final lecture theme and a closing.

PROGRAM: DIALOGUE
Announcer: We shouid not be ashamed . . . . etc. (recorded)
Announcer: These are the titles for today’s Dialogue.

*“I Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You” Matt Monro Music
*A Dialogue Letter
*Contraceptive Methods
*A Special Lecture for your Children
*Miss  Flor MaGamboa  R.
*Incentive for Sexual Education
*The Nervous System and Sexual Relations
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*Wrong Addresses
*Eiaiogue Listeners

Mi:usic: Harps-~A
Annxnce:: Ladies and gentlemen, we would like to welcome and

to thank you for your interest in our program Dia!ogue  .
h%Te ask that you write to Box 288. Your ideas and
opinions are very welcome in helping the Costa Rican
iamiiies. We hope to hear from you tomorrow.

9. Carlos Ponchner will be with us today. His lec-
ture theme is Contraceptive Methods.

Announcsr: Cur program starts with music and opi:>ions. Every
day we will bring a subject of interest to you and also
a miisfcal  p i e c e .

>v’*usic: 7nene rises and lowers:
Annsuncer: Today’s program is entitled “Letter for Dialogue, ”

with Ana Jimenez.
.Announcer: The letter today is about a young girl from Guanacaste

who tells us in her letter that she is very timid and
pessimistic in her outlook on life, and in general has
mazy personality complexes. She says that she doesn’t
find pleasure in any of the “worldly experiences.” She
has also ir.formed us that she had many serious prob-
lems in her childhood and in her home and some un-
happy experiences in love -- all of which have con-
tributed to her poor psychological condition at the
moment. Let’s listen to what Professional Ana Jimenez
can recommend for this girl with such a long series of
prob!ems facing her.

Professional Ana Jimenez: Well, it seems that you are suffering
f:rm a nervous condition, the type which can progress
in severity if not treated immediately. It is necessary
that you consult a medical doctor and a psychologist
or a psychiatrist as soon as possible.

If you have Social Security benefits you can have com-
plete confidence in the General Medicine Center !,ocated
at the Social Security building. You can receive medi-
cal treatment or they will lefer you to a medical spe-
c ia l i s t . If you do not have Social Security, you can go
to United Health of your particular toxn, to the San
J2an of God Hospital or to the Family Orientation
Center which has several professional people who can
help you with your proble n. But in addition to consult-
ing with a medical doctor and a psychologist, you must
realize that a nervous condition is a sickness which
requires the cooperation of the person who has the
condition. Does that person really want a cure of his
condition?
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Announcer:

Music*-.L
Music:
Announcer:

Music:
Announcer:

Dr. Ponchner: Ti;;y:  The contraceptive pills are made of a hormonal
substance which impedes ovulation. It  seems that the
pill in some way does not permit the production of the
hormones responsible for the stimulation of the ovary
to produce the female eggs. It also seems to modify
the endometrium and the mouth of the uterus.

Special boxes contain 20 pills which should be taken
daily starting the fifth day of the menstrual cycle
(counting the first day of the period as the first day of
the cycle). Three or four days after the last pill is
taken the menstrual period begins and a woman begins
taking a new cycle of pills. Pills are the most effec-
tive method of contraception if the instructions are

In analyzing his own particular problems, the person
must put all of his problems into perspective so that
his nervous condition doesn’t dominate his every
minute of the day. You told us that you don’t enjoy
“worldly experiences” but that doesn’t mean that you
have to run away from your friends and lock yourself
in your house. You ought to get out, take walks,
have talks with other people. Have a good time.
Also, it’s a good idea for you to read and study some-
thing  that you would enjoy. All of this will make you
feel differently about yourself and give you a different
outlook on life which with the help of the doctors will
give you the chance to resolve your emotional problems.
Tie Professional Ana Cecilia Jimenez, social worker
for the Family Orientation Cente:, has answered a
“Letter for Dialogue .” Please mite us with your
problem to Box 6808.
After our comments, let’s see what Dialogue has for
us in the way of music.
A recorc and some short opinions about it.
Musical theme and commentary.
~You  have listened to the first part of “Dialogue” --
music and opinions. Each program -will bring to you
a subject of interest and some musical pieces.
Closing of lecture.
Before the closing of the lecture, we would like to
remind you that this program is for everyone. Any
consultation you would like to have concerning inte-
gral sexual education or other lectures pertaining to
the family, we would like you to write: Dialogue,
Box 288, San Jose. We are here to serve you. And
now, here is Dr. Ponchner . . . . Our guest speaker for
today has as his text: Contraceptive Methods. His
name again, Dr. Ponchner.
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fo!iowfd correctly. In case a pill  is forratten,  it
s‘hould be taken the moment that it is remembered
even if it means that two pills are taken in one day.

The pills do seem to have some had effects for some
women but they soon disappear. They should not last
past  two or three boxes of pills.  These effects include
nausea ,  headaches ,  ches t  aches ,  d izziness ,  increase
of normal vaginal flow, small amount of swelling of
the legs and a slight weight gain. Sometimes they
produce a slight amount of spotting in the middle of
the cycle. They don’t influence the period in any
important way and the menstrual cycles last for 26 to
27 days. Women who have constantly been bothered
with irregular periods find that taking these pills has
a regulating effect on their periods. Some types of
pills  seem to minimize the amount of milk that the
breasts produce when one wants to breast feed the
chi ld. The pil,ls  in no way affect an unborn child if
a woman accidentaliy takes one and is a; the same
time pregnant. It has been observed that when a
woman who has been taking the pills stops she is
much more susceptible to pregnancy. The pills can
be used indefinitely up to four years.

it appears that when a woman starts taking the pills
her sexual desire is heightened, probably  because  she
no longer needs to worry about an uwantcd pregnancy.
Because of studies that have been made, we know that
the chance of cancer in the mouth of the uterus or of
the breasts is not heightened. It has not been proven
that the pills definitely do not produce varicose veins,
blood clots or embolism.

Any normally healthy woman can take the pills but, of
cour’se , she is always under the care of a doctor.
They shouldn’t be taken by young girls who haven’t
reached puberty and who haven’t developed sexually.
Some doctors recommend that women who’ve had blood
clots, embolism, a tumor or a disease of the liver or
diabetes not take the pills. There are several types
of pills on the market and the doctor will tell each
woman which one is the best one. Occasionally the
doctor wi!l recommend a change in the type of pill.
The pill is very well accepted and its effectiveness
is as previously stated excellent. The price fluctuates
between $10 and cl4 but the Demographic Association
of Costa Rica distributes them for c3 when.the woman



is a patient of one of the specialists who is accepted
by the Association.

The Mini Pill: There are other pills that also contain
hormones but in very small quantity and one has to
take them continuously without counting the days in
the cycle. They are as effective as the other type of
pill. It  is also less expensive than the other. It  is
not known how they perform.

Iniections:  There are injections that are also used as
a contraceptive and they are formed by a mixture of
hormones in much the same way as the pill. The in-
jection IM is given and it is effective as a contracep-
tive for some one, three or six months accwding to
t’he pariicular product . The injections which are
effective for one and three months are the only ones
available in Costa Rica. Injections cost more than
the pill.

if has i.he obvious advantage that it is not necessary
to remember to take a pill every day for it to be effec-
tive .

Sterilize This method entails the elimination of
the capacity of the woman to become pregnant or of
the man to produce sperm. This method has no turning
back: that is to say, once the operation is performed
you can’t then decide that you want to mother or father
another child. It is especially used with older couples
who are having problems with health and with those
couples whose health would be endangered by having
another child.

T:-,e operation for the man is called a vasectomy and
is performed with a local anesthetic and takes only
15-30 minutes. There is no need for the patient to
remain in bed. The operation consists of cutting and
the tying off of the sperm-producing tubes. Although
the man still has the same desires and sexual potence
and he still  ejaculates, his semen doesn’t contain
sperm. Therefore he can*t father a child.

The operation for the woman usually involves the tying
off of her tubes which makes an operation necessary
in the womb. General anesthesia is used and it’s best
that she be hospitalized. It is preferably done during
a cesarean or immediately after a normal birth. As in
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a vasectomy, the natural sexual desires and pleasure
are not modified in any way. Also, the woman con-
tinues having normal menstrual periods.

Annoiincer~ Xow let me ask Dr. Ponchner questions sent in by our-A
iisteners. Doctor, the problem for me with the pills
is zhat they make me very nrvous and furthermore I
.Tained five pounds the first year that I used them.

Dr. Ponci.r!er: it is true that some women seem to become more ner-
vocs and to gain weight when taking the contraceptive
pills lxt in most cases it is found that the problem is
dare  to past emotional upsets rather than the fault of
the pill itself. There have been many articles written
in unauthorized magazines which have caused a wave
:of fear concerning the pills. In reference to the weight
Gain,  it is possible that one could gain one or two
.oo:nds  when taking the pills but when the weight gain
is more than that it is probably due to other causes;
for example I a greater intake of food.

An!l3uxer: I have read in a magazine that the contraceptive pills
cause cancer . Because of this article some of my
friends have stopped taking them. I would like your
opinion of this.

3;. p onchner: It is known for a fact that the pills do not cause
cancer. What is known is that tumors which were
previously established in the body before the pills
were started seem to have a tendency to develop more
rapidly. But the person who has no tumors does not
run any risk that the contraceptive pills that she is
taking will cause a tumor or cancer.

Announcer: Doctor, don’t you think that it is unfair to the poor
people that a doctor’s prescription is necessary for
the purchase of contraceptive pills? What are people
rvhp are too poor to consult a doctor or pay for the
pills going to do?

Dr. Ponchner: There is a very gcod reason for this practice. We
want to make sure that the women understand that they
should take the pills only under medical control and
only after they’ve had a careful medical check-up.
This is the logical thing to do even though it means
that some women in special circumstances will not be
able to take them. In :espect to the poor people that
you speak about, most doctors belong to the Costa
Rican Demographic Association. This means that when
the woman has been given medical approval for taking
the pills and when she comes to purchase them she is
given a coupon book which allows her to purchase the
pills which normally cost $10 to cl4 in most pharma-
cies for 163. It is hoped that most of the poor people
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ivill find it possible to get them at this price,
AilDOUKW: Doctor, if the operation for the women, the tying of

her tubes, is so complicated and dangerous why isn’t
the operation for the men, vasectomy, performed more
often?

Dr. Ponchner: One of the possible reasons is that not enough pro-
paganda has been made about the advantages of this
type of operation and not many people know that the
operat:sn  on a man is more preferred than that per-
formed on a woman. Furthermore, in our society
there is this idea of being manly or vxile, and that
the person who is responsible for contraception is
not the man but the woman ar,d the man’s place is
to protect his male image at all costs. The idea that
this operation affects the manliness of any man is,
of course, completely absurd.

Announcer: You have just heard Dr. Ponchner on our program for- -
family planning. His lecture was titled Contraceptive
Methods. Tune in tomorrow to hear Dr. Ponchner
agaix.  Your questions about integral sexual education
concerning the home and children can be mailed to
Dialogue, Box 288, San Jose. We will answer your
questions through the program.

ML!sic: Theme for the News.
AiXiOUl-C2r: This is the news for today . . . . .

Special Lecture for your Children: The Family Orien-
tation Center would like to remind you about the
special correspondence class in sexual education for
the teenagers in your family. Please write to us at
Box 6808 and we will send you the free application
blank for the course.

Miss Flor De MaGamboa  R.: We would like to inform
this young lady that the mail has returned her corres-
pondence course to U S. It seems that 150 vs. Nr.
Almacen,  Villanueva de Cartage is not her correct
address . Please inform us of the change of address.

Incentive for Sex Education: The C.O.F. has been
observing the heightened interest in sex education in
Costa Rica in the last few months. It has been proven
that the decisive age in forming one’s basic attitudes
toward moral behavioral patterns is between the ages
of 13 and 19. There are too Mary  Latin Americans who
reach puberty and even get married with a distorted and
insufficient knowledge abou.t  sex. The most logical
place for the learning of the basics of the sexuai func-
tions of the body is in the classroom. Please get in
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contact with 21-47-76  about the new course in sex
education for aduits  in C.O.F.

The Nervous Svstem and Its Relationship With Sex&
Intercourse: Is it possible that a wry nervous  person
misses  alit on some sexual desire? “Dialogue” will
be able to present the interesting topic “Frigidity
and Impotence” very soon.

Wronq Addresses: Three new persons have written us
but have forgotten to include their address and we
can’t possibly answer their questions. We ask that
they write to us again making sure to inclilde the ad-
d r e s s e s . These three persons are: Consuelo Nunez,
Alicia Ma. Guzman, and the listener who signed her
letter Maria.

Dialosue Listeners: The Mrs. who signs her letter
“Friend from Guanacaste, ” and who is worried about
her heavy menstruation periods needs to write to u
again and give us her address.

Other Listeners:
Gilberth Montero Alpizar
Bernadita Rodriguez Alvarado
Jeanetta Cartes
Maria Benilda Coto Coto
Victor  Muri l lo  Chacon
San Juan de San Ramon
.Rincon d e  Zaragoza, Palmares
Lotes  Liobet - Alajuela
Sam Nicholas de Cartago
Conception - Naranjo
Theme for the NE W S.
Final lecture theme and a closing.
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Inlerviewer:

Participant:

ETHIOPIA
Family Planning Radio Script
(Provided by the International

Planned Parenthood Federation)

bnding of an aircraft.
Where are you coming from?
I am coming from Accra after attending a Work-
shop on Family Planning Education and Information
in Africa.
Who organized the Workshop’?
It was organized by the International Planned
Parenthood Federation.in  co-operation with the
Ghana National Family Planning Programme.
How long was the Workshop?
It was for a fortnight.
How many countries participated?
Eleven independent African countries south of the
Sahara were present, namely, Kenya, Tanzania,
Mauritius, Uganda, Nigeria, Gambia, Sierra
Leone, Botswana, Ghana, Liberia, Senegal.
Do you think family planning is necessary for
Ethiopia ?
To make the young generation healthy, happy and
useful citizens, as weli as to make the mothers
happy, healthy and strong, which will enable them
to bring up their chiidren, modern means of spacing
are necessary, and this can ofily  be possible by
having a family planning programme.
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GAMBIA
Family Planning Radio Scripts
(Provided by the International

Planned Parenthood Federation)

You are living in a chant,ing  world LII which life
is becoming more and more expensive. You need
IO change your life by adopting family planning
so rhat you can iit with digni:y into this new
situation.

T3e Farily Planning Association at 7 Buckle
Streer,  Bathurst ,  T’r,e Gambia, is at your service
a!1 day and every day .

Abortion is becoming frequent in The Gambia.
Vany women, most of whom are married, run the
:;sk of losing their lives by employ-i?%  ,nsuitable
methods of ahonion.
TZiE ANSWER TO ABORTION iS FAMILY PIANNING

TOO  MANY CHILDREN TOO SOON make mothers
-nhealthy,  as they get old too soon. The many
children of such mothers cannot be well cared
for In basic matters like FOOD, HOUSING,
.*.T- T.Iljx:~v?~fii.  CARE, EDUCATION, and even JOBS.

Family planni:lg  ensures in full the health of
71omers, the care of children and above all -
happy  families.
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GHANA
Family Planning  Radio Scripts

(Prepared by the Ford Foundation and the
National Family Planning Programme of Ghana)

N?te:  Tilt2 i<, l!;wing materials from Ghana are ilot scripts, but in-
stead the story ritline for a family planning radio drama.

Saries i ,  NP ! -- “Live and Let Live”

Ama pieads  with Kofi to see her parents and ask for her hand in
marris~s as soon as possible, before her parents realise that Kofi
has pit hsr in the family way.

i;ij 1s wele1 av.are of what tradition would ask for if he does not d o
11, b-tic Xofi ias .promised to marry another girl whom his aunt has
resorrmended. Kofi’s aunt has even gone so far as seeing the gir!‘s
9arents.

Kofi dozs not know what  to  do. Though he loves Ama, his aunt is
:he one who has brought him up and to whom he thinks he owes so
c;ich. Kcfi does not want to let his aunt down, but on the other
hand Kofi is afraid of Ama’s uncle who is a very tough man, and the
lingaisc  3f the chief.

Kofi pleads with Ama to have the pregnancy dissoived because h e
has been working for only two years and has not got any capital,
mcst of his money goes to the auct to help look after Kofi’s little
sisters who are orphans, and his aunt’s own children. Kofi also
wants to pursue his studies further. Kofi assures Ama that after
his stuiies,  then they cou!d get married, bat Ams is  adamant .

Series 1, No. 2 -- “Live and Let Live”

Ama is  adamant  t6 Kofc’s p leas . Ama insists that she will not have
;he pregnancy dissolved because a young girl has died recently as
a :es’x!t toi s!l abortion.

Kofi has no other al’.ematlve, but discusses. the issue with his aunt
who is very disappointed. Nevertheless, she gives in, but she in-
sists that after Kofi and Ama are married, Kofi should take the girl
shn i:a?s recommeilded as a second wife, which Kofi reluctantly
agiss  to a3.

I3e marrfage  of Kifi and kma was very simple and everything went
weil.
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Ama has he: first baby by a midwife. After the birth Ama asks the
midwife what she should do to pi-event having anothe: child for
awhile, until she and Kofi are better off. The midwife tells Ama
tha? she doesn’t rightly know, but she has heard that there are
clinics where the people there are doing something about it. Just
what, she doesn’t know.

Kofi must stir: go on supporting his aunt, his little sisters, his
aunt’s chi!dren and other relatives, both from his side and Ama’s
sloe. The economic aspects of their marriage are becsming unbear-
able , &ma takes to trading, but that does not solve the problem.

Tine  gir! proposed by the aunt has been sent to stay with her, and
ihe gi-!’ s reiatives have started demanding money from Kofi. To
please his aunt, KS sees the girl every day and takes her out
~cc~s~snaipg. i‘ne girl soon becomes pregnant.

Kofi is disgust& with himself . At a b&r one day, he tells some
friends of his situation and they in turn regale Kofi about what a
fool he is. A discussion ensues in which Kofi’s friends explain to
him all about family planning -- how a fellow should make sure his
gir; takes care of herself.

.Scriss  1, No. 3 -- “Live and Let Live”

Kofi’s  aunt finds out that the girl is pregnant and forces Kofi to per-
form the traditional rites to the girl’s parents. The girl’s parents do
not know that Kofi is legitimately married.

Ams and Kcfi discuss the high cost of living today. Ama sugges ts
that K~fi cut down the remittance to his aunt and also to make the
aunt reaiize that lhey will soon have two children and must start
saving for their education. They also discuss about not having any
more chi!dren until their financial position improves. This is a
prolonged discussion in which Kofi explains to Ama all the factors
of wiiy ?hey should not have more children for a while -- a better
life for themselves, education for their children. Ama is  somewhat
apprehensive, but agrees.

Ama then goes tc the nearest family planning clinic and upon her
return s-he is of quite a different mind. She tells Kofi all that she
has learned at the clinic, the people there are so helpful and kind,
they explained the various methods of family planning to her -- the
loop, t’he pill, foam -- and everything is painless and not harmful.

Kofi goes to his aunt and talks to her about cutting off t.he remittance.
The aunt becomes very angry and tells Kofi that she knows it is Anra
who is behind such a plot a,nd that she will let Ama know that she
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has made Kcfi what he is today. She is entitled to the regular
remittance .

The aunt goes to Ama and starts to quarrel with her, telling her
about Kofi’s background and insulting Ama’s relatives. The aunt
then tells Ama that she has news for her that will make Ama faint.

Series 1, No. 4 -- “Live and Let Live”

Kcfi’s aunt reveals to Ama that if she does not know, Kofi has a
second wife and she has delivered a baby boy for Kofi only last
iveej: .

A-ma  becomes furious on hearing such news. It is too much for her
end she goes to her uncle, the linguist, and narrates the whole
smry t3 hi‘rn  .

Ama’s uncle becomes very infuriated, especially when he learns
that Kofi’s aunt extended her insults to him and his family.

&ma’s uncle then accuses her of having been made sterile at the
clinic she went to. Ama is very careful in explaining to Herr  uncle
that such a thin3 is not so -- she has only fixed it so that there
will be more time between children. Ama explains that she can
have more children any time in the future when she and Kofi want
them, how she and Kofi n&w can have sex without fear of having
children immediately. Both Ama and Kofi have a happier and more
enjovab!e sex life than ever.

Nevertheless, Ama’s uncle orders her to quit Kofi’s house to 30 live
with him until he has had a chance to look into the matter. The
uncle then sends for Kofi and discusses the issue with him.

Kofi is very apologetic and asks the uncle for pardon. The uncle
tells iKofi  that what his aunt has done is not a little thing and that
he wiil summon Kofi’s aunt before the chief.

Kofi goes straight to report this to his aunt. She is unperturbed.

Koii’s second wife, who has been staying with the aunt, has just
returned from her parents after having the baby. The second wife
gets to know all that is happening and decides to return the follow-
ing day to her village to tell her parents what is happening.

Series i, No. 5 -- “Live and Let Live”

A messenger is sent to the aunt’s house summoning her to appear
before the chief and the elders. She is asked to bring Kofi with two
eiders from her family.
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On Ii‘12  aooo,i?.tc-! ,isv the chief, his elders and his linguist sit  in1 ‘ a
sL31e. Are , !;er m~her and grandfather arriire . They introduce
themselves  t? the people assembled there throucjh the linguist.

The cl-&i te!ls Ama’s mother that he wishes to take up a very
s*i’:3us  .ncttar :v1m i-ier. He has been told that her daughter has
gone to a clinic for an operation of some kind to make her sterile
C3nii  ha132 ii0 9x; c h i l d r e n . Ama’s mother  teils the chic:: that some-
mc ix?:; i:w:~ spr-ading  lies about Ama because  tha t  i s  not  so .  The
chi*f has be*:> i~;;isir.iorned. Ama’s  mother then goes on to tell the
chief ]‘usr .:&,~i &~a ha s done, and explains the reasons why Ama
$.nc: Kofi hvs ~~~~~nred  io plan their family sensibly. The chief re-
p l i e s  ihat si2c’ri  a thing makes sense but he is not sure about it. At
leasr,  n,e nw: understands  the meaning and purpose of planning
,-,“e’5  ;qp.il..~_i..l_.< .

E\!P,;t.iaii::  I<&.,~..UL.__,  , end his aunt turn up but without any elders. The
iini;>Jisr irT,tr:&  ,r~~L.-~--  them to the people and the chief asks the lin-
i:;isi t,? narrit.~ why they have met, the issue at stake and to ask
rhe atint  ~why they have turned up without any relative. To this, the
ciL:i?  im.ae.rtinzni!);  replies that no relative of hers had committed any
,zri!>c to be men to assizes,  except herself. Everyone is furious.

Ana is ealied upon t3 narrate her part of the story, and the aunt her
psri . TIhs aunt is found guilty and is told to cleanse Ama’s family
wi th  ‘;vio  gmts,  two fowl s , eight tubes of yams, two dozen eggs
and X.C. 20. Furthermore, for being insolent to the chief, she
must  Give the zhief and his elders two bottles 3f schnapps .

hit where is she going to get the money to pay for all these things?
Kofi borrows iom a money lender, the rate of interest 100 per cent.

Ama re;ilms  to Kofi’s  h o u s e . Kofi tells his aunt that because of the
huge amowit of money that he has to pay on her behalf, she should
not expect a pcnr.y more from him. The aunt tells Kofi that they will
live arid s e e .

Series 1, No. 6 -- “Live and Let Live”

Eecause Kofi has stopped giving money to his aun’r,  she schemes
with the family of Kofi’s second wife to make trouble for Kofi and
Ama.

Kofi is calied CO appear before the family for questioning, and when
he gers there is surprised to see that his aunt is also there. The
charges against Kofi are that when he came to the family to ask for
the hand of heir  daughter with his aunt, he never made it clear to
them that he was iegitimately married, and that he has stopped re-
mitting to the wife and child for the past two months.
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To thet, Kofi replies  that since it was the aunt who negotiated the
marriage, Ksfi took it for granted that the family knew that he was
lei-;itimately  married. The family turns to Kofi’s aut and asks her
if that is true. The aunt tries to defend herself, but to no avail.

As to renlttance, Kofi tells the family that he is not to blame but
the a u n t . He has become penniless but will remit to their daughter
and his child when he becomes alright  again. Kofi explains that
t,hings  art? going to be better economically because they have rea-
lixi: that they cannot have more children until they can afford them.
He and Ama are working hard, practicing family planning now and
things are looking brighter. The father questions Kofi about this ss
he dses not kfiow anything about family planning, to which Kofi ex-
plains about how one can stop having children for a time until one
can aifo:-d  .more and care for them as they deserve.

The family agrees to all the proposals Kofi has made but the aunt
insists that Kcii should borrow more money and remit to the wife
and chiid. The father of the family tells the aunt that if Kofi were
their son and in trouble, they would not add more troubles to his
WVSS.

The famiiy suggests that Kofi take the child and add him to the first
wLfee’s  chii.&en so that the child’s ather will be free to learn seine
trade to silpport  herself. Lastly they tell Kofi they are giving him
up to six months to dissolve the marriage with their daughter and
that Kofi would see her off.

The father turns to the aunt and tells her that from henceforth they
will have nothing to do with her. They are happy that their child is
still yowg and can start all over again.

Kofi thanks the family and leaves asking that he should be given a
week to make arrangements for the child to come to their home.

Series 1, No. 7 -- “Live and Let Live”

Kofi and Ama discuss bringing in the child and Kofi seeing the mother
off. Ama is willing and happy about it for that will mean the money
that would go to Kofi’s other woman would now be used for their own
family.  Arna tells her uncle, the linguist, about it and he also is in
favour  of the idea.

Kofi goes to bring the child to their home. The child is now just a
few months aid. When Kofi goes for the child he cannot resist
making love once more to his second wife and he does so without
any contraceptive.
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Kofi and Ama again. discuss the importance of not having more
shiidren as the; rrow have three ta take care of. The cost of
living is unbearable and if the family is to grow into a happy,
lie&thy or,e they most give the children the best food obtainable,
a coniortab!e home and save for the children’s education.

Ama decides that it is time for her to go back to the clinic for her
check up. At  ths clinic the nurse tells Ama  that her loop is fine,
Ama seems to be in wonderful health and certainly a happier person
?han 1vher, -<‘he  came in the first time. The nurse tells Ama that if
any sf her friends are interested in family planning that there are
also -,ther methsds  available to them and they should not hesitate
to come in far instruction and hefp. The nurse then rells Ama that
when she is read-y to have a child, she should return to the clinic
and have them remove the loop. She can then have as many more
children as she can cope with.

K~fi learns from the second wife that she is pregnant. He is furious
with her and tells he: she should know better. Hasn’t she learned
about family planning? Does she want to breed children like rats
ar,d make iife miserable for unwant~ed children?

S e r i e s  i ,  No. 8 -- “Live and Let Live”

Kofi tries to persl?ade  the second wife to have an abortion, but she
makes it clear to him that she will not do such a thing. There is
nothing Kofi can d3.

Kofi 1ecWres he: on the various ways of preventing pregnancy and
strongly crges her to attend lectures that are given by the family
planning n-urss after she has the baby. Kofi makes it clear to her
that by following the methods of family planning she will still enjoy
her sex but without bringing forth unwanted children. Kofi keeps
the pregnancy a secret.

Though she is pregnant, the s e c o n d  wife starts attending lectures
on family planning at the clinic.

Meanwhiie,  Kofi has been working very hard at his job and has been
promoted as an assistant manager in his firm. He organisfs a party
to celebrate the occasion and it is a success.
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GUATEMALA
ideas for Family Planning Radio Scripts

1. A man asks for a raise in salary. He insists he must have the
money ,  f?r his wife is expecting her sixth child. A voice cuts
in to sl;ggest  family planning.

2. E:o worsen discussing children. One has two and the other
s i x .

3. At a wc~~~iing,  grandmother says “now is the time to start
fani! inning . ”

4. Three children  ralk about what they want to be when they grow
‘up. Voice asks if parents can afford it.

5 . To the Guestion  “how can I plan my family as I have seven
chiidren, ” the answer is “it is never too late.”

0. Famiiy planning is for the children you already have.
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HONG KONG
Family Planning Radio Scripts

(Prepared by The Family Planning Association of Hong Kong)

SPOT  ANNOUNCEMENTS

1 . In order to avoid squeezing too many children into one bed,
practice family planning.

2. More children, more worries.

3 . Practicing family planning lightens the burden and strengthens
one’s health.

4 . Cut your ccat according to your cloth. Plan the size of your
family according to your income.

5. Consult the marriage councelling advisor of the Family Plan-
ning Association to ensure a happy married life.

6 . Contraception is not the sole responsibility of the wife; so
consult the Male Clinics of the Family Planning Association

,, for advice.

,, 7 . Attention young couples ! Practice family planning before it’s1
~, : too late.:!,i
;,;;

8 .:;,,;,, With family planning you help your children to achieve a pros-
;: perous future.

:>::,y
9 .!;,> < In order to have a happy family life, consult the Family Plan-

,, ,, ning Association for advice.

10. Practicing family planning improves *our financial situation
and enables you to provide adequate care for your children.

11. Plan your family to benefit your children.

DRAMA

1 . Note: An introduction to the theme of the recording is presen-
ted in the form of Chinese folk songs. It advocates that
people should practice family planning as soon as possible
and reminds parents of their responsibilities towards their
children in the field of education, care, food and housing.

This story is about Ah Bun and his wife who had seven child-
ren. Ah Bun had the old Chinese traditional idea of wanting



to have sons instead of daughters. Although they already had
one son, Ah Bun still wanted to have another for security.
Thus, his wife who had to look after one son and six daughters
was exhausted with the house work, cooking, washing clothes,
bathing the children. Ah Bun also had the worry of making
enough money to support his children. The house was always
noisy and dirty. They could only send the eldest son and
daughter to school. His wife’s health deteriorated. She w a n t -
ed to teach her husband a lesson. She lied to him saying that
she was pregnant again. He was shocked and worried b e c a u s e
they could not afford to have the eighth child.

The landlady came along and wanted to collect rents for the
iast two months, but they did not have the money to pay her.
Two of the children had been sic!< and a large sum of money
had been spent on them. Ah Bun asked the landlady if she
knew anybody who would perform an abortion, but she refused
to give any names. Ah Bun needed money desperately, he
would be wil!ing to pay a high interest for a loan.

Then his wife told him the truth -- she was not expecting a
baby. Bun was very happy and relieved. Before that he had
refused to let his wife seek advice from the Family Planning
Association, but now he was prepared to undergo a vasectomy.

(A mandarin song: “I Have a Happy Family” ends this story.)

2 . Note: The recording opens with a folk song. Slogans ar’e
interspersed between sections of the story.

Tine story is about the Wang family. The children did not have
enough to eat and they stole food from the landlord. The
grandmother was very old-fashioned and liked to have a big
family. Therefore, she was against her daughter-in-law going
to seek advice from the Family Planning Association as she
wanted to have as many grandchildren as possible. The grand-
mother had no regard for the health of her daughter-in-law nor
the heavy financial burden on her son.

The wife was pregnant again and the husband was depressed
a n d  exhausted because he was unable to find a job. The son
had to leave school.

SLOGAN: Mother unhealthy, father depressed, children suf-
fering? Why not practice birth control?

One day, the son was away from home all day. It was prob-
able that he had got into mischief as he was not able to go to
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school . Mr. Wong was out looking for a job and his wife was
about tc give birth to a baby. The grandmother was at her
wit’s end for they had no money. The house-holder helped
them.

SLOGAN: The future of a child is decided by the parents!

The son was brought back by a po!iceman. He had tried to
steal money in order to pay his school fees. Mr. Wang b l amed
himself, being unable to fulfill his duty as a father. The
policeman allowed the child to go free. The news came --
Mrs .  Wang nad given birth to twins. The parents were worried
about how they were going to bring the children up. The house-
holder advlsad  them to practice birth control. The grandmother
was now convinced that this was the right thing to do.

sLoG4N: Planned family is a happy family. Please come to
the Family Planning Association. We’ll solve your
problem.

(Mandarin song: “Every Family Has Its Own Problems” ended.)

3 . Note: This story is about a couple with four children, one
born every year. Slogans are interspersed between sections
of the storv

SLOGAN: Don’t place responsibility on your wife. The Family
Planning Association has clinics for men.

The wife recalled that her first experience as a mother was so
sweet and satisfying. But now, being a mother of four child-
ren, she can only feel sick and tired of her noisy, dirty home.
Although she has a headache, she cannot even take a nap.
The children need her attention and care.

SLOGAN: A child should be a wanted child.

Her husband comes back and tries to make supper for the
family since she is sick. He also is tired after office work,
but he has to do his best to look after the family. Plates are
broken, and the supper is a mess.

SLOGAN: Spacing your children is the answer to your problem.

in the middle of the night, the husband is awakened by the
crying of the baby girl. The baby has fever due to the neglect
of the tired mother.
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SIOGAN: Attention young mothers: Do not have more children
than you can afford.

The wife takes the baby to the Maternal and Child Health Cen-
tre. When she returns, she finds that her husband has returned
from work. He had caught cold when he woke up the night before
and he is now too ill to work. The wife decides she will prac-
tice birth control like her neighbor who has only two children.

A loud noise is heard. The children, trying to get some bis-
cuits from the top of the cupboard, have fallen to the ground.
They are hungry.

The couple both agree to seek help from the Family Planning
Association .

SI OGAN: Don’t hesitate. Think of your responsibilities
towards your children. Practice family planning.

4 . Characters:

On Hong Keung - a clerk earning approximately $300 per
month. A careful and serious young man
who is 28 years old.

Yu Fong Feng - shop assistant,  monthly salary about $200.
She is 23 and very domesticated.

Mr. Yu - a 67 year old merchant, kind, open-minded
and optimistic.

Mrs. Yu - a woman of 60 years old.

Narrator: On Hong Keung and Yu Fong Feng are sensible young
people very much in love with each other. There is no diffi-
culty about their getting married. Both of them are working;
Hong is a clerk and Fong a shop assistant. Their combined
income will amount to approximately $500 per month. Besides,
they have some savings too. But Hong is very serious and far
too cautious. He never discusses marriage with other people
and worries that once they get married they will have one baby
after another, thus impairing their health and happiness in
married life. They may have so many children that they will
be unable to bring them up properly. These considerations
make him put off the thought of getting married. Three years
lapse, and Fang is becoming impatient and rather frustrated.
She looks for an opportunity to bring the matter up. One Sun-
day morning when they were taking a walk in the park . . . . . .

(Background music and twittering of birds)
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b:

m:

m:

m:

M:

m:
m:

p&gg:

For,s:

Hong:
b:

Hong, look at the couple by the fountain side. See
how happy they are! Taking a walk in the park with
their children. I really envy them.
Hm-m, the little girl with a pony tail is very cute
and healthy looking, with rosy cheeks and big black
eyes . . .
Look! She is laughing. Those little dimples and
tiny snowy teeth, how lovable !
The boy is looking up at his mother talking to her.
He is so innocent that both his parents can’t help
lal;ghing . They look so alike!
The girl is the elder child. She is seven and is
now in Primary Two. But her brother is not yet three.
How do you know?
They live near my place and are relatives of Mrs. Li,
the one living opposite to our flat. They are the Ng
family. Hong, it will be wonderful if we get married
and have a happy family like theirs.
Maybe ours will be happier still .  (Sighing) But
what if we have too many children. We’ll be over-
burdened, and it will be terrible then.
You really worry too much. How can you say things
like that!
Why, it’s possible.
Mrs. Li and Mrs. Ng always ask me about the date
of my wedding. I put them off by saying that I
haven’t got a boyfriend yet, and ask them to intro-
duce one to me.
(Jealous) If they really introduce one to you, will
you drop me then?
They are very sharp and won’t do so, knowing well
that you are my fiance. Mrs. Ng is walking towards
u s .
Well, since you know each other, why not go and
say ‘hello’ to her.
(Shyly) I won’t. Let’s turn that way then.
You go and greet her. Maybe she’ll introduce a boy-
friend to you and you won’t have to wait for another
three years.
(Offended and getting angry)  Just what do you mean
by that. If I want to have boyfriends I don’t need
anybody to introduce them to me.
I don’t want to waste your time, that’s all.
Three years ago, you said you would save up some
money so that we can get married this year. And
now, you ask me to wait for another three years,
three years, and then another three years and another
three years . . . (sobbing)
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Honq:

(Musici
Fonq:
Mrs. Yu:
h:

Mrs. Yu:
h:

Mr. Yu:
M r s .  Yu:
M r .  Yu:

Mrs. Yu:

Mr. Yu:

Mrs. Yu:
b:

Mr. Yu:

Mrs. Yu:

Fang,  (calling out loudly) Fong! (Souind of  quick
footsteps)

Weeping)
Fang,  what are you crying for?
(Sobbing) I hate him, I hate him. I wish I’d never
met him.
What has Hong done to you?
I waited for him for three years and should be get-
ting married by now. But he asked me to wait for
three more years. Three years and another three
years, I’m getting old! (sobbing)
Oh? Our young lady is getting impatient. Ha! Ha!
How can you poke fun at your daughter like that.
Fong, you have to be more optimistic and face
real i ty . Discuss your problems frankly with us and
we’ll work out a solution. Crying won’t take you
a,nywhere .
Right, you’d better tell your father all about it,
Fang .
This morning Hong and I went for a walk in the park.
I showed my admiration of the Ng family and said I
hoped we would be like them when we got married.
Good, this would have made him think of getting
married.
But he is still worrying about having too many child-
ren and wants to save more money and get married
three years later.
He’s really unreasonable !
He always thinks I’ll be like Mum having nine
children and we won’t be able to support them even
with several hundred dollars increase in our salary.
Illness and diseases can be passed down from parent
to child, but not the number of children. I’ve never
heard of anything like that!
Sheer nonsense !
He also told me of a friend who had three children
after having been married for four years. The wife
couldn’t take proper care of the children, and their
place was in a mess. It just wasn’t like a home at
all. He couldn’t get a good rest everyday after work
and always complained that marriage was the end of
love.

This is the result of not having family planning. If
he had planned beforehand his wedding would have
been the beginning of a happy married life.
Then you must help Fong so that she’ll have a happy
married life.



M r .  Yu: Certain1.y. 1’11 talk to Hong and I’m sure he will
promise to marry Fong this year.

M r s .  Yu: Can you really do that?
(Sound of door bell)
Fonq: Tell me how you’re going to do it, Dad.
M r .  Yu: Someone is at the door.
l&p& Oh, what a time to drop in! It’s so annoying being

interrupted.
Mrs. Yu: Who is it? (door opened)
&s : (Calling from the doorway) Fong, I’ve come to

apologize and I have some good news for you.
Mr. Yu: Hong, come in and sit down. (door closed)
m: What’s the good news?
m: I’ve decided to have our wedding at Christmas this

year. What do you think, Sir?
Mr. Yu: Excellent!
Foni;: What made you change your mind?
&ggJ: Take a look at this newspaper article.
m ‘Family Planning Advice will help you to attain

health and happiness’.
Mr. Yu: Right! Go to the Family Planning Association and

they’ll help you out.
Mrs. Yu: What does this Family Planning Association do?
Nir.Yu: They give advice to people on birth control and how

to plan for a happy family.
Mrs. Yu: To discuss these problems with them? Aren’t you

afraid they’ll tell other people about it?
M r .  Ir;,: Surely they ‘won’t. Have confidence in them and

they will do their best to help you. They’ll recom-
mend to you suitable and effective methods.

w: I like their ‘Space for happiness‘. ‘To space’ is
really the best way to improve one’s standard of
living.

Mrs. Yu: If we had had this Family Planning Association in
our days, Fong and Len would not have had to help
me to look after the younger ones when they were
still  l i t t le kids.

Mr. Yu: People of the older generation always think that
more sons mean greater happiness in life. They
have one child after another till t,hey are overbur-
dened. ‘Nature brings them into the world and she’ll
look after them’, they say, and never think of edu-
cating them.

Young people now are more thoughtful, they know
it’s important to educate their children. This is a
good sign. And they are lucky in that they can get
help from the Family Planning Association. The\
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need only to pay $1 .OO registration fee and will get
advice from an experienced doctor who will recom-
mend to them the simplest, most economical and
effective method of birth control. How fortunate
they are ! The Family Planning Association is indeed
the key to a happy family.
9ut it would be very embarrassing if I had to see a
male doctor.
Oh, there’s nothing embarrassing about this sort of
thing. But you can rest assured, the Family Plan-
ning Association has male doctors for male patients
and female doctors for female patients.
You are quite right, Sir. Their clinic sessions and
address are in the newspaper.
Still  i t’s embarrassing. I won’t go.
Marriage is building ub a new family. It’s some-
thing natural and you shouldn’t be ashamed to talk
about it. Your aunt refused to go to the Family
Planning Association for advice on birth control.
She was so shy and reluctant to go through any
:roLble. Now, look at her, she has four children
already, one baby a year.
Four children and their ages so close to one another.
I pit:/  her.
She is now practicing birth control through the help
of the Family Planning Association.
Does it mean that she is not going to have another
baby from now on.
No, birth control is different from sterilization.
Birth control prevents pregnancy for a period of
time. She can have another baby when her health
and their financial condition have improved. The
Family Planning Association will give them advice
and help when the time comes.
World population has been increasing very rapidly
in recent years. Here in Hong Kong we have nearly
four million people. If we don’t check this rapid
growth in population, there won’t be enough food
and houses for all.
Social economy, security and everything concerning
our daily lives will also be affected.
Will it affect the family too?
Of course it will. You just can’t afford the time
and mor,ey to look after so many children. If they
aren’t properly brought up, they may cause trouble
to society, and t:his in turn, will affect the family.
Without planning your family beforehand you will
bring trouble to yourself and society as a whole.
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gong: I want to be a responsible parent and so have to
consider all these problems before plunging into
marriage.

Mr .  Yu: Now, do you still believe ‘marriage is the end of
love’ ?

Hong: Well, to those who get married without thinking and
planning beforeh,and ‘marriage is the end of love’;
!)ilt to those who adopt family planning sensibly and
iairhfLl!y  marriage should be the beginning of happi-
n e s s .

Mr .  Yli: You can say that again, Hong. I suppose two years
after your wedding you’ll have your first baby called
‘Calm’ and several years later, another called ‘Com-
fort’ .

FCOD: (Shyly)  Stop teasing me, Dad.
34~.  \?u: You are nearly 70 and a grandpa already, but some-

times you are still like a child.
&I~-.  yc: I’m so happy, my dear, and I’m sure you are happy

too, though you don’t say it out right.
M r s .  Y u :  Alright. Hong and Fong have a lot to do planning

their family. We’d better leave them .alone.
Mr.  Yu: X, I won’t disturb you two any longer.
(Romantic background music)
m: (Lowering his voice) Fong, I want to have a baby

every four years. We’ll have four children at the
most, two sons and two daughters. What do you
think  ?

m: (Very shy) I don’t want to talk to you.
m: A!right, talk to the Family Planning people then.
AnnouncexTbs  Family Planning Association help those intend-

ing to get married on how to attain health and happi-
ness in married life, and helps them on matters of
birth control so that they can be responsible parents.
At the same time, they also advise those who have too
many children or those mothers who are in poor
health by providing free family planning service i n
their clinics in Hong Kong, Kowloon and the New
Territories. A large number of people attend their
clinics every day. Go to the Family Planning Asso-
ciation clinics.. . they will do the best they can to
help you.
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INDONESIA
Family Planning Radio Scripts

Written by Commission on Responsible Parenthood of the
Indonesian Council of Churches and Church World Service)

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS

1 . (The crvincr  of a aaby . . .)
joice i: Congratulations on your new baby. First born?

Hm . . . a nice baby. How long would you like
to wait for the next birth? Are you still too busy
with the present one?
Iah. Now you can make a plan for your family;
how many children and when you want to have
them. Go and see your doctor or your nearest
family planning ciinics.

Voice 2:

2 . Announcer:

3 . Announce&

Rice planted too densely will not yield a g o o d
c r o p . Improper spacing between births will
affect the health of the mother as well as the
ch i ld .

Ask for advice from your doctor or the nearest
family planning clinic.

All family planning methods are good and will
not disturb your health if you do them under the
control of an authorized doctor.

See your doctor or the nearest family planning
c l in i c .

4 . (Background: The noise of babies and children. the mother’s
gn!mble  . . .)
Announcer: Mother . . . , are you too tired and worn-out to

have a child every year? Why don’t you ask your
husband to see your doctor or the nearest family
planning clinic ? They know the way out.

5 . First Child: “I want to be a doctor.”
Second Child: “I want to be an engineer, constructing build-

ings. ”
Third Child: “I’d like to be a pilot.”
Fourth Child: “I’m going to be a teacher . . .‘I
Male Voice: “Every child has his ideal. How fine it is if

his dream can come true. Are you heiping to
realize his dream, if you continue to have more
and more children?”
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DL4LOGIJES

1. Note: This conversation is between a mother and a doctor.

Mother:

Mother:

Doctor:

Mothei:

Doctor.-.:

Mother:

Doctor- -

Mother:
Doctor:

Good afternoon, doctor. This time I would like to
ask a question which, I think, all housewives would
iike TV  a s k . This is about family planning, of course.
Tne p:ob!em  is like this. Many of my friends and
acquaintances are willing to practice family planning.
^ait when they hear that family planning might bring
it.em bad effects, they begin to doubt. Is it  tpx tha t
there are bad efffxts, doctor?
I am very pleased to hear that question. Yes, there
are rumws . And we cannot be &different to them.
We shculd pi.::? clear and honest information to women
about family planning so that they won’t worry. I
said honest information; what I ‘xan is we should
mt hide anything from them. On!y thmxgh  hones t
and frank information can we promote proper under-
s Canding. Mothers have the right to know the real
thing.
Thank you, doctor, That is what we mothers want,
fra-3nk  information. Now my first question. 1 have
heard several ways of practicing famiiy planning.
Which method is the best?
I have a very brief answer to your question. All
methods recommended by family planning officers are
good. The methods were medically checked before
they were put into practice. The question is not
which is the best, but which is the best for you. Is
it c&r, mother?
What do you mean, doctor? DS yx mea: that a cer-
iain method is suitable to a certain coup&??
Exactly. A certai.n method may be good to one couple,
bgt may not be to other couples.
How, then, do we mothers know to choose what is
good for us.
The only thing to do is to come to the doctor or a
family planning clinic. Mothers play an important
role in this case. Mothers can help doctors to de-
cide the best method, the most suitable for a certain
mother. The medical check up made by the doctor
and frank answers Tom mothers will help much to
make the choice.
What do you mean by frank answers, doctor?
it means that you want everything to be very clear.
Tiiat is how it should be. As you know, family plan-
ning is a personal matter. Therefore, mothers often
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do not want to be frank. It is understandable but it
doesn’t do any good. You see, mothers are very often
reluctant or shy to ask about sexual matters.

Mother: You mean . . .
Doctor :  Quite,often,  a method which meets medical require-

ments is not very suitable to 3 certain couple. Let’s
say it disturbs them. In this case, for instance, if
they don’t report it frankly to the doctor, it may make
them give up the method. But if they tell it to the
doctor frankly, another method can be suggested.
Usually there is a suitable method.

Mother: i quite see now, doctor. The only way to find out the
best method which is also the safest method in spac-
ing oitit  pregnancies and not interfering with sexuai
intercourse between husband and iyife is by going to
the doctor or a family pianning clinic.

Docror: E x a c t l y .
Mother: But what about the rumors? Can I put them to you

f o r  e x p l a n a t i o n ?
Doctx: C e r t a i n l y .
(Then follows questions and answers about negative results of
fsmiiy planning methods)

1.il.D. : b leeding?
cance r?

Pill: cancer?

Announcer: As the case with all medicine in general, family planning
methods may make people complain. This needs regular
checking. With regular checking all methods are safe.

2. Note: The expecting mother is sent to the Social Worker be-
cause she has had nine children. This is her 13th
pregnancy - the 10th child. Her youngest child is just
one year.

Social Worker: Oh mother, I think this is the first time we
meet each other.

Mother Tati: Yes  Mam: the doctor asked me to come here.
Here is letter.

Soc i a l  Worke r :  Tllank you.  May I  read i t ,  p lease .  ( rus t l ing,
sound of the paper, letter being read.)

Mother Tati:

So, your name is Tati and your husband is
Manan. You live at Bakitduri. Rather far,
isn’t it? Why do you come here for an exam-
ination? Isn’t there a clinic at Bukitduri?
Yes, there is, but I am usually examined here.
I was formerly examined here for three earlier
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Social Worker:--.-
Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mothe; Tati:

b i r ths .
It seems you’re going to give birth soon.
Yes, I’m expecting this month. I seem to have
one every .year. Actually I am very tired from
having children. My youngest is just one
year .
How many children do you have now?
Quite a few. It would have been 12 if all of
them had lived. I actually have nine; this
will be the tenth.
Dear me, you do have quite a few. The three
missing children, are they dead or miscarried?
‘They died when they were small. One of them
died when he was one year old and one at the
age of two years and the third at the age of
six months.
Did they die from illness?
Yes, one suffered from diarrhea for three days,
and one had a fever for a while and died. I
was too busy to look after them. I had to take
care of the other children, too. It’s really
hard .
Why don’t you ask your husband to help you
to take care of the other children?
He has to work hard looking for money to buy
food. How can he save time to take care of
the other children. In the morning he works
till 2 o’clock. He works as an office boy.
His salary is very small; it is a government
office, you know. In the afternoon till even-
ing, he has to work for some more money. He
gets a commission by selling small dry goods
and some times he drives a redicab. He
doesn’t get so much from these . . . . . . . but
it’s still  something, you know. The children
have so many needs, especially those who
have to go to school.
How many of them go to school? You must
manage it quite well to send nine children to
school .
Well, actually, the eldest stopped school
after the sixth grade. We intended to send
him on to secondary school but it was too
expensive, and so he had to stop. His young-
er brothers and sisters, the fourth, the fifth
and the seventh, are still  in the elementary
school . Tne ninth is six years old. We’d
rather not send him to school. We can’t

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:
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Social Worker:
Mother iati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Sociai Worker:
Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Sociai Worker:
Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

handle the expenses.
So how many of them are still small?
Let me think. Ah, yes. Number 9, 10, 11
and the youngest.
It would be good if you could send all of your
children to school.
Indeed, I would like that . . . . . if my husband
can pay for it, the children will be sent to
school; if he can’t, the children must wait.
You shouldn’t take it just like that. If you
wish, of course, your children could be well-
educated.
Of course, I do. But what can I do, I have so
many children. We can hardly provide even
our daily food. If only we could get enough
to keep us for a day we would be grateful.
Do you also work to earn extra money?
Ah, it’s difficult. Even to take care of the
children it’s rather difficult for me. I must
do the cooking, washing. How can I do any-
thing e lse?
Let the children help you and your husband
arrange the household.
What . . . . . . when the children are <growing
bigger it is so hard to control them. They
spend the whole day playing with their friends.
Moreover, our house is too small. When they
come back from school, they have their lunch
and soon disappear, only to come back home
in the evening.
Do you know where and with whom they play?
Sometimes they tell me where they go. They
play with the neighbors and friends from
school .
I see that you are busy. If it  is so, you’d
better not have any more. Have you ever
heard about family planning ?
I think I have. I heard it from friends and the
doctor has also told me about it. But . . .
What it means is to space your pregnancies.
Not have a child every year. Didn’t you say
that you are worn out and tired?
Yes. I must admit that the children are not
well looked after. The bigger ones look after
themselves . They are so stubborn.
No, you shouldn’t take it that way. The big-
ger children also need your attention, they
must be guided. You must teach them what



Mother Tati:
Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

Mother Tati:

Social Worker:

is right and what is wrong. Imagine, you
don’t know yourself where and with whom they
are playing at the moment. If children don’t
get guidance from their parents, they seek it
frcm other people. How do you know that
these people will teach good things to your
children? If things go worse, who will get
the trouble? You and your husband.
Yes, I quite see now. But I have no time.
That is it. You are too busy with the baby
and the smaller ones. You must do the cook-
ing and the washing. I believe that if you
have time to talk to the children they will
gladly assist you at home. And you will im-
nediately see if a child is doing something
wrong. This can be avoided before it goes
worse.
Yes, that’s true, Mam. The boys are usually
naughty. A+ times, the neighbors report to me
that Agus is fighting with somebody else.
Nasir  is throwing stones at a roof. In fact,  I
feel ashamed to hear it.  My husband can’t
take care of the children either, since he is
working hard for money. I don’t have the heart
to report to him about the naughtiness of the
children when I see him so tired.
That is the point. You can’t be too much
occupied with the baby and the smaller ones.
The others must be looked after, too. I would
advise you to practice family planning.
I am afraid. They say it is so painful. If you
take medicine, they say, it might bring cancer.
Well, you haven’t tried it.  It is pure nonsense.
If you see the doctor regularly, you don’t have
to worry. He can help you to avoid pregnancy.
And your health will not be disturbed. That is
what you need. You then will have more time
to look after the children, your husband and
yourself. You all will have time to go to
“Project Senen, ” for example, for the children
to have amusement.
It seems you have convinced me. I will prac-
tice family planning after this one is born. If
only I had been well informed about this be-
fore, I would have practiced family planning.
Are you a nurse or a doctor?
No, I’m a social worker. I cooperate with
doctors and nurses and midwives. We help
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to provide good information on family planning
to people like yourseif.

&I other T3 ii: Oh,  I  see . I will tell others to come here so
that they will understan  what family planning
i s .

,3 . ‘,j of t : ‘ibis is a discussion about family planning between
Xrs . Karsono and the Reverend Supadmo.

::1 r s . ;<*rso:-,o: Rev. Supadmo . . . I think it will be profitable
for the mothers and fathers if you give them
information on “Responsible Parenthood.” Is
it the same as the so-called “Family Plan-
ning” ? And what is the real purpose of the
family planning ?

Rev. su3~dmo: Oh.  yes, Mrs. Karsono. It is indeed a plea-. -
sure to give information about “Responsible
Parenthood” or “Family Planning.” Actually,
responsible parenthood and family:  planning
are the same in that both have the same aim,
that is to control birth, so that the spacing
between births would not be too close to-
gether. There is consideration for the mother’s
health and that of the baby also. The church
does not use the term “Family Planning, ” but
rather “Responsible Parenthood” because we
believe that whatever we plan will be disposed
by God. The church believes that only God is
the creator of the whole of the universe. That
is why the Protestant denomination prefer to
use the term “Responsible Parenthood. ”

Mrs. Karsono: Do all the Protestant Churches agree with this?
Rev. Supadmo:A c t u a l l y ,  i t  i s  r a t h e r  d i f f i c u l t  f o r  m e  t o  a n s w e r

this since there is no center’which is authorized
to decide this. Yet, I can mention the feeling
of two big church organizations, that is the
World Council of Churches and East Asia Christ-
ian Conference. In 1956, there were reports on
responsible parenthood, but not all churches
could accept it  at that time. However, now the
World Council of Churches reports that a num-
ber of churches have accepted it at the con-
ferences held in Bangkok and Japan in 1962.
And because of the growing acceptance of the
term “Responsible Parenthood, ” the Council
of Churches formed in 1965 a sub-commission
for responsible parenthood, and have so far
held consultations and conferences with doc-
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Mrs. Karsono:

Rev. Supadmo:

Mrs. Karsono:

Rev. Supadno:

Mrs. Karsono:

Rev. Suuadmo:

Mrs. Karsono:

Announcer:

‘fors . The most important thing realized is
that husbands and wives must have a sense
of responsibility to the family and children,
since they are a gift of God. This, Mrs.
Karsono, is one of the aims of responsible
parenthood.
I would like to ask you as to whether or not
medicine and devices used for responsible
parenthood are dangerous to the health of the
user.
Not that we know of. Of course, the church
cannot approve of abortion, unless it is recom-
mended by a doctor. No religious faith ap-
proves of abortion. There are also certain
requirements for the use of the medicine and
devices, of which a doctor will know. Among
other aspects, both husband and wife must
agree to the use of the devices or medicine
and they should not be too expensive.
Thank you, Rev. Supadmo. Where can
mothers get information and clarification on
responsible parenthood?
They can get it at the clinics for responsible
parenthood. There is usually a nameboard
with “Family Planning Clinics. ” Hospitals
and children’s clinics aiso serve those who
want to have information and to practice
family planning. Christian hospitals have
been serving people wishing to practice
family planning.
Do you still have any other things to say to
the listeners ?
This is another thing I wish to add. The
church is of the opinion that a child is a gift
of God. Many people forget this. One must
know that he has to be responsible to God for
this gift . Now then, have Christians carried
out this responsibility? Think it  over. That
is my message. If you still have questions,
you can put them to the “Sub-Commission on
Responsible Parenthood,” 3 Djalan Dempo,
Djakarta.
Thank you very much for your answers. We
hope that now the listeners have some idea of
responsible parenthood.
Dear listeners, this has been a dialogue be-
tween Mrs. Karsono and Rev Supadmo. Until
the next program, we wish >.o thank you for
l is tening.



IRAN
Family Planning Radic Fxipts

(Prepared by The Population Council)

SPST ANNOUNCEMENTS

1 . Sound Symbol

“Two or three children is better,
The Ioop and pill are safe. ”

Many people are talking about the banners, posters, film at
cinema, exhibits and radio programs on family planning.
Tboxsands  of women are going to the local health stations
for oral pills and IUD. Methods are safe, reliable and easy
to use. Some women have side effects but they usually go
away . We would like your views on the program. How
should the program be improved? To express your opinion or
to get further information, write Box 135, or telephone 6146
and 6147.

Sound Svmbol

“Two or three children is better,
The loop and pill are safe. ‘I

2. Sound Svmbol

“Two or three children is better,
The loop and pill are safe. ”

We all want to have security in old age.

We want modern conveniences such as heat in the winter, a
refrigerator and a stove. We want to have good health and
education. Fortunately, these goals are becoming possible.
But they are difficult to achieve when parents have large
families and there is rapid population growth. Two or three
well educated children can provide more support in old age
than many poor ones. Modern conveniences are difficult to
get when there are five or six children to feed and clothe.
Tlne health and education opportunities are better for the
family and government when parents have only two or three
chi ldren.

If you want to have only two or three children, get the loop or
pill at the nearest health station or Health Corps Clinic.



T h e  i.oop is easy to use, safe and free. The oral pill is 100
per cent eiiective and harmless. Some women cannot use
these met‘bods  ‘because of side effects, but there is never any
reai danger.

For further information call 6146 or 6147 or write Box 135. We
wou!d like to know your opinions on family planning.

Sound s mbo!

“Two or three children is better,
The loop and pill are safe. ”

3. Do you want to know the various ways of planning the size of
your family? Tlease go to the nearest health station and ask
for information from the family planning worker there.

4. Some parents like to have children right away when they are
young. Others like to work and want to space the children
out over more years. Do you want to know how to plan your
family size? Please go to your local health station and ask
the family planning worker there to help you.

r3. Remember that a mother has to go through nir: Ixnths  of
pregnancy. Then after giving birth, she has to breast feed her
baby. To keep strong and have a healthy baby she ideally
shouid have two years between children. See your local health
station for information on how to do it.

C, Now, tnere are over 50,000 women in Iran using the loop to
p!an the number of children in their families; there are other
methods a&o. Go to your nearest health station and they will
tell you about the loop and other methods.

7 . A wise housewife can prevent unwanted things happening. If
you want to wait two or three years before you have a baby
again, please use the loop. For more information on where to
get it, go to your local health station.

8 . Raising children and educating them are the duties of parents.
if you have children, you should have only the number you
can ra ise .

3 . The loop is a small “S” shaped plastic device to prevent
pregnancy. A doctor can insert it painlessly in a woman in a
few minutes. When you want a child again it can be easily
removed. Go to your loca: health station to find out more.
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10. How many children do you want. . . how often do you want them?
N o w  you can be sure.. . if you wear a “loop, ” the new semi-
permanent type intrauterine contraceptive device that elimi-
nates al! problems in practicing family planning. It’s harm-
less, safe, economical, effective, and recommended by
leading doctors all over the world.

see yo’m doctor . .  . or visit a heaith center family planning
worker for further information about the “loop.”

1 : . Practice family planning. Join the thousands of married
couples who have found that regulating the spacing of their
children is simple and has resulted in happier homes . . .
healthier inothers..  . and more savings to improve living stan-
dards and to assure an equal opportunity for every child.

12. Every married couple is talking about the “loop”-- the new
modern semi-permanent type method of preventing conception
that is safe, convenient, and has eliminated all the problems
in practicing family planning. This small plastic device is
simple to insert, is harmless and has been proven effective
by women all over the world. It can be removed easily and
ijuickly whenever you want to have another baby.

13. Eiow about you? Can you afford to have more than two or
three children? And, still give them all the things they de-
serve: Care, clothing, food, education, a comfortable home?
in short,  an equal chance for a bright future. If you can’t,
practice family planning.

14. It costs money to raise a large family. Would you like to have
your children four years apart instead of every year? Go to
the nearest health station. They can tell you how to have
babies only when you want and can afford them.

15. Medical science has helped us to overcome smallpox, yellow
fever, cholera and other diseases. Many children alive today
would be dead if it were not for the new knowledge of our doc-
tars  . Now, the wise doctors also know how you can have
children only when you want and can afford them. See your
family specialist at the or at your
neares t  :health station.

16. Safe ad harmless . . . family planning methods can help you.
Go to your nearest health station for free information on how
to have babies only when you want them.
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17. We know that you love your children and want to educate
them. It is easier to educate your children if they are four
years apart. The family planning specialist will tell you what
to do. Visit your nearest health station or the

. It will cost you nothing.

18. Mothers . . . are you tired and weak from having a new baby
each year? Why don’t you and your husband visit the fami1.y
planning specialist  at the nearest health station? It i s  n o w
possible for you to have babies only when you want them.

19. First Child: “I want to go to school and be a doctor. ”
Second Child: “I’m going to be a farmer, with my own big

farm and animals. ”
Third Child: “I’m going to be an engineer and build big

buildings and big bridges. ”
Fxrth  Child: “I’m going to be a wise teacher . . .”
Man’s  Voice: “All children have dreams and, if these dreams

wsre to come true, it would be a better world.
Can you make your children’s +-earns  come true?
Will you be able to . . . if you have many more
childrtn?”

20. “My name is Mr. Moti. I am a katkhoda in Najafabad. Many
of our families have adopted family planning methods. We
are happy at having been given this opportunity to keep our
families small enough to insure a better life for all.”

21. “I am a resident of Shahreza. Here, many of us have attended
meetings on family planning, and many of us are now using
the methods we were taught to control the size of our families.
Wny don’t you learn about these methods, too? Visit your
nearest health station or the $8

INTERVIEW

Sound Symbol

“Two or three children is better,
The loop and pill are safe.”

Doctor:

Patient:
Doctor:

Hello, I am Doctor . I am now working
at Motamed Maternity Hospital on Azar Street, between
Shiekhbahaie and Shah Streets. Every morning I am
helping women who want advice on spacing or stopping
chi ldren.
What contraceptives do you most often recommend?
I recommend the loop and pills because they are safe,



Patient:

Doctor:

Patient:

Doctor:

Patient:
Doctor:

Patient:
Doctor:

Patient:
Doctor:
Patient:

Doctor:

re!iable,  easy to use and inexpensive. In most coun-
tries women use the loop because they do not have to
remember to take the pill, and the cost is much less.
80th are effective and safe methods.
Bilt  women have side effects like bleeding or back
pains .
Some women have these problems but they are not
serious and they usually go away.
Can I continue doing my work and will married life be
normal ?
Yes, you will be able to do your work and married life
is often happier when there is no fear of an unwanted
pregnancy.
How big is the loop?
I can put the loop in your womb in a few minutes; there
is not very much discomfort because the loop is a soft
flexible plastic smaller than your thumb.
When can I get the loop?
The best time is toward the end of a period or four or
five days after but you can get the loop at any time.
How long can I wear the loop?
You can have the loop as long as you want. Most
women coming to the clinic have two or three children
and have decided to stop but the loop can be removed
in a few seconds if you want another child.
Is the loop effective in preventing pregnancies?
Yes, the loop is one of the most effective methods.
I have decided to have the loop because the loop is
safe, free, reliable, and easy to use.
We will give you the loop free without any cost.
Female doctors providing ahe loop are also available
at:

L o c a t i o n  a n d  A d d r e s s T i m e
Dispensary  #5, Ave. Hakim  Nezami Dr. Rohani 3-5 pm
Dispensary Ghoraishi, Ave. Natef D r .  Homa Irajpour 3-5 pm
liealth Center, Maidan Pahlavi D r .  M o d i r  Tamadon 8 - 1 2
Masud Clinic, Saremieh Dr. Rohani 8-12

Write Box 135 or call 6146, 6147 for further information.

Patient: Two or three children is enough.

Sound Symbol

“Two or three children is better,
The loop and pill are safe. ”



JAMAKA
Family Planning Radio Scripts

(Prepared by McCann-Erickson)

SPOT ANNO~INCEMENTS

1. Girl: Thank you, nurse.

!Footste?s  under)

Ciir!:- Oh Lord, six weeks pregnant . . . what ah going
to do? I have to control myself, yu know last
nic’?t  when I tell John I think I was pregnant, all
him ask me was what I was going to do, him
never even say 3 . . . ah going to lose mi job . . .
Lord what ah going to tell me mother? . . . And yu
can imagine hobo the girls at work going to talk
about me . . . oh Lord what ah gding to do? . . .

Annouxer: This did not have to happen. Visit your family
planning clinic or your doctor today. You don’t
have to get pregnant. Plan your family -- better
your life .

‘. .&t Woman:  (s inging) “Brown skin gal stay home and mine
baby. ”

2nd Woman: Hey Cherry, what happening Chile, how the baby?
1st Woman: De baby wel!, but yu see mi here, I worrying

already how I going to bring it up. Times so
hard and is only me one.

2nd Woman: Mi dear, don’t bother make any more worries for
yuself, don’t have any more baby now, go down
to de Pamily Planning Clinic no. Is easy, de
doctor give yu a complete check up and most of
the birth control yu get is for free.

i St Woman: Yu know yu right, I really can’t afford to have
any more baby now, I not putting this thirig off
again . I going down there now. Stay the baby
for me no?

3rd Voice: Plan your family -- better your life.

3 . (Woman  sobbin  uncontrollably -- held under)

Woman :  (Sotto Voice) Poor Mary! She’s going to have another
baby she doesn’t  want to have. She won’t be
able to care for it properly. The child’s father
is Rot the kind of man who will help her. She
alone will have to bear the burden of this un-
wanted child. Wouldn’t you feel like crying if
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this had happened to you? Don’t let this happen
to you. Visit your nearest family planning clinic
or your doctor for help and advice on how to plan
your family and better your life.

(Sobs - to end)

4. (Soand of raucous laughter from men)

1st Man:

2nd Man:
1 st Man:

2nd h;h~

1 St Man:
2nd Man:
1 St Man:
2nd Man:
1st Man:

5. Youth:
Man.
Youth:

Man-A
Youth:

Announcer:

6 . 1st Man:

Hey Master, a little boy outside say you is him
father and that him mother send him to you.
What him look like?
Yu mean yu don’t know? By the way, how many
pickney you have?
I don’t really know yu know, must be about
twelve . . .
Den yu support all a dem?
Support what? Whey I mus get money from?
Yic conscience bother you?
Yes, sometime, but what I mu do about that?
Plan your family -- to better your life. Go to the
family planning clinic or yu doctor man, and en-
courage yu girls friends to go. Man have some
responsibility too, yu know . . . I personally
don’t see anything to be proud about in having
children yu can’t support. It don’t make yu more
of a man. Plan your family -- better your life.

Ah in a worries. Ah in a deep worries, Mass Ron!
Is what happen to you, Tom?
You know that gal you always see me with? Miss
Rebecca youngest daughter?
Eehee !
Well, she going have a pickney for me. Ah is
in a worries, ah tell you! Her mumma say if’n I
don’t come up with some money to buy baby
things, she going to ketch me and fix mi busi-
ness! Ah going have to protect meself!
You shoulda protect yourself before ! You don’t
hear about family planning, man.
If you can’t afford to make her pregnant -- and
who can nowadays -- take her to the nearest
family planning clinic or your doctor. Learn how
to prevent unwanted pregnancies. Plan your
family -- better your life.

H e y  Tohn, how it going, ah just see yu girl
friend, a while ago, she pregnant again eh?



2nd Man:

1 st Man:
2nd Man:

1st Man:

2nd Man:

3rd Voice:

Yes sah, is the third gal, I make that thing
happen to this year, I just have bad iuck.
It look so, then where yu going now, work?
Work wha, mi no cuss off the boss last week,
him come tell me how I irresponsible.
Weli  bredda I glad I don’t stay like you yu hear,
me tell my girlfriend to go to the family planning
clinic and make them tell her about birth con-
trol, we can’t afford any children right now and
I not making me and her life any harder. Anyway
I gone a work, see the bus coming here.
Hey, beg yu a twenty cents no, just free mi . . .
free ni . . .
There is nothing good about fathering children
careless ly . Plan your family and better your
l i fe .
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KENYA
Family Planning Radio Script

(Prepared by tht, Kenya Family Planning Associarion)

MVSICAL  SPOT

Note: In Kenya, East Africa, the Kenya Family Planning Association,
in cooperation with the International Planned Parenthood Federation,
has developed a radio program known as the “Happy Family Club. ”
This is an extension and enlargement of a family planning program.
The purpose of this new program is to help families solve their
major ppablems . T::e emphasis is:  pian your children, plan your
foods,  plan your home, plan your money and plan your leisure. The
“total” approach” to the home has brought a new emphasis and ef-
fec?ivsness into the program as a whole and to iamii.y  planning in
particular. More than 20,000 families became m e m b e r s  of the club
during the first seven months. These are t&me songs used on the
radio by the Happy Family Club. They were written and sung es-
pecially fo:- this program by a group of young people, the Equator
Sound Band.  This  one,  “Msisha Mema,” is sung ia Swahil i .

“MAISHA  MEMA”  (THE GCOD LIFE)
First Man:

Second Man:

Both Men:

Life is good to me
I have three wonderful children
I have a beautiful wife
We have mor.ey in the bank
My children go to good schools
My wife is clever
When we were married she spoke to a ilurse at the

c l in i c
The nurse said I will tell you how to have
Just as many children as you want.
Life is not good to me
I have ten young children
My wife looks old and weary
-We have no money in the barj,k  and I cannot pay my

bi l l s
I am not clever
When we were married I did not send my wife to the

cl inic
So we had ten children
When we only wanted five.
All you young married men
Please take our advice
Decide how many children you want
1, 2, 3, 4 or what you want
Send your wife to the clinic
The nurse will tell you to have just as many as you

want
An,d to have them when you want them.
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1 .

2 .

3;

4.

Mow you can simplify the practice of family planning if you
wear the loop, the new semi-permanent intrauterine contracep-
tive device that eliminates all preliminary procedures required
whin nrher methods are u s e d . It’s so simple, requires only
one short visit ?o a trained physician which provides you per-
manent protection against conception until the time you and
your husband decide to have another child. Then the “loop”
cm be removed in a few seconds.

Visit yolur doctor (name) or a heaith  center family planning
worker  for further information about the loop.

How many children do yoil want.. . how often do you want them?
Now you can be sure. . . if yo:~  wear a “loop, ” the new semi-
permanent  type intrauterine csntraceptive  device that elimi-
nates all problems in practicing family planning. It’s harm-
i:sss, safe, economical, effective, and recommended by
izading doctors all over the world.

See ‘your doctor. . . or visit a healrn cer.ter family planning
wor:ker for fxther information about the “ioop. ”

Now you “an be sure in planning the size of your family if you
w*ar a “loop, ” the new semi-permanent interna!  contraceptive
device that eliminates all problems in practicing family plan-
ning . There is CO need to calculate “days” or “minutes, ‘I or
to plurrhase any drugs or supplies if you wear a loop. In short,
all of your worries and expenses are over. And most important,
the Ioop can be removed in a matter of s e c o n d s  if you want to
have another child.

See your doctor.. . or visit a health center family planning
worker for further information about the loop.

Practice family planning. Toin the thousands of married
wxples  who have found that regulating the spacing of their
chiidren is simple and has resulted in happier homes, healthier
mothers and more savings to improve living standards and to
assxe  an equal opportunity for every child.

See your doctor. . . or visit a health center for further information.
Free contraceptive supplies are available at all health centers.



5. Every married co~:ple is talking about tie “loop,” the new
modern semi-permanent type method of preventing conception.
It’s safe, convenient, and has eliminated all the problems in
practicing family planning ,, This small plastic device, simple
to insert, is harmless and has been proven effective by women
ail over the world. It can be removed easily and quickly when-
wer yox want to have another baby.

See ycu: doctor. . or visit a health center family planning
,wzker for further information about the “loop.”

6. Don’: de!ay..  . find out today. Get the facts and practice family
planning . We must start now to reduce our problem of exces-
sive population growth if our children are to enjoy better
health and an improved standard of living. Give them a chance.
Get the facts, practice family planning 1

See your doctor. . or visit a health center family planning
worker for further information. F ree  contraceptive supp!ies
are available at all hea ith centers.

7I . lractice  family planning o Help reduce the birth rate and ,jrevent
i?.e growth of our population to twice its present size by 1980.
T&is is the only way we can improve our standard of living and
attack the problem of food, housing,  classroom and job shortage.
?dZaice  swe your children will have a bright future. Practice
fa,ml!:i pianning .

See your doctor ~. . or visit a health center family planning
wor%er for iiirther information. Free contraceptives are
avaiiabie at all health centers.

8. Practice family planning. We must adopt modern contraceptive
:deas and practices to reduce the birth rate the same as we
adopted modern medicine and public health practices to reduce
the death rate, if prcgress  is ‘0 be made in imprOVing  our Stan-
dard of living. At the present rate of growth, our population
increases by about persons  each year .  Pract.ice  f ami ly
planning.

See y3ur doctor.. . or visit a health center family planning
worker for filrther information. Free contraceptive supplies
are  avai!able  at all health centers.

9 . How many children do you want? How do you want them
spaced? This is a decision you can make and keep, if y o u
practice family pianning . Successful practice will result in:
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e A happier, healthier wife
e Equal care and education for your children
0 More savings for investment
0 Better living. . Y$ecurity

Practice family planning. See your doctor..  or visit a health
center family planning worker for further information. Free
contraceptives are available at all health centers.

10. H:xv about you? Can you afford to have more than two or
three children? And still give them all the thing: they de-
serve:  Care ,  c lothing,  food,  aducation; a com!srtable  h o m e ?
In short, an equal chance for a bright future? If you can’t,
practice family planning.

Visit your doctor.. . or a heaith  center family planning worker.
Free contraceptives are avai lable at all health centers.

11. Do yol; know how to have children only when you want them?
If not, visit the or the health stations in

-

12. Do yoi: want to wait a few years before having another baby?
Go to you nearest health station or to the
The family pianning specialist wili tell you what to do.

13. It costs money to raise a large family. Would you like to have
your children four years apart instead of every year? Go to the

or to your nearest health station.
They can tell you how to have babies only when you want and
can a%ord them.

14. ?Xi:lions of people throughout the world and in
know the benefits of family planning. Do you? Go to the

or to your nearest health station.
Learn how to have babies only when you want them. Learn
abcut the benefits of family planning.

15. Medical science has helped us to overcome smallpox, yellow
fever, cholera and other diseases. Many children alive today
would be dead if it were not for the ne’w knowledge of our doc-
tors * ?low, the wise doctors also know how you can have
children oniy when you want and can afford them. See your
family specialist at the or at your
nearest heaith station.

16. Family  planning methods are safe and harmless. They do not
harm your manhood or your enjoyment. Why worry because you
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do not want another baby? Go to the
or to your nearest health station. It wiil cost you nothing.

i 7 . Safe and harmless . . . far,ily  planning methods can help you.
Go to your nearest health station for free inic,rmation on how
to have babies only when you want them.

18. You are responsible for the future of your children. Will you
be able to give your next chi!d a good life and an education?
If yes would prefer to wait a few years before having another
baby, visit your nearest health station or the _.

. They can help you.

i3. We know that you love your children and want to educate them.
it is easier to educate yotir  children if they are four yea:s
apart. The family pianning specialist will t&l you what to
do. Visit your nearest heaith station or the -.
It will cost you nothing.

25. -Moth-rs  . . . are you tired and weak from having a new baby
eacr: yea:? Why don’t yw and your husband visit the family
pianning specialist at the nearest health station or the

? It is now possible for you to have babies
only when you want them.

21. First Child: “I want to go to school and be a doctor. ”
Second Child: “I’m going to be a farmer, with my own big

farm and animals. ”
Third Child: “I’m going to be an engineer and build big

buildings and big bridges. ”
Fourth Child: “I’m going to be a wise teacher . . .”
Man” s Voice: “All children have dreams and, if these dreams

were to come true, it would be a better world.
Cz? you make your children’s dreams come true?
Wi;! yoc be able to . . . if you have many more
&i!d.!+~>?”

22. “My name is . I am the multor for
. Many of our families have adopted

family planning methods. We are happy at having been given
this opportunity to keep our families small enough to insure a
better life for all. ”

23. “I am the head of the Farmer’s Organization in .
A good farmer knows that if he uses too much seed, his crop
will be tom crowded and will yield a poor harvest. It is the
same if a family has too many children. A wise farmer plans
his crop. A wise father plans the number of his children.”



24. “I am a resident of . Here, many of us
have at ,xded meetings on family planning, and many of us
are rxw usins the methods we ‘were taught to control the size
of our families. Why don’t you learn *bout these methods,
too? Visit your nearest health station or the

25. “My husband and I live in .  When we
were married two years ago, we visited the health station at

to learn about family planning, The family
plarming  specialist told us that, now, people can have babies
only when they want them. My husband and I decided that we
would not have a baby until we could properly care for it. NOW

my husband has a good job and we have a comfortable home.
Our first child is on its way. Why don’t you learn about family
planning too? Visit your nearest health station or the
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LEBANON
Family Planning Radio Script

(Prenared  by The Near East Council of Churches)

R&IX0 LETTER-

Dear !is!.ener,

Here is a quotation  from the UNICEF year-book for your information:

The chlidren are the only victims who suffer badly in underdeveloped
countries because 40 per 3ent of them are below 15 and one-third of
them under-nourished and live in dirty slums.

Over nine million chiidren in the world today live in desperate need
of food and medical care.

In I980 the total number of children in the world below 15 will be
over ?, 300, GDO, 000. All of them will be in great need ?f relief.

Housing has cllways been one of the major problems to be faced in
the %ture. Crowds of children swarm in the streets of big cities
like junk.

Well, it is a scary report to you parents, isn’t it? We hope your
children aren’t among the wretched and unhappy.

Please, think on this bit of information and try to do something
about i t .

Do you have any family plans?
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LIBERIA
Family Planning Radio Scripts
(Provided by the International

Planned Parenthood Federation>

SPOT AW:CUNCEMENT,

Sound effects: Crying uaby - children yelling
Lo,mv : Mama, I’m home!
smother: Oh dear, is it  twelve already? Here, feed the

baby wnile I get lunch ready. And keep an eye
on baby sister.

S in  in  vo ice : Are you over-bun?-:ced  with a load of care
Are your chores too many for you to bear
Space your many blessings
Care for them one by o n e
And rt will surprise you how much you’il  get done
Space your blessings
Care for them one by one
Space your many biessings
See how much you’ll get done



NIGERIA
Family Planning Radio Scripts
(Provided by the International

Planned Parenthood Federation)

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hello, Mrs. Ojo, have you heard about
the latest news?
O h  ns, what is it abwt?
About how to plan your family.
How to plan your family?
Yes, how to plan your family.
How do you do this, is it by not going near
your husband?
Oh no.
By not sleeping in the same house with
your husband?
Of course you can sleep in the same house
or bed and not become pregnant.
M y  tiear,  you are joking. How do you do
this ?
Visit the newly formed organization. Call
family planning to help you out.
Where can I go?
Go to the nearest hospital near your area.
I must thank you for this useful and valu-
able information. As soon as Mr. Ojo
comes bazk, we will aoth vis i t  the  c l in ic .
‘Bye ‘bye Mrs. Ojo. All the best.

Mrs .  Kola, you look so sad, what is wrong
with you?
I am so unhappy because I am expecting my
sixth baby, and my two youngest children
have got measles. I just cannot cope.
I can understand how you feel, but haven’t
you heard about the family planning service?
I found out about this and it has helped me to
plan my family. After your delivery, you can
go along TO a family planning clinic, then you
wed not have a baby until you want one.
Thank you very much. I will bear this in
mind.
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PHILIPPINES
Family Planning Radio Scripts
iPrepared  by Wwld  Neighbors)

EARiY MORNING PARMER’S PROGRAM

(Play ti:eme song.)

Announcer: Good morning. Welcome once again to your early
morning farmers’ show. The program designed for you
who iive by the countryside and particularly those who
work in the farm.

This program brings you the latest information about
farming and also features personalities who can give
us ideas and information that may help solve problems
in our daily activities.

(PLY Favorite  rondalla piece or folk songs.)

Annouxer: Before you start your today’s activity, let us talk about

Doctor:

a very important subject. This is something that in-
volves and concerns us all. I wonder if we all realize
the importance of this subject?

What is this subject? . . . Have yol; ever heard of popu-
lation explosion? What about family planning?

This morning we have a very special guest . . . a doc-
tor. He is a well k n o w n  medical practitioner presently
involved in the promotion of family planning. Our guest
is Dr. Juan Hernandez.

But before we begin asking questions, doctor, can we
have a few words of greeting to our radio listeners?

I wish you a pleasant good morning. While it is rather
too early for me to wake up for this program, I am in-
deed happy to join you in this show. Certainly, I don’t
want to miss this opportunity to discuss with you a
very important subject that affects us all.  The popula-
tion explosion not only affects the man in the slums of
the city, the fisherman, the merchant, the profession-
als but also the farmers who live by the countryside.
This is now a growing problem of our nation and will
affect the future of our country, our children and our
chiidren’s  chi ldren.

Now, if you have anything to ask, I am ready.
Doctor, what has population explosion and family



DOCtO*:
planning to do with the farmers ?
The farmers produce food for our people. They also
produce the raw materials needed for factories to manu-
facture our basic needs.

Announcer: But how does population explosion affect production of
food and raw materials ?

Doctor: You see, our population is increasing so rapidly while
ox production increases very slowly. Our land acreage
does not expand any more, but we need more lands to
produce food for our growing population.

A time will coma when there will be more people than
we can afford to support. As a matter of fact, our
present production is no longer sufficient for our pre-
sent population. We are now importing rice and corn
from other countries. Yet many people go to bed hungry
every night. Many people are dying of ailments and
diseases because our medxal facilities are inadequate.
Wa need transport facilities. What about the education
of these children?

Do you want this problem to continue?
Announcer: But how csn family planning then solve the problem?
Docior: A farmer plans when to plant his crop. He plans when

to harvest. He plans how much he will spend and how
;nuch he will profit from th2 crop after harvest.

in .-::miiy planning, a couple plans tne size of their
%mi:y by deciding the number of children they can
xpport  and when to have them. The children must be
wanted. The farmer must consider the health of his
wife and not burden her with too frequent pregnam.y.
They must have only the children they can adaquate!y
provide with food, clothing, shelter, medical atteution
and education.

Announcsr:  But is this really possible, doctor? Is it  morally
acceptable to practice family planning?

~ocior: Yes, this is now possible. There are many methcds
that a couple could adopt if they so decide. There i s
nothing wrong in practicing family planning. By rzving
only Che children you want and can support, you are
contributing to the moral upbringing of responsible
ci t izens . Family planning helps improve the quality
of human life.

(Play the theme song and fade it out slowly.)

Announcer:  Well, our time is up. Our guest was Dr. Juan Hernan-
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dez, and we want to thank him for participating in our
program. If there is anything more you want to know
about the subject he discussed or any other information
you wish to have, don’t hesitate to visit or write us.

(Theme song fadiny out.)

WOMEN’S PROGRAM

(Play theme song .l

Announcer: Good afternoon. Welcome once again to your favorite
program, “Let’s Rock The Cradle.” A program specially
for mothers in the home. This program brings you up-
to-date news on homemaking, tips on foods and infor-
mation on family life.

(Play favorite song about mothers.)

Announcer: That was dedicated to the mothers. The mothers that
keep the home a good place to live in.

But haw you ever realized the important role of the
mother in our society? The mother not onQ manages
the home, but she shoulders the greater part of respon-
sibility of rearing a child to adulthood. The mother
builds the leader that builds the nation.

By the way, this afternoon we have a special guest in
our afternoon show. S h e  i s  D r .  Gigi Peron.  D r .  Peron
is xvell-known as a medical practitioner. But lately
she has been very active in ancther program . . .
“family planning. ”

Doctor:

Before we ask you a question, doctor, can you say a
few words of greeting to our radio listeners?
Good afternoon friends. It is a pleasure to have been
invited to your program this afternoon. I hope I can
contribute something meaningful in your favorite pro-
gram.

Announcer: Doctor, I mentioned a while ago that you are working
on family planning. Gan you say something about this
program ?

Doctor: Oh, yes, I am glad you asked me. I am helping promote
family planning. In fact, I am neglecting my medical
practice already. But I don’t regret it because I feel
that something must be done now about our increasing
popuiation.  We have to stop or slow the growth of our
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population.
Announcer: What is the prcblem with an increasing population,

Doctor? Is thi,; not what it meant that we shall in-
crease and multiply?

Doctor: Of course. there is nothing wrong in increasing o u r
population if we can afford it. But we are producing
more babies than we can support. Our population ‘s
growing faster than we realized. Children need more
than food, clothing and shelter. We need more and
better medica! services. And better schools.

Besides, mothers are getting pregnant more often than
they should. Too frequent pregnancy may be detri-
mental both to the mother and the child and to the
family as a whole.

Announcer: You mean to say, Doctor, that it is not advisable for
a mother to give birth every year like many mothers do?

Docior: No, it is not advisable for a mother to have babies
every year. It takes about two or more years after
delivery for a mother to recover her physical health
before she is ready for another baby. The mother needs
this much time to replenish the nutrients needed for the
nourishment of an infant. The mother also needs time
to rest and to care for the first child.

Announcer: Why is it not advisable to have babies every year?
What is the effect on the mother and on the baby?

Doctor: You have heard about “kwashiorkor.” It is a severe
case of malnutrition prevaient  among children --
second,  th i rd ,  e tc .  children. In  some cases  th is
acute protein deficiency begins while the child is still
in the mother’s womb. This happens because the
mother has not recovered her physical health before
another pregnancy occurred.

The child is physically emaciated.  In  addi t ion,  he
may be the victim of mental retardation. And this may
be impossible to correct.

Announcer: How could this happen in the child, Doctor?
Doc?or: Weii, it has been established by medical science that

the growth of our brain cells occurs during the first
year of life or during the period of gestation. It is
generally agreed that if a pregnant mother does not
eat nutritious foods this will have an effect on the
development of the child’s mental capabilities. It
has been observed that anout 90 per cent cf the brain
is developed during the first six years of !ife, 60 par
cent of which is developed during the period of gesta-
tion . Therefore, the mother must be vary, very healthy
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during this critical year. But how can she be healthy
when every year she is pregnant?

Announcer: Doctor, what advice can you give to our listeners?
Dortor Well, I think there is a great need to practice familyd2

planning. We must plan the size of our family. We
must plan the number of children we can adequately
provide with food, clothing, shelter and education.
Every child must be given the fullest opportunity to
develop its capabilities for a better life. We must
plan our fam;ly now. Tomorrow will be too late.

(Play the theme song fading out .)

Announcer: That was Dr. Gigi Peron and we are thankful for her
kind advice to our mothers. Until next time we
bid you goodbye and invite you to join us in our next
program.



KAOHSIUNG CITY, TAIWAN
Family Planning Radio Scripts

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.

2 .

3 .

4 .

6 .

7.

Announcer: Mrs. Lin lives in the North district of Kaohsiung
City. She says the loop is an excellent way to plan the size
of a family. She ought to know -- she has had one for two
years and had no unwanted baby. Interested? Go to your
local health station for information.

Three different voices: Loop! Loop! Loop!
Announcer: Women everywhere in Kaohsiung are saying it is
the best way to stop having children. Some women smile
when they say so -- they are among Taiwan’s nearly one-
quarter of a million loop users !  Interes ted? Go to  your  local
health station for information.

Voice 1: Did you say several million users throughout the
world? And, one of the best ways to limit children?
Voice 2: Yes, the loop -- safe, low-priced (you pay only once),
effective. Interes ted?
Voice 1: Yes, I am on the way to my local health station to
find out more.

Voice 1 - Female: Doctor, I have two children and am 25 years
old. I have a job. I want to stop having children for about
three years and then begin my family again. What method can
I use?
Voice 2 - Male: The loop is inexpensive, tried by a quarter
of a million Taiwan women and very effective. Once put inside
so easily, you have no worry about it. And it can be taken out
anytime when you wish more children.
Voice 3: Go to your local health station now to find out more.

Announcer: Mrs. Lee from Kaohsiung City’s West district
wanted a loop, the safe, effective, low-priced way of limiting
children. She went to her doctor and in a few minutes she had
one. It has worked for two years now. Interested? Go to
your local health station to find out more.

Announcer:  ilemember that one of the safest, convenient and
effective ways of !imit.ing  family size is also one of the lowest
priced. For NTS30 you can have one yourself. Get a special
coupon at your nearest local health station.

Announcer: Not only is the loop one of the best ways to plan
your family size, you only have to pay once -- NTS30 with a



speciai coupon from your nearest local health station. Go
now!

8 . Announcer: Mrs. Chen of the North district Kaohsiung City
has tried the ioop. Unfortunately, she was one of a very few
who were unable to continue use of the loop. But because she
a to use it, as a special reward she is now able to 1) get
another loop inserted free, or 2) try the oral pill at a special
low cyst of NT:1 0 per cycle. If you were a loop user and
want to know more about this special offer for you alone, go
to your local health station now.

9. Voice 1 - Female: A special family planning offer for some
woman in Kaohsiung City only?
Voice 2 - Female: Yes, a special offer for those few women
who tried the loop but were unable to continue to use i t !
Voice 1: Mnere do I find out more?
Voice 2: Go to your loca! health sidrion~riow!

10. Vo ice 1: Mrs. Chen, did you hear about the special family
planning off&r?
Voice 2: Yes, a free loop or a special low pri-e of only NT$lO
per cycle for oral pills -- for women who tried the loop between
1963 and 1967 and for some reason could not continue using it.
Voice 1: I am going to find out more at the iocal health station.
Voice 2: Wait for me!

11. Voice 2: Oh, Mrs. Tsin, how unlucky I am that I could not
continue wearing the loop. It is such a good method.
Voice i:  Oh. Mrs. Chen, haven’t you heard about the special
offer for women who were unable to use the loop the first time
they tried? -- a free reinsertion if you like or a supply of the
oral pill at the low price of only NT$lO per cycle. Let me take
you to the health station for details.

12. Voice 1: A free loop or the oral pill at only NT$lO per cycle !
How wonderful !
Voice 2: Yes 1 For each woman in Kaohsiung City who tried
the lsop ihe first time and for some reason could not continue
using it .
voices 1 and 3: Let’s go to the health station for more infor-
mation. Won’t you people join us?

13. Voice 1 - Male (sung aloud): Lucky, lucky Kaohsiung City!
voice 2 - Female:  Why?
Voice 1 - Male: Because any woman here who tried the loop
and could not continue using it now can try it again for free or
can even try the oral pill at the low price of NT$lO per cycle.
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Go to your local health station to learn more.
Voice 2 - Female (sung aloud): I see. Goodbye. Lucky,
lucky, Kaohsiung City.

i4. Voice 1 - (obviously a radio commentator): And the news today
is “They couid have picked anywhere but they picked Kaoh-
siung City. ‘* For any woman here  who has tried the loop but
xas  unable to continue use, there is a special offer -- 1) a
free loop reinsertion if she tries again or 2) the oral pill at the
unbe!ier. ably low price of NT910 per cycle.

i5: ‘Rice (whezt) shx!fi iiot be planted too close in order that the
?r,?iT-.  ;sg, g~ov”  >Ve 11; so too, having children not too close
tsjether,  helps rh- mother and child to be healthy.

16. Ccncentm?e your efforts and energy on raising the children
you h*ve now. Let them have a better education for a better
fuiii.-.z.~

17. \‘~‘. I : ‘&a most l o w - p r i c e d ,  c o n v e n i e n t ,  s a f e ,  a n d  pelable
bti ;z,;.zol  rnethod? Loop is  the  most  ef fect ive ,  lou p r i ced ,
c-~ j ad convenient one now.

18. Do you want to know the various ways of planning the size of
your  faamily? Please g,o to the nearest health station and ask
for information from the family planning worker there.

19. Some parents like to have children right away when they are
YOXIg. Cthers  like to work and want to space the children
out over more years. Do you want to know how to plan your
family size? Please go to your local health station and ask
the family planning worker there to help you.

20. Remember that a mother has to go through nine months of
pregnancy. Then after giving birth, she has to breast feed
her baby. To keep strong and have a healthy baby she ideally
should have two years between children. See your local health
station for information on how to do it.

21. Have a baby when you want one. Plan your family size now
and make your family a happy and successful one. Go to your
local health station for more information.

22. ‘Jaw,  there are over - women in using the loop
to plan the number of children in their families. There are
other methods also. Go to your nearest health station and
they will tell you about the loop and other methods.
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23. A wise housewife can prevent unwanted things from happening.
If you want to wait two or three years before you have a baby
again, please use the loop. For more information on where to
get it, go to your local. health station.

‘\
24. The loop is very convenie,,nt. When you do not want a baby,

the loop can prevent one. When you want a child, a doctor
can easily take the loop out.

25. There are 505 obstetricians in Taiwan doing loop insertion,
and they only charge NTS30. Go to your local health station
and get a special coupon so that you can try the loop.

26. Raising chiidren and educating teem are the duties of parents.
If you have children, you should have only the number you
can r a i s e .

27 .  The loop is a small “S” shaped pla.stic device to prevent preg-
nancy. A doctor can insert it painlessly in a woman in a few
minutes . When you want a child again it can be easily re-
moved. Go to your local health station to find out more.

28. There are many countries in the world, such as America, Thai-
iand, Korea, and Hongkong using ihe loop for birth control.
Why? Because it is convenient, !,ow-priced, effective and
s a f e .

29. Of every m women in Taiwan, one has used the loop to
prevent unwanted children. She could be one of your neigh-
bon. Interested? Please go to your local health station and
ask about it.
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TANZANIA
Family Planning Radio Script
(Provided by the International

Planned Parenthood Federation)

SPOT ANNOUNCEMENT

Ssund  effects:
Eirorn the
Vis ‘0~:
Housewife:

Visitor:

!iousewife:

Announce-:

A knock at the door.
house: Come in.

Good morning, is yo-ur husband a1 home?
I’m SOIL-y. He has already left for the
shamba. May I take a message for him?
Well, I have really come to ask if I could
borrow 240/-. I must pay school fees for
six of my children and I am short of money
at the moment.
I am sorry. I know my husband cannot
give you money because we have a similar
problem. Perhaps if we had spaced OUT
childrefl we would have enough money.
Spacing children means spacing fees.
Practice family planning.
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Tables Indicating Number of Radios
in Countries of the World
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TABLE 1 ‘2

CENTRAL AMERICA AND  CARIHDI:AN--SPfiNISII  SPEAKING: ‘TtXJ’&  NUMl3W~l’  RAlJfOS f’eople
?er Rndic

COUNTRY J9-Q 1955- m .QJ& .p7Q EL72

SOUTH AMERICA--SPANISH SPEAKING: TOTAL NUhlBER  OF RADIOS



wru~lw  11111 .-aGz, 000 I
Ve,,~zuelo I _ 21R,O@O

TOTNS 4.590.000 I

SOUTH AMERICA--PORTUGUESE  SPEAKING: TOTAL  NUMBER OF RADIOS

Brazil 1 5.743.000 ) 6.100.000 I 8,275,OOO  1 9.5

CENTRAL AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN--E’;LISH  SPEAKING: TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS.

Bahamas 2,100 5,000 ZG,OOO 26,500 45,500 3.0
Barbados 7,900 13.000 20,000 37,000 38,500 6.4
Bermuda 11.000 17.000 17,100 21,500 24,500 2.0 ~,
Brltlsh Honduras 1,200 1,380 2,201 6 , 5 0 0 20,500 5.1
&yam 35,000 35,000 a s . 0 0 0 1 1 4 , 0 0 0  5.5
Jamaica 23.000 ~40.000  150,000 200,000 3 6 3 , 0 0 0  4.6-
Leeward Island 1,200 2,000 4 , 0 0 0 6 , 0 0 0  2 5 . 0
Trinidad & Tobaqo 60.000 .__ .ooo L 62
Windward Island

TOTALS 45,200 1 1 2 , 5 8 0  3 0 6 , 3 0 1 ~,~ooo  I 5 . 4
,000 ! .:.2..



TABLE 1 IContd.) People
Per Radio

COUNTRY 1950 1955 1960 1y65 1970 .l9s

CARIBBEAN, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA--FRENCH AND DUTCH SPEAKING: TOTAL NUMSER  OF RADIOS

French Guiana 100 1,000 1,500 3,000 12 0
Guadeloupe 1.000 2.000

_b
6,000 8,000 22.500 13.9

Martinisue 2,300 11,000 18,000
Haiti

31,000 10.0
4,000 35,500 60,000 122,500 37.3

Netherland Antilles 34,000 41,000 64,500 110,000 1.9
Surinam 5,000 15,000 40,OOO 40,000

TOTALS
71,500 4.6

46,400 17,000 134,500 192,000 360,500 15.9

TABLE2

AFRICA--ENGLISH SPEAKING: TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS



-

TABLE 2 IContd.l People
Per Radic

“OUNTRY 1950 1955 AZ! m .m m

Sevchellcs 100 113 800 2,000 7,000 7.1_
Sierra Leone 2,500 14,000 26,500 42,500 52.4-
South African Reuublic 55s.000 700,000 1.027.000 2,068,000 2.388.000 7 . 3
Swaziland 500 8.000 3 . 6
Tanzania 1.400 122,500 8 4 . 7
Uqanda 1,000 83,500 121,500 197,500 3 7 . 4
Zambia

TOTALS 645,200 824,438 1,774,800 3,,827,500 5.420.500 23.2

TABLE 3

AFRICA--FRENCH SPEAKING COUNTRIES: TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIO>

,
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TABLE 3 lContd.l People
Per Radio

CO UNTR\; .!Ei;O -1955 1960 pl9 1970 $37J_,--.

TOTALS I 383,500 I 677.282 1 1.586.500 I 2.967.500  1 3.965.000 1 23.9

AFRICA--ARABIC, SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE SPEAKING ICOUNTRIES: TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS

Ethiopia 12,000 12,000 200,000 208,000 242,000 91.7
Libya 5,000 53,500 102,000 106,500 14.7
Somalia 3,300 36,000 45,000 52.2
Sudan 3,000 5,000 72,500 145,000 174,000 75.7
Smniah Guinea and Sahara 1,000 1,500 2,500 4,400 120.0
AlW0la 11,000 50,000 80,500 84,000 94,500 54.0
Portumese  Guinea 500 764 1,500 3,000 4,000 132.5



Aden I I 1,097 , 26,000 I 67,500 I 165,000 6 . 7
wadstan 8,000 I 20,000 I 25,000 I 46,000 1 78,500 195.3
Bahrain (including Qatar 1 I

76,000 5.0and TrucIal  States I I I 12,000 I 2 9 , 0 0 0  I
CWlOIl 34,000 I 77,386 1 316,000 / 393,000 I 446,000 1 24.6
India 1 576,000 1
Irail
1r.Xl
ISI.

Jordan
Kuwait _ _
Lebanon
New1
Pakistan
Saudi Arabia
SW%3

-
-
-

184,000
30,000

153,000
2,800 Z~,""" I‘4,""U  ,_

30,000
38,000 60,000 97,500 ‘SJ,'

13,000
^_

62,000 100,000 365,000 588.000 I
10,000 15,000 21,000 136.0"" '
50,000 85,000 300,000 323.C

2.126.500 3.515.000 5,857,500 8 0 . 5
300,000 1,087,OGO 1.716.000 1.955.000 11.7

60,000 350,000 526,000 532,000 13.2
247,175 450,000 476,000 666,000 3 . 7

^_ ^^^ 1-1 "^A 151,000 205,000 9 . 3
_ 100,000 133,000 3 . 2

"?- p o o 453,500 5 . 0

COUNTRY

Mozambloue
Sao Tome

TOTALS

NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA: TOTAL NUMBER OF NADIOS



COUNTRY- -

United Arab Reoublic I 264,000 I 543,000 1 1,050,OOO 1 7 . 1
Yemen (South) I I

2.568.000 1
I

4.062.500 1

TOTALS 1
I I

1 1
671,500 1 7 . 4

1,411.800 1.533.658 6,393,OOO 1 10.894.500 I 17.180.500 I 40.3

FAR EAST (INCLUDING CHINA) --TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS

Brunei I 500 I 1 I 7,200 , 11,000 I 8 8 . 2
Burma 11,000 I 14,391 I 105,0@0 I 189,000 I 350,000 1 69.2



Sinqavxe 41,000 101,000 118.500 314,000 5 . 8
Thailand 150,000 625,000 1.291.000 2,758,OOO 10.8
Timor 1,000 1,500 360.0
Vietnam (North) 12,000 45,000 210,000 442,500 -6.
J!ietnam (South) 316,000 640,000 24.6

TOTALS 10.714.300 12,708,779 24.250.500 38,610,700 48,848,500 22.2

TABLE 6

WESTERN EUROPE (EXCEPT SCANDINAVIA): TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS

Austria 1.319.000 1.661.006 2.055.500 2,1,37,000 2.253.000 3 . 2
Belaium 1.548.000 1,862,844 2.518.500 3,175,500 3,647,OOO 2 . 6
CYDNS 13,000 33,000 107.500 111,000 145,500 4 . 1
France (including

Andorra and Monaco) 6.893.000 8.750.890 11.238.000 11.908.000 12.468.000 3 . 9
West Germany (includ-

inq West Berlin) 9.018.000 12.457.818 16.020.500 17.920.500 19.848.500 2 . 9
Great Britian  (inolud-

ing Channel Is. and
Gibraltar) 12.359.400 12.500.000 15.452.000 19.774.000 22.500.000 2.4-

GRSfXC3 167,000 315,000 833,500 997,000 1,100,000 - 7 7
Ireland 298,000 417,000 493,500 600,000 608,000 3.B-
Italy 3.184.000 5.077.834 8,247,OOO 9.675.000 11.893.000 4 . 3



TABLE G ICoutd.) PCOPl”
Per Radio

COUNTRY JjsJ 1955 1960 m 1970 1970

Luxembouro 60,000 75,120 96.500 104,000 136,500 2.2
Malta 36,000 49,000 52,000 52,000 5.8
Netherlands 1.950.000 1,750,000 3.100.000 3,107,000 3.457.000 3.5
Portugal

(includinq Azores) 228,000 377,950 940,000 1,10~.500 1,466,500 6 . 2
Spain (including

Canal  Islands) 867,000 1.000.000 4,000,000 5.130.500 G,l40,000 5 . 1
Switzerland 1.037.000 1.182.417 1,249,500 1,760,500 1,970,000  3 . 0
Turkey 362,000 828,042 1.237.500 1.947.500 2.721,OOO 11.3

TOTALS 39,359,400 48,488,921 67.638.500 79.501.000 YO.406.000 3.6

TABLE7

SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES--TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS

Denmark (including
Greenland) 1.217.000 1.345.535 1.G39.000 1.G54.000 1.662.500 2 . 9

Finland 720,000 Y41.000 1.261.000 1.395.500 1.728.000 2.7
Iceland 35,000 37,288 50,000 58,500 74,500 2.7
NCXWW 786,000 909,000 1.150.000 1.299.000 1.300.000 2.8
Sweden 2,153,ooo 2.353.542 2.723.500 2,963,OOO 3.117.000 -2.5

TOTALS 4.911.000 5.586.365 6,823,500 7,370.000 7,882,OOO 2 . 7



w3 9,000 15,000 .32,500 ~.~3,000 1 1 9 , 0 0 0  15.z
@&.?&a - 227.000 400,000 1.~197.000 1.442.000 2.165.000 3 8
Czechoslovakia 2,422,OOO 2,800,000 3.355.000 3,582,OOO
East Germany (includ-

3.850.000 z

inq East Berlin) 3.489.000 3,800,OUO _ 5.809.000 5.880.500 6,192,500 2.1.
EIunsarv 620,000 1,200,000 2.075.000 2.432.000 2.625.500. 3 . 8
Poland 1.464.000 1.900.000 4.568.000 5,271,OOO 5.700.500 5.5
Rumania 313,000 350,000 1,675,OOO 2,231,OOO 2,900,OOO 6 . 5
USSR 11,452,OOO 18.000.000 21.550.000 46.900.000 70.759.000 3 . 2
Yusoslavia 336,000 450,000 1.389.000 2,274,OOO 3.053.500 6 . 3

TOTALS 20,332,OOO 28.915.000 41.550.500 70,085,500 97.356.000 3.6

TABLES

OCEANU\--TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS

AUstlXili., 1,859,OOO 2.030.920 2,311,500 4.003.000 4.029.000 2.8
Fiii Islands 3,100 ~5Jooo 20,000 34,000 39,000 11.5
French Polynesia 24,000 34.2
GU.Xll 53,500 13.6_
Mariana,  Caroline

and Marshall Islands



USA and CANADA--TOTAL NUMBER OF RADIOS

COUNTRY- -

New Hebrides 200 200 -. 9,500 172.2
New Guinea, Papua

and Cook Islands 5,000 39,000 54.4
New Zealand 454,000 504,000 580,000 926,000 950,000 2 . 7
Samoa (West & US) 700 1,116 4,500 11,500 17,000 8 . 8
Solomon Island 100 2,500 2,500 4,000 3 5 . 0
TOlX7.3 100 2,000 5,000 142.0

TOTALS 2,317,200 2.551.236 2,918,500 4,984,OOO 5.170.000 4 . 1

TABLE,0

Canada I 5,070,OOO I 6 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 I 7.720.000 1
~85.200.000 1 1 1

Y,O~O,OOO 1 14,OOO.OOO I 1.4
United States 118,000,OOO 161,000,OOO 173.000.000 1 263,775,OOO 1 0 . 7

TOTALS ~90.270.000 1 124,000,OOO 1 168.720.000 1 182.000.000 [ 277.775.000 / 0 . 8



SUMMARY PKlple
Per Radi<

COUNTRY 19’,0 m 1’360 1955 1970 1’370

GEOGRAPHICAL GROUPINGS

Central and South
America and Caribbean:
Spanish speaking
POrtuguese
Enslish
French and Dutch

Rfrica:
Enqlish  speakins

Africa:
ach speaking

Africa:
Arabic, Spanish

and Portuquese- -
Near East
arid South Asia

Far East
(includinq China)

-

7.287.000 12.490.000 18.029.500 22,544,500 28.118.000  5 . 2
5.743.000 6.100.000 8 . 2 7 5 . 0 0 0 9 . 5

45,200 112,580 306,301 508.500 8 0 3 , 0 0 0  5.4-
46,400 17,000 134,500 192,000 360,500 15.9

645,200 824,438

383,500 677,282

39,200 73,764

1.411.800 1,533,65R

10.714.300 12.708.770



SUMMARY (Conid.) People
Per Radio

COUNTRY 1950 19j5 1950 1965 2970 1970

Western Eurcw 39,359,400 48,488,921 67.638.500 79.501.000 90,406,000 3 . 6

Scandinavian
Countries 4,911,000 5.586,365 6.823.500 7,370,doo 7,882,OOO  2 . 7

Eastern  Europe
and XSR 20.332.000 28,915.OOO 41,550,500 70.085.500 97,356,OOO  3 . 6

Oceania 2,317,200 2,551,23G 2.918.500 4.984.000 5,170,000 4.1
USA and Canada 9 0 . 2 7 0 . 0 0 0  124,000,OOO  1 6 8 . 7 2 0 . 0 0 0 182,000,000 277,775,OOO  0 . 8

GRANDTOTAL:
WORLDWIDE 1 7 7 . 7 5 3 . 2 0 0  2 3 7 . 9 7 9 . 0 2 3 346,369,101 430,246,200 592,331,900  5 . 4



Appendix V

Evaluation of Radio Use in a KAP
(Knowledge, Attitude, Practice) Survey



21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.

28.
29.
30.

31.

Evaluation of Radio Use In a
KAP (Knowledge, Attitude, Practice) Survey

Do you have a radio?
Is it working?
Where do you get your radio repaired?
Is it electric or transistor?
Where do you get batteries?
Do you know of anyone who has a radio?
Is there a radio in the community to which everyone can
listen?
Is it working?
Is it in a convenient spot?
Do you listen to the radio?
Do any of your friends or neighbors come over to listen to the
radio with you?
How many different places can you go to listen to the radio?
Abolut  how many people were listening to the radio the last
time you heard it?
About how much time each day or week do you listen to it?
What station do you listen to most often?
Which programs do you listen to?
What is your favorite program?
Who is your favorite radio personality?
Do you listen to the radio for educational purposes?
Do you ever listen to speeches by the Prime Minister or other
prominent people ?
Have you ever heard that India has a population problem?
Describe why this is so?
How does it affect you?
Have you ever heard about contraception?
Describe what you have heard about the loop. Sterilization.
Condom. Oral pill  ~ Abortioli.
Have you ever heard about the red triangle?
Have you ever heard the slogan, “Have two or three children
and then stop” ?
About how many times have you heard this slogan?
Where did you hear this slogan?
Have you ever heard about family planning and contraceptives
on the radio?
Check which ways you heard about family planning on the
radio:

Dramas
Interview
Political address
Spot announcement
Personal testimony
Adult education program
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3 2 .
3 3 .

3 4 .

3 5 .
3 6 .
3 7 .

3 8 .
3 9 .

Song
Advertisement

Which was your favorite method?
What advantages of family planning were explained on the
program?
Has anyone ever to!d you about something they heard on the
radio?
Wnat was it?
-When was the last time?
Has anyone ever to!d you he heard something on family plan-
ning on the radio?
What did he hear?
Are you embarrassed to listen to a family planning program?



1.

2.

7_.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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